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The present work has evolved slowly over the past several years. It would not have reached this present 'moment of truth' without the assistance and encouragement of several scholars and friends. I am especially grateful to Fr. François Graffin, S.J., who initially instilled the idea of this publication, patiently supported me over the years and has graciously served as a reader and editor for this edition. I am thankful too Msgr. Patrick W. Skehan, Fr. David Johnson, S.J., Fr. Francis T. Gignac, S.J., and my religious Superiors, past and present, who have helped each in his own way to bring my long labor to its final completion. But above all, I owe a lasting debt of gratitude to Professor William Macomber who continuously and generously helped me to obtain, translate and understand the Syriac text of the present five homilies. His aid was inestimable and is still highly valued and appreciated as signs of his scholarship and friendship.

Finally, I want to acknowledge and thank those libraries and individuals who have allowed me to confer and cite their manuscripts on Narsai, especially those five that have formed the basis for this critical edition. In particular, I wish to mention the Chaldean Patriarchate Library in Baghdad, Iraq; the Oriental Printed Books and Manuscript Section of the British Museum; and Fr. Süleyman Şen, now deceased, of the Chaldean Church of Mardin, Turkey.
INTRODUCTION

History has bequeathed on Narsai a curious legacy. It extols him as an outstanding Syriac theologian of the fifth-century. Yet it has consigned his life and works to obscurity. For the most part, his life is shrouded in legend and his writings are still buried in unedited manuscripts or in an obscure Syriac edition.

A few significant facts stand out concerning Narsai’s life. He was a devoted first-generation disciple of Theodore of Mopsuestia and a zealous propagator of Theodore’s teaching. He also taught at and later headed the famed School of Edessa when it had supplanted the School of Antioch as the center of radical Diophysitism. In his later years, after he was forced to flee for his life from Edessa, he founded the celebrated School of Nisibis. It was from this School that flowed the ecclesiastics, scholars and theological doctrines that shaped the so-called ‘Nestorian’ or East Syrian Church.


3 This refers to the christological position of those who emphasize — and in the opinion of their adversaries, overemphasize — the two natures in Christ. In his dissertation (op. cit.), Ibrahim believes that Narsai’s diophysitism is basically orthodox and adequately maintains the personal unity of the natures in Christ.

Tradition assigns over 300 ‘memre’ (metrical homilies) and other works to Narsai. Of these, about eighty and perhaps one ‘soghita’ and a few hymns have survived. These are found in manuscripts in the Middle East and Europe. Martin published a text and translation of Narsai’s controversial homily on “The Three Doctors”. Mingana later followed with a two volume work containing the Syriac text of forty-seven non-controversial homilies. Drawing upon this Syriac edition, Allgeier, in his Introduction to his Narsai Doctoris Syri Homiliae et Carmina, Mossoul, 1905, lists 81 homilies that he has found surviving in manuscripts. Though arbitrary, this listing has become the accepted way for designating Narsai’s homilies. However, while asserting this number, Mingana also notes on p. 23 that homily 43, ‘The Second On The Martyrs’, is attributed in a Vatican manuscript to James of Sarug. (I have located this on pp. 636-649 in P. Bedjan, Homiliae Selectae Mar-Jacobi Sarugensis, tome II, Parisis, 1906). In addition, he questions the authenticity of homily 15, ‘On Correction’, and homily 53, ‘On The Parable Of The Seed’. Homily 35, ‘On The Rejection Of The Seed’, homily 35, ‘On The Parable Of The Seed’. Homily 35, ‘On The Parable Of The Seed’, is also suspect, at least in part. Cf. McLeod, op. cit., pp. 36-51 and M. JUGIF, Theologia Dogmatica Orientalis, v. 5, p. 175. However, W. Macomer, in his comprehensive article on The Manuscripts of the Metrical Homilies of Narsai, in Orientalia Christiana Periodica 39 (1973) in n. 5 on p. 283 and n. 1 on p. 299 where he lists all the manuscripts for this homily, favors a substantial authenticity. In his very valuable dissertation, Ibrahim (op. cit.) lists and describes 85 homilies (pp. 97-222). Among these, he includes two homilies (82 and 83) whose ‘incipits’ alone have survived. (Cf. Barhadbšabba of ‘Arbaia, op. cit., p. 613). His ultimate position on homilies 35 and 43 is not clear. But he does observe that the homilies attributed by Macomer (pp. 305-6) to Rabban Gabriel and Sibaxa belong to Narsai and assigns them the numbers 84 and 85 (pp. 219-222). VOÖBUS (op. cit., pp. 72-87) records and classifies 81, while GIGNOUX (op. cit., n. 3, p. 425) accepts 82. But neither of these scholars seriously enters into the question of authenticity. Until all the homilies are subjected to a rigorous scrutiny, around 80 seems to be a legitimate approximation.

Mingana (op. cit., p. 23) asserts that one may be authentic, but without any further elaboration. Ibrahim (op. cit., p. 95) believes that the ten surviving soghīta were added to some of Narsai’s homilies after the seventh century when these latter were chosen for liturgical use. F. Feldmann has published eight in his Syrische Wechselbilder von Narsai, Leipzig, 1896; F. Martin, the ‘soghīta’ for the homily on ‘The Three Doctors’ in his Homelie de Narses sur les trois Docteurs nestoriens, in Journal Asiatique tome 14 (1899), pp. 446-492, and tome 15 (1900), pp. 469-525; and F. Graffin, the ‘soghīta’ on ‘The Cherub and the Robber’ in his French translation in L’Orient Syrien XII (1967), pp. 481-490.

For a listing and description of these verses and hymns, cf. Macomer, op. cit., pp. 278-280; and Ibrahim, op. cit., pp. xix-xxi, where he indicates the location of these (as well as several ‘memre’) in Syriac texts, especially in A. Mingana, Le Rituel des funéraires, Mossoul, 1907. 

Cf. Martin, n. 7 above.

A. Mingana, Narsai Doctoris Syri Homiliae et Carmina, 2 vols., Mossoul, 1905.

A. Allgeier, Ein Syrischer Memra über die Seele in Religionsgeschichtlichen Rahmen, in Archiv für Religionswissenschaft 21, pp. 360-396. (39 according to Mingana’s edition and
Brouwers, Connoly, Delly, Gignoux, Guillaumont and Krüger have translated fourteen of these homilies into major modern languages. Several homilies too have been published in the original Syriac or translated into Assyrian. Of all the above, only Gignoux’ homilies on “The Creation” have been critically edited. Except for a few excerpts according to his listing of 81 homilies). Also, Ein Syrischer Memra über die Kirche als die Braut Christi, in Katholik (1917), pp. 151-163. (33 Mingana, 60 list).


A. Guillaumont, Poème de Narsäi sur le Baptême, in OS I (1956), pp. 189-207 (22 Mingana, 39 list).


P. Gignoux, Homelie de Narsäi sur la Création, in P.O. tome XXXIV fasc. 3-4.
published in Mingana\textsuperscript{20}. Abramowski and Goodman\textsuperscript{21}, McLeod\textsuperscript{22} and Ibrahim\textsuperscript{23}, all the other homilies, particularly the controversial christological ones, have remained surprisingly untouched.

The present critical edition offers for the first time in their entirety five of Narsai's major christological and controversial homilies. They deal with the momentous events of Jesus' birth, baptism, passion, resurrection and ascension. They are valuable for the doctrines they reveal, for the personal allusions they contain, and for the context they offer to understand the disputed fragments of Theodore of Mopsuestia\textsuperscript{24}.

**Manuscripts used in the present edition**

The present five homilies are found in seventeen of the twenty-six extant manuscripts\textsuperscript{25}. Of these, six stand out as being of primary importance, and five serve as the basis for determining this critical edition. The other eleven, all late nineteenth-century copies, derive, with the exception of the second part of *Vatican Syriac 588*, from *Chaldean Patriarchate 72*.

The six major manuscripts are:

- **Mingana**\textsuperscript{, op. cit.}, v. 1, pp. 10-13.
- **Abramowski and Goodman**, *A Nestorian Collection of Christological Texts*, (vol. 1: The Syriac Text; and vol. 2: The English Translation), Cambridge, 1972. The English translation for the eight selections are found on pp. 67-75. The first seven are taken from homily 4 (which is the first homily published in this edition), and the eight is from homily 56 on *The Dedication of a Church*.
- **McLeod**, *op. cit.*, offers both translations and texts of major unedited selections from Narsai's homilies that pertain to christology and soteriology.
- **Ibrahim**, *op. cit.*, contains numerous citations from the unedited works of Narsai.

For the most up-to-date and thorough listing of Narsai's manuscripts, cf. Macomber, *The Manuscripts of the metreical homilies of Narsai*, *OCP* 39 (1973), pp. 275-306. It should be noted that the number 26 includes the four distinct manuscripts that form *Chaldean Patriarchate* 70.
1. Chaldean Patriarchate 71 (= A)

This is the oldest known manuscript, copied perhaps in the region of Erbil sometimes between 1188/1288. It was known formerly as Mosul Patriarchate 71, but now as Baghdad Patriarchate 601. It contains 33 homilies of which 30 are attributed to Narsai. On the whole, its text is clearly legible with 25 lines to each page and with the metric lines running continuously one after the other. It is vocalized whenever necessary to distinguish similar forms. Though the oldest dated manuscript, it is somewhat surprisingly the sole source of homilies 27-33 of Vatican Borgia 83 and 14-19 of Vatican Syriac 588. This manuscript is designated as A.

Our five homilies are found respectively on the following pages of the manuscript: 65-82, 102-121, 364-379, 415-428 and 476-488.

2. Diarbekir 70 (= B)

This manuscript dates from 1328. It fortunately survived the destruction of the Library of Seert and is now located at the Chaldean Church in Mardin, Turkey, where it is listed as Mardin-Diarbekir 60. It contains 38 homilies of which three are assigned to other authors. Thanks to the kind assistance of Fr. Süleyman Şen (now deceased), I was able to obtain a handwritten copy of the five homilies. In comparison with the other manuscripts, it appears closely related to A with both derived from a common hyparchetype. This manuscript is designated as B.

The present homilies are found in the following folia: 4b-5a, 6b-7b, 25b-26b, 28a-30b and 31b-32a.


27 The colophon for this manuscript is partially illegible. Though lacking the place where it was copied, it contains the name of the scribe, Yohannan, son of Zuqul, from the region of Erbil. This may indicate the general area where the manuscript was written.

28 Only the first two digits of the date are preserved, namely one thousand five hundred (five hundred) of the Greeks. According to our present calendar, this would mean that the manuscript was copied between the dates cited above.

29 The other three are 17 which lacks its ‘incipit’ and is a unique homily, as well as 21 and 32 which Macomber (op. cit., p. 281 and 305-6) attributes to Rabban Gabriel and an unknown Slibazka. Ibrahim (op. cit., p. 217 and 219-220) suggests that these latter names may be better interpreted as Rabban Emmanuel and ‘Mar Sliwa zakkaya’. But despite this attribution, he believes that these homilies belong to Narsai.


31 They are 11, 26 and 35, attributed respectively to Rabban Surin, David the Scholastic and Slibazka (cf. n. 29 above).
3. *Diarbekir* 71\(^{32}\) (= E)

This manuscript is undated but assigned by Scher to the fourteenth century. Like *Diarbekir* 70, it survived the destruction of the Library of Seert and is now found at Mardin where it bears the designation *Mardin-Diarbekir* 60.2. It is, however, in poor condition. Besides missing the first 14 homilies, it is in a fragile state. The surviving part contains 27 homilies\(^{33}\), among which are those of the ‘Passion’, ‘Resurrection’ and ‘Ascension’. I believe that it is safe to assume that the homilies on ‘The Nativity’ and ‘The Epiphany’ are present in the earlier missing section. This manuscript seems to be the origin of homilies 4-15 of *British Museum* 9363 and 32-43 of *Chaldean Patriarchate* 70. In a trip to Mardin, Prof. Macomber compared the texts of the homilies on the ‘Passion’, ‘Resurrection’ and ‘Ascension’ as found in the present codex with that of A. I am most grateful for the textual variants that he has supplied for use in this present critical edition. As will be indicated below, this manuscript appears to represent an independent line of derivation in the ‘stemma codicum’. It is designated as E.

The three homilies of the ‘Passion’, ‘Resurrection’ and ‘Ascension’ are found on folia: 16a-17a, 20a-21b and 23b-25a.

4. *Chaldean Patriarchate* 72\(^{34}\) (= C)

This was originally copied at Alqoş in 1705. In the past, it was known as *Mosul Patriarchate* 72. At present, it is part of the Chaldean Patriarchate Library in Baghdad and listed as no. 602. It contains 26 homilies of which 25\(^{35}\) are attributed to Narsai. It is written in exceptionally clear and fully vocalized script, with each metric line corresponding to a line of text. As will be indicated below, it seems to be derived from the same hyparchetype as *British Museum* 5463 and Neesan I. Also this manuscript is the source for the secondary manuscripts described below. It is designated as C.

The five homilies are found on the following pages: 67-85, 112-132, 346-360, 394-407 and 448-462.

5. *British Museum* 5463\(^{36}\) (= D)

This manuscript was copied at Urmia in 1893, most likely from the...
now lost Urmia 34 (listed as having been written at Darband in 1715)\textsuperscript{37}. It is with its sister manuscript, Neesan 1 (below), the largest of the surviving manuscripts. It contains 71 homilies of which 70\textsuperscript{38} are attributed to Narsai. The metric lines run continuously one after the other in a clearly legible and vocalized script. It is derived without doubt from the same source as Neesan 1 and most likely from the same hyparchetype as C 72. This manuscript or the now lost Urmia 34 is the source of homilies 27-40 of Chaldean Patriarchate 69 and 29-42 of Notre Dame des Semences 161. It is designated as D.

The five homilies are on folia: 21a-26b, 32a-37b, 147a-152a, 164b-168b, and 186b-190b.

6. Neesan 1\textsuperscript{39}

Prof. Macomber located this manuscript in the private library of the present Chaldean Archbishop of Teheran, Msgr. Yohanna S. Issayi. It was copied at Siri near Urmia in 1896 and contains the same homilies in the same order as D. It too is doubtless derived from Urmia 34. It is written in a fine script, with full vocalization and with each metric line forming a line of text. I was unable to obtain microfilm or a handwritten copy of the present homilies. But thanks to the assistance of Msgr. Issayi, I have received requested information concerning how his text compares with selected unique variants present in D. As Prof. Gignoux discovered from his textual investigation\textsuperscript{40}, they appear to be sister texts. Because the present manuscript has been only partially checked, it has not been used in this edition.

The present homilies are found on pages: 22-28, 36-40, 165-170, 187-192 and 215-220.

SECONDARY MANUSCRIPTS

Eleven other manuscripts contain the present five homilies. They all, however, stem from the primary manuscripts described above. Except for Notre Dame 160 and Kirkuk 49 which I have been unable to check and except for homilies 14-21 in Vatican Syriac 588 which derive from A,

\textsuperscript{37} O. SARAU, Catalogue of Syriac Manuscripts in the Library of the Museum Association of Oroomiah College (in Arabic), Urmia, 1898, p. 9.

\textsuperscript{38} 34 is attributed to Rabban Surin.

\textsuperscript{39} MACOMBER, op. cit., pp. 288-89.

\textsuperscript{40} GIGNOUX, op. cit., p. 520.
all the other manuscripts agree with C. These contain the same unique variants as C and omit the same lines.

As the variants for these secondary manuscripts are relatively few and of no value in determining the critical text, each of these manuscripts will be cited only with a minimum of details, namely: the date and place each was copied, the number of homilies each has and its dependence on other manuscripts, and the folia where the present homilies are found.

1. Vatican Borgia 83\(^{41}\): Mosul, 1868; 33 homilies (1-26 \(^{42}\) from C and 27-32 from A); folia: 27b-34b, 46a-53b, 141b-148b, 162b-168a and 187b-193b.

2. Strasbourg 4139\(^{43}\): this is a direct copy of Vatican Borgia 83 above.

3. Notre Dame des Semences 160\(^{44}\): Alqoš, 1879; 26 homilies (same homilies in the same order as C); folia: 37a-46a, 60a-69b, 178b-186b, 204b-211b and 233a-240a

4. Sachau 174-6\(^{45}\): Tell Kef\(^{46}\), 1881; 26 homilies (same homilies in the same order as C except that 25 and 26 are reversed); folia: 37a-46b, 61a-71a, 178b-186b, 208b-215b and 239b-247a.

5. Kirkuk 49\(^{47}\): Alqoš, 1881; 26 homilies (same homilies in the same order as C except that 25 and 26 are reversed); folia: 40a-49a, 62b-72a, 176b-183b, 200a-206b and 229a-236a.

6. Vatican Borgia 79\(^{48}\): Alqoš, 1883; 25 homilies (same homilies in the same order as C except for the omission of the ‘memra’ attributed to

---


\(^{42}\) 25 and 26 are in reverse order from that of C.


\(^{45}\) I have been unable to confer or obtain information about this manuscript and Kirkuk 49. But granted the external similarity of all these secondary manuscripts as regards number, place of origin and date of composition, I believe these manuscripts and their homilies are either direct or indirect copies from C.

\(^{46}\) E. Sachal, Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse der Königlichen Bibliothek zu Berlin, XXIII, in Verzeichnisse der syrischen Handschriften, Berlin, 1899, pp. 190-97. This is presently located at Tübingen University. Also Macomber, op. cit., p. 285.

\(^{47}\) Tell Kef and Alqoš are Christian villages close to each other in Northern Iraq.


---

Also Scher, Notice sur les manuscrits syriaques du Musée Borgia, op. cit., p. 268. Also Macomber, op. cit., p. 286.
David the Scholastic); folia: 29b-37b, 50b-59b, 156b-162b, 178b-184b and 203b-210a.

7. British Museum 9368\textsuperscript{49}: Alqoš, 1887; 26 homilies (same homilies in the same order as C); folia: 34a-43a, 56b-69b, 173b-180b, 198a-204b and 227b-235a.

8. Vatican Syriac 498\textsuperscript{50}: Alqoš, 1890; 26 homilies (same homilies in the same order as C); folia: 39b-49a, 64b-75a, 190a-198a, 216b-223b and 244a-251a.

9. Chaldean Patriarchate 69\textsuperscript{51}: it contains two parts: 1) at Alqoš, 1896; 1-26 (same homilies in the same order, even with the same colophon, as C; 2) also at Alqoš, 1898; 27-40 (same homilies in the same order as 29-42 of Notre Dame des Semences 161). The second section seems to be derived from the same source as D\textsuperscript{52}. Folia: 35b-45b, 62b-73b, 197a-205a, 225b-232b and 257a-265a.

10. Diettrich 6\textsuperscript{53}: Without a colophon but judged to be from the late nineteenth century; 26 homilies (same homilies in the same order as C except that 25 and 26 are reversed); folia: 38a-48b, 65a-76b, 203b-212a, 232a-240a and 267a-275b.

11. Vatican Syriac 588\textsuperscript{54}: Mosul, 1918; 21 homilies (1-13 from C and 14-21 from A\textsuperscript{55}; folia: 1b-6a, 12a-17a, 40a-44a, 44b-48a, 48b-52a (and 76b-80b)\textsuperscript{56}.

\textsuperscript{49} MACOMBER (ibid.) located this manuscript in the British Museum collection. No description has been published.

\textsuperscript{50} A. VAN LANTSCHOOT, Inventaire des manuscrits syriaques des fonds Vatican (490-631), Barberini Oriental et Neofiti, in Studi e Testi 243, Vatican City, 1965, p. 30. Also MACOMBER, ibid.

\textsuperscript{51} SCHER, Notice sur les manuscrits... de Mossoul, op. cit., p. 244. Also MACOMBER, op. cit., p. 289.

\textsuperscript{52} It seems that the copyist went to Urmia with a list of the homilies contained in C and Chaldean Patriarchate 70. He then proceeded most likely through Urmia 34 (the source of D) and copied whatever homilies he was missing.

\textsuperscript{53} N. V. PIGULEVSKAYA, Katalog sirijskikh rukopisej Leningrada, in Palestinskij Shornik 6 (69), Moscow/Leningrad, 1960, p. 106. Also MACOMBER, op. cit., p. 284.

\textsuperscript{54} VAN LANTSCHOOT, op. cit., p. 115; and MACOMBER, op. cit., p. 291-92.

\textsuperscript{55} This manuscript, together with VS 594, is an obvious attempt to collect the unedited homilies, whose titles are listed but whose texts are not contained in Mingana's two volume Syriac work on Narsai (op. cit.). The compiler took this list and systematically went through C and obtained his first 13 homilies (omitting the homily on 'The Three Doctors' which was already published by Martin). He then continued through A and copied homilies 14 to 21 from this manuscript. He however omits 16 of A (for what reason it is not clear) and duplicates 29, probably not realizing that it was already copied earlier in 11 (but which was taken from C). VS 594 continues where VS 588 ended. 21 of VS 588 ends with 33 of A. 1 of VS 594 begins with 34 of A.

\textsuperscript{56} The homily on 'The Ascension' is repeated twice in this manuscript as 11 and 29 (cf. previous note). This indicates its dual origin from C and A.
The interdependence of the major manuscripts

The five major manuscripts, A, B, C, D and E which form the components of the present text, contain many variants, which are obvious scribal errors and attempts to improve a reading. Yet there are more than enough differences and agreements so at to provide grounds for drawing several general conclusions.

On the whole, A stands out not only as the oldest but the most consistent manuscript. As such, it has been chosen to be the primary text. 32 variants are significant: cf. I, n. 44, 148, 183; II, 23, 48, 109, 114, 157, 165, 178, 192; III, 13, 79, 199; IV, 7, 8, 31, 48, 50, 76, 77, 120, 154, 158, 195, 196, 231; V, 2, 53, 119, 164, 187. The others are cases of obvious negligence and the addition or omission of a ‘syame’, of a possessive pronoun, of an initial Δ and of a ο or ι. The large number of variants indicates that A has not been copied.

B attests to another tradition. The most significant variants are: I, n. 15, 41, 97, 176, 212; II, 126, 156, 160, 167, 180; III, 145, 146, 207; IV, 6, 22, 94, 114, 119, 128, 136, 147, 189, 194, 238, 272, 275, 280, 289, 290; V, 4, 21, 24, 28, 109, 128, 174. The others are minor. The major variants indicate that B has also not been copied.

While independent, B appears nevertheless to be closely related to A. The major instances of agreement are: I, n. 5, 20, 28, 51, 71, 81, 91, 95, 101, 107, 124, 149, 174, 180, 196, 222; II, 34, 81, 111, 123, 133, 188; III, 71, 277; IV, 13, 19, 21, 27, 30, 65, 82, 96, 104, 123, 204, 223, 228, 267, 284; V, 12, 15, 85, 139, 182, 192, 207, 216. This parallelism points to the strong likelihood that A and B (as well as C and D) derive from a common hyparchetype.

C clearly attests to another tradition. 58 variants are significant: I, n. 42, 64, 69, 82, 85, 109, 111, 123, 132, 146, 156, 165, 172, 177, 225; II, 21, 37, 40, 42, 45, 55, 61, 71, 91, 113, 135, 161, 173, 189, 190, 220; III, 6, 11, 12, 99, 103, 121, 162, 163, 169, 178, 206, 272; IV, 10, 38, 49, 98, 218, 276; V, 47, 48, 59, 86, 112, 124, 126, 144. Seven of these (those underlined) are the omission of one or two verses. These are particularly significant for showing the dependence of the eleven minor manuscripts and the independence of ABDE, especially D. Yet as indicated above in the section on B, C and D are parallel to one another a significant number of times and seem definitely to derive from a common hyparchetype.

D also belongs to another tradition. It possesses the largest number of unique variants. Three-quarters are minor. The other fourth are synonyms or attempts to improve on the text. As a text, it is unreliable.
Though independent, it is, as noted above, parallel with C in opposition to AB. It doubtless derives from a common hyparchetype with C.

E also stands apart from the other manuscripts. Although it contains only three of the present homilies, it still has a significant number of unique variants: About one-third are significant: III, n. 9, 16, 18, 65, 69, 76, 87, 113, 123, 128, 139, 156, 158, 164, 179, 184, 189, 194, 195, 212, 213, 222, 226, 228, 229, 230, 232, 235, 267; IV, 11, 12, 45, 68, 73, 74, 83, 86, 93, 138, 141, 152, 202, 211, 219, 248, 258, 261, 270, 278, 282, 287, 288; V, 50, 70, 118, 131, 197, 208. As a text, it is unreliable.

As regards E's relationship to the other manuscripts, E agrees with AB in only six major cases and 24 times with CDE. The instances for AB are: IV, n. 187, 204, 223, 239, 246; V, 35; and for CD: III, 125, 277; IV, 13, 19, 21, 27, 65, 82, 84, 96, 101, 104, 179, 228, 235, 244, 267, 284; V, 12, 85, 139, 182, 192, 207. E agrees separately with A four times, B seven, C seventeen, and D twenty-two. From this, it would seem that E is derived from a higher hyparchetype common to CD.

Although the introductory refrains are most probably not original, they manifest some interesting variations. Since they are present in ABCDE, they are valuable for indicating the interrelationships between the manuscripts. AB have the same refrains in all the five homilies, CD agree with AB in I, II (except for one significant variant where CD have the word 'Jordan' in opposition to AB's 'John') and III. C has a unique reading for IV but agrees fully with AB for V. D's refrains for IV and V are unique. E (which provides evidence for only III, IV and V) agrees with ABC's refrains for III and V, but it too has its own unique reading for IV.

From the above, A and B are seen to belong to the same line of derivation. CD's singular reading for II indicates that they too are related. The unique readings that C, D and E offer for IV indicate a common uncertainty in their lines of derivation. D's singular reading for V also points to the same conclusion, particularly in its relationship to C.

In conclusion, if all the known data from all the manuscripts, both major and minor, are added in, the final schema could be portrayed thus:
A = Chald. Patr. 71  D = Br. Mus. 5463
B = Diarb. 70  E = Diarb. 71
C = Chald. Patr. 72  F = Neesan 1
The earliest manuscripts of Narsai's homilies date from the twelfth and the thirteenth centuries. Six of the homilies attributed to Narsai are attested to by two Syriac authors who lived in the sixth and ninth centuries. Barhadshabba of 'Arbaia\(^{57}\) quotes the incipits for homily 25, 'The Second on Correction', and homily 80, 'On The Reprimand of Women'; and Išo'dad of Merv\(^{58}\), the incipits for homily 1, 'On The First Sunday of Advent'; homily 5, 'On The Blessed Virgin Mary'; homily 31, 'The Third Homily For Palm Sunday'; and homily 76, 'On The Elevation Of Enoch And Elias'. These citations provide valuable external and earlier confirmation that at least several of the homilies found in the manuscripts are to be acknowledged as Narsai's.

In addition, two homilies provide internal corroborating evidence. Homily 31, 'The Third For Palm Sunday'\(^{59}\) (cited above by Išo'dad of Merv) and homily 54, 'For The Feast Of The Holy Cross'\(^{60}\), contain assertions that Jesus lived about 500 years earlier. As Narsai is considered to have died in 503, this reference would correspond with the last years of Narsai's life.

While none of the present homilies are mentioned above, they contain personal allusions that may offer valuable internal evidence. They can be applied to what is known about Narsai's life and may even indicate at what periods the present homilies were written. In the homily on 'The Nativity', Narsai reproaches Cyril of Alexandria\(^{61}\), Eutyches\(^{62}\) and their partisans in his own day\(^{63}\) for finding 'fault with the distinction of (his) words'\(^{64}\). In the homily on 'The Epiphany', he again reproves Cyril\(^{65}\) and Eutyches\(^{66}\) but refers now to 'their heirs'\(^{67}\). He denounces these as members of a great multitude who are conquering by tumult\(^{68}\), seducing

\(^{57}\) Cf. BARHADSHABBA, P.O., IX, p. 610. The reference to homily 25 is found in MINGANA, op. cit., I, p. 210; and to homily 80 in Mingana, II, p. 353.

\(^{58}\) IŠO'DAD OF MERV, Commentaire sur L'Ancien Testament : I. Genèse, ed. C. VAN DEN EYNDE, in C.S.C.O. 156, Scriptores Syri, tome 75. The reference for homily 1 is from Išo'dad, p. 189 and Mingana, I, p. 20; for homily 5, from Išo'dad, p. 114 and C 72, p. 335; for homily 31, from Išo'dad, p. 165 and Mingana, I, p. 291; and for homily 76, from Išo'dad, p. 117 and VS 594, f. 27r.

\(^{59}\) Mingana, I, pp. 305 and 308.

\(^{60}\) Mingana, II, pp. 119-120.

\(^{61}\) I, 127.

\(^{62}\) I, 125.

\(^{63}\) I, 129.

\(^{64}\) I, 440.

\(^{65}\) II, 510.

\(^{66}\) II, 509.

\(^{67}\) II, 511.

\(^{68}\) II, 491.
the populace and usurping the ranks of the office of ‘rabban’. And in an intriguing line, he affirms that it was not from fear that he turned aside from his discourse. In the homily on ‘The Passion’, Narsai directly addresses Eutyches and his companions in a way that implies that they are contemporaries. He is seeking to stem the disease which his adversaries are rapidly spreading among the multitudes. In the homily on ‘The Resurrection’, Narsai expresses his desire to refute his adversaries whom he calls ‘lovers of death’ and ‘heretics’, but he mentions none specifically by name. In the homily on ‘The Ascension’, Narsai calls upon his opponents only in general terms, referring to them as ‘the new scribes of possibility... those who obliterate the Body and make the Word suffer... and the minglers of natures... (and) their properties’. In what may be a very pregnant passage, Narsai also rejects the charge that he was personally seeking to usurp for himself the office of ‘rabban’.

The references in the homily on ‘The Passion’ may serve as a focal point. Here Eutyches is addressed as a contemporary of Narsai. Since Eutyches’ span of notoriety stretched from the middle 440’s until his death in 454, this homily may well date from this period. If so, it would correspond with the period of Narsai’s teaching at Edessa. Perhaps his remark on how rapidly error was spreading may be referring to the time around the Robbers Council of Ephesus in 449.

The homily on ‘The Epiphany’ seems to pertain to a later period. Narsai is no longer castigating Eutyches but his heirs who have swollen into a vast multitude and who are seducing the populace and usurping the teaching office. Narsai’s final days at Edessa are known to have been turbulent. Perhaps he is alluding to the pressures that eventually forced him to flee. When this occurred is disputed. In light of Narsai’s reference to the heirs of Eutyches and the arguments to be presented below for the homily of ‘The Ascension’, 471 seems to be a better date than 457.

The homily on ‘The Nativity’ also refers to Eutyches’ disciples who
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are living in Narsai's day. It certainly implies a period after Eutyches' death. Narsai would seem to be still living at Edessa and resisting his adversaries. Since the homily lacks the heated personal exchanges of the homily on 'The Epiphany, it may reflect a period of relative calm. If Narsai fled from Edessa in 471, the present homily may fall sometime between the middle 450's and the late 460's.

The homilies of 'The Resurrection' and 'The Ascension' contain polemic sections. But here the adversaries are addressed not in specific but generic terms. In the homily of 'The Ascension', they are labelled as 'new scribes of passibility' and 'minglers' who assert that the Word suffered and died on the cross. Perhaps from Narsai's point of view, 'new' indicates a new form of the error propagated by Cyril of Alexandria. His remarks on the Word are certainly applicable to what is known about Eutyches' teaching on the one — the Divine — nature of Christ after the union. If so, this homily would date from the early to late 440's when Eutychianism first began to gain widespread attention. It may in fact have been published about the same time (447) as the Eranistes. In this work, Theodoret of Cyr condemns Eutyches without naming him. If the homily of 'The Ascension' does belong to the late 440's, it gives added significance to Narsai's rejection of the charge that he is trying to usurp for himself the office of 'rabban' or director of the school. According to Barhadbsabba, when the office of 'rabban' became vacant, Narsai was acclaimed as the best candidate. Doubtless his enemies were bitterly opposed and may well have calumniated Narsai with the charge that he was ambitioning the office. This would mean that Narsai was not the director in the late 440's and that Vööbus is right in arguing that Narsai was not elected 'rabban' until 451 and did not flee Edessa until 471.

In the homily of 'The Resurrection', Narsai refers only generally to the 'lovers of death' and 'heretics'. The homily contains no personal allusions that Narsai is intimately and bitterly involved with his adversaries.

\[\text{Cf.}\text{ article on 'Theodoret' in the New Catholic Encyclopedia in v. 14, p. 21. The above remarks may also indicate the date for the homily on 'The Three Doctors'. Vööbus (op. cit., p. 85) speculates that it should be dated after 485 because of the allusions to the Council of Chalcedon and the activities of Philoxenus. On the contrary, it is significant, in my opinion, that Narsai does not cite Eutyches in this homily. Something I believe he would have done if he wrote this homily in the late fifth century. I think that it was more likely composed in the late 330's or early 440's, around the time when Cyril of Alexandria and Theodoret of Cyr wrote their now-lost works on Diodore of Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia.}\]

81. \text{Barhadbsabba, op. cit., p. 599.}
82. \text{Cf. Vööbus, op. cit., pp. 33-47 and 61-65.}
It doubtless pertains to a period when Narsai’s life was relatively quiet, perhaps to the early period of Bishop Ibas’ tenure (435-457) at Edessa. As the section below on ‘Homily Structure’ will indicate, there is a structural similarity on the one hand between the homilies of ‘The Nativity’, ‘The Epiphany’ and ‘The Passion’ and on the other between ‘The Resurrection’ and ‘The Ascension’. Stylistically and theologically, the first two are much more developed than the others. As even a superficial reading will indicate, they appear to be later works of a more mature period of Narsai’s life. The last two are similar works as regards content and style. They may be, as it were, ‘period pieces’ from Narsai’s earlier life when he was beginning to establish his reputation as a poet and theologian. The homily on ‘The Passion’ seems to be in between the other two sets, though closer to ‘The Nativity’ and ‘The Epiphany’.

In conclusion, considerable work needs to be done to establish the authenticity and dating not only of the present, but of all the homilies attributed to Narsai. Hopefully, the present edition, together with what has already been published, will provide a tentative basis for judging what is authentically Narsai’s and what pertains to the different periods of Narsai’s life.

CHRISTOLOGICAL DOCTRINE

To understand Narsai’s Christology, one should first view it within its soteriological framework. In fact, this is what Narsai presents in the introductory sections of the present homilies. Here he extolls man as

---

84 Up to the beginning of this century, Narsai was considered to be heretical solely on the basis of his reputation as a leading Nestorian theologian. Then with the publications of F. Martin’s Homélie de Narsés sur les trois Docteurs nestoriens (in Journal Asiatique, t. 14, pp. 446-92 and t. 15, pp. 469-525) and A. Mingana’s Latin Introduction (in Narsai Doctoris Syri Homilae et Carmina, 2 vols., Mossoul, 1905) with its selected excerpts from other unpublished writings, this view of heterodoxy seemed to be buttressed with original texts. Relying on these publications, Cardinal E. Tisserant in his article on ‘Narsai’ (in the Dictionnaire de Théologie Catholique t. XI première partie, col. 26-30) wrote his still influential assessment of Narsai. This judgment, however, concerning his orthodoxy has been challenged. In his brief article (“L’Orthodossia di Nar.sai rilievata dalla sua omelia sui Dottori Greci”, in Bessartone 33 1917, pp. 313-327), P. Sfair pointed out how Martin had poorly translated several passages in the homily on ‘The Three Doctors’, particularly his unfortunate translation of τοῖς ἁγίοις as ‘figure’. He also expressed his opinion (p. 316) that Narsai could be correctly interpreted in a Catholic sense. In 1975, Fr. Ibrahim Ibrahim published his doctoral thesis (La Doctrine Christologique de Nar.sai, A.S. Thoma. Aq. in Urbe, Rome, 1974-1975) in which he vigorously defends Narsai’s orthodoxy. It is the most comprehensive, detailed and thought-provoking study of Narsai’s Christology published up to the present.
God's image and as the bond unifying the material and spiritual worlds. Since God is transcendent by Nature and cannot be known as He is, man not only reveals the Divinity but serves as the way that other creatures can truly know and love their God. Thus, when Adam sins, he subverts his role as image and bond. To restore all to His knowledge and love and to fulfill the eternal salvific plan, God the Father sent His Word to dwell within the Second Adam and redeem the universe through his death. As such, the Second Adam is the true image and bond unifying all creation to its Creator.

Narsai understands the scriptural statement that ‘God created man in His image’ (Gen. 1, 27) in a way similar to and doubtless dependent upon Théodore of Mopsuestia (cf. R. Devreesse, Essai sur Théodore de Mopsueste, in Studi e Testi 141, Vatican City, 1948, pp. 13ff.). Unlike the views of Origen (cf. H. Cruzel, Théologie de l'image de Dieu chez Origène, Paris, 1956), Cyril of Alexandria (cf. W. Burghardt, The Image Of God In Man According to Cyril Of Alexandria, Maryland, 1957), and Gregory of Nyssa (cf. R. Ley, L'image de Dieu chez saint Grégoire de Nyssse, Bruxelles, 1951) who, each in his own way, considers man's image to be the divine element in man's rational soul, Narsai uses the term as referring to the whole of man's corporate nature of soul and body (cf. II, 1-14). Man's dignity as God's image plays a central role in Narsai's thought. Since the Divine Nature is transcendent and cannot be known as It is, God has chosen (cf. n. 103 below) to reveal Himself to and through man's visible nature (cf. G 3, 245-250). Man's image does not possess a strict or natural resemblance to the Divinity (cf. I, 19-22). Rather he manifests and represents God's power and love to the universe (cf. III, 37-46; and IV, 1-6). As such, man's image is a dignity and a function. He reflects God's love and power and stands as His visible authoritative representative whom all created beings must love and serve and, in so doing, fulfill their love and service to God (cf. I, 23-4). Though Adam is God's image, he is so in a secondary sense. He foreshadows the primary image who is Christ (cf. G 3, 295-9). For it is in Christ in whom the Word of God dwells in love and power (cf. n. 103 below) and who truly manifests and represents the Divinity, even to the point of being the visible 'object' whereby other creatures attain and worship the Divinity in heaven (cf. V, 219-238). Thus as I, 15ff. indicates, Christ's coming is to renew (and fulfill) man's image that was corrupted in Paradise. By sinning against God's solemn command in Paradise, Adam had turned man's image into a mockery and contradiction. For instead of reflecting love of God and submission to His authority, he radiates indignity and causes the rest of the universe to turn away in disgust (cf. I, 31-8; and IV, 274-289).

Narsai is alluding here to man's kingship or role as the bond of the universe. Following Theodore (cf. Devreesse, Essai sur Théodore, op. cit., p. 368), Narsai considers that, when God created man with a soul and a body, He made him a participant in the angelic and the non-rational (both animate and inanimate) worlds (cf. G 4, 5-9). By his body, he is related to all corporeal beings; and by his rational soul, he is akin to the angels. As such, man is the bond and keystone of unity within creation. Furthermore, man's roles as bond of the universe and image (cf. n. 6 above) coalesce. Man not only horizontally unites all creatures as their bond, but vertically stands as the image or way to encounter the transcendent God. Christ is, of course, the image and bond 'par excellence' — the one in whom all of creation is recapitulated and united to the Divinity. This view is very Pauline (cf. Col. 1, 15-20).

1, 23-4; II, 43-50. Narsai is alluding here to man's kingship or role as the bond of the universe. Following Theodore (cf. Devreesse, Essai sur Théodore, op. cit., p. 368), Narsai considers that, when God created man with a soul and a body, He made him a participant in the angelic and the non-rational (both animate and inanimate) worlds (cf. G 4, 5-9). By his body, he is related to all corporeal beings; and by his rational soul, he is akin to the angels. As such, man is the bond and keystone of unity within creation. Furthermore, man's roles as bond of the universe and image (cf. n. 6 above) coalesce. Man not only horizontally unites all creatures as their bond, but vertically stands as the image or way to encounter the transcendent God. Christ is, of course, the image and bond 'par excellence' — the one in whom all of creation is recapitulated and united to the Divinity. This view is very Pauline (cf. Col. 1, 15-20).
Besides its soteriological framework, Narsai's Christology should also be centered against its apologetic background. In the present homilies, he is responding to a radical Monophysitism which wholly submerges Christ's humanity within the Divinity. Narsai sums up his objections to this position when he charges: "Two unpardonable iniquities the heretics have conceived and engendered, in that they have abased the Self-Existent to things lowly and defrauded our body of life". What undergirts this objection is Narsai's steadfast belief in the full integrity of the divine and human natures in Christ. He believes that his adversaries are heretically intermingling the natures. To say that the Word acts in a human and therefore lowly way is to subvert the transcendency of the Divinity. And if Christ's humanity has been submerged into the Divinity, then it has lost the opportunity and basis whereby not only humanity but the rest of the universe can received the gift of life. For Christ's humanity is the bond uniting all creation to its Creator. To submerge the human nature of Christ is to destroy the way to salvation.

To appreciate Narsai's viewpoint, it is necessary to realize what he means by nature (חַשָׁא). He understands it to be a term referring to a concrete, existential reality. It is equivalent to חַשָּׁא when this

93 IV, 163-190.
94 I, 181-6; IV, 273-284; V, 367-388.
95 I, 155-160, 171-174, 447-8 and especially the citation from homily 81 quoted on p. 27: "The Word is the Nature of the Divine Essence; and the 'Body', the nature of the humanity".
96 In a theological context חַשָּׁא is the primary Syriac word for 'person'. Though used in places where the context calls for a translation of 'self' (cf. IV, 106) or 'substance' (V, 224; and G 6, 253) or even occasionally synonymous with חַשָּׁא when this latter connotes a concrete nature (cf. I, 414), it is also employed in a theological sense, especially as concerns the Persons in the Trinity. Though possessing the same Divine Nature, each Person of the Trinity is uniquely individualized. As regards its christological usage in Narsai, it is found only in the homily on 'The Mysteries' (which may be a reason for doubting the authenticity of this homily, at least in part). It appears in the Creed where it is affirmed: "And (we believe) in the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, one 'Parosop' (חַשָּׁא), double in natures (חַשָּׁא) and their 'hypostases' (חַשָּׁא)" (R. Connolly, Text And Studies VIII (1909), p. 5). The origin of this christological formulation is not clear. As far as I have been able to determine, חַשָּׁא, is not introduced into the christological formulations and speculations of the Persian Church until the time of Babai the Great (c. 550-628). The issue perhaps became relevant because of the teaching of Hnana (d. 610) who seems to have maintained "two natures and one חַשָּׁא" in Christ. Whatever may be its christological origin, this word does appear in Narsai in reference to both the Word (cf. I, 412-4) and the man Jesus (cf. IV, 133). Whenever it does, it signifies a unique self acting according to its nature. As such, Narsai could easily assert that there are two חַשָּׁא in Christ. Excluding the homily on 'The Mysteries', he seems to see no need in his most heated exchanges with his adversaries to insist on two חַשָּׁא in his christological affirmations.
signifies an individualized person. Most importantly, it is also the source of all personal acts. Thus, Narsai cannot conceive of the Word apart from the Divine Nature or the First and Second Adams apart from the human nature. Furthermore, to speak of the acts of the Word or of the Second Adam is to refer to their specific natures.

The major issue concerning Narsai’s Christology centers not on the integrity but the union of the divine and human natures. In the present homilies, the term most used to describe the union is one taken from Theodore of Mopsuestia. Narsai speaks of a union of indwelling. The Word dwells within the Second Adam. This term is generally qualified by such phrases as ‘in love’, ‘according to His good pleasure’ or ‘in power’. At times, ‘love’, ‘good pleasure’ and ‘power’ are
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102 I, 74. Throughout these homilies, is translated as ‘the divine good pleasure’.
103 I, 115.
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even used as subjects of the indwelling. These terms seem to be used interchangeably or together\(^7\) as similar ways of expressing the mode or manner in which the Word is present within the Second Adam. They are different ways of expressing that the indwelling occurs in a metaphorical sense\(^8\), that is, not according to nature\(^9\).

Narsai explicitly rejects that the indwelling can be 'in a person'\(^10\). Here he is employing \(\text{καταχώρηση}\) in the sense discussed above where it is equivalent to an individualized nature. According to Narsai's way of conceiving this, to assert that the indwelling is in the order of person, that is, that the Word and the Second Adam together form one \(\text{καταχώρηση}\) is to assert that one nature has been changed into other or both into a third\(^11\). For Narsai, this is blasphemous\(^12\).

Narsai, however, is insistent on a unity. Following Theodore, he describes it as one of \(\text{διαδοχή}\)\(^13\). Since the present five homilies contain only one passing and negative reference to this word, it is necessary to consider a passage from another unpublished homily where Narsai explains what he means. It is also illuminating for shedding light on what Narsai wishes to signify by an indwelling in love and by his analogies with the union of the soul and body and of the soul and reason.
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\(^{10}\) I, 74, 181, 418.

\(^{11}\) I, 81.

\(^{12}\) I, 414.

\(^{13}\) I, 135-174.

\(^{11}\) I, 481-8.

\(^{13}\) I, 442; IV, 297-8. This word is derived from the Greek word \(\text{πρόσωπον}\) and in particular from Theodore of Mopsuestia (cf. H. B. Swete, \textit{In Epistolae Pauli Commentarii II}, pp. 299 and 308). Except for I, 442 (and the citation quoted below from homily 81), this word is not found in the other five homilies published here. It occurs, however, in at least six other homilies: homily 47 on 'The Commemoration of the Apostles' (\textit{Vat. Syr.} 594, f. 43r), homily 5 on 'The Blessed Virgin Mary' (C 72, p. 340), homily 11 on 'The Three Doctors' (Martin, \textit{Journal Asiatique} 15, p. 499 where he translates this word in a vague way as 'one figure'), homily 22 on 'The Second (Homily) On The Temptation' (\textit{Vat. Syr.} 594, f. 78r), homily 56 on 'The Dedication Of A Church' (C 72, p. 483), and homily 81 on 'The Word Was Made Flesh' (\textit{Vat. Syr.} 594, f. 69r). In general, \(\text{καταχώρηση}\), as well as \(\text{πρόσωπον}\), denotes the face or external appearance of a person. It can also be used in a collective sense. In his very thorough study of this word as it appears in Theodore's interpretation of the Psalms, F. Sullivan, S.J. (\textit{The Christology Of Theodore Of Mopsuestia, Analecta Gregoriana} LXXXII, Rome, 1956, p. 263) concludes: 'The "prosopon" of a psalm could be an individual, a group, or a multitude. But it constituted one "prosopon" if it was the subject of whom the psalm was spoken"'. This collective sense seems to be present in Narsai's view of the union of the Word and the Second Adam.
The created one we call 'the temple': that the Word fashioned for His dwelling;
and the Creator (we call) the Only-Begotten: Who was pleased to dwell
in His (handi)work.
(They are) like the soul and the body which are co-partners: and are
called one ṭaddiya.
The soul is the nature of vitality: and the body, a mortal nature.
And one ṭaddiya we call: the two that are distinct one from the other.
The Word (is) the Nature of the (Divine) Essence; and the body, the
nature of humanity.
One is the creature; and the other, the Creator: They are one in a unity.

The soul does not suffer in the body: when its limbs are scourged;
and the Divinity did not suffer: in the sufferings of the body in which it
dwelt.
And if the soul does not suffer: (seeing) that it is something created like
the body,
how does the (Divine) Essence suffer: whose Nature is exalted above
passions?
The soul suffers with the body: in love and not in nature!
And the sufferings of the body are predicated: also of the soul metaphorically.

As the above indicates, ṭaddiya denotes a unity of two distinct
concrete natures that fit and function together. It is a unity in which the
superior nature — whether the soul or the Divine Essence — in no way
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114 Homily 81, Vat. Syr., f. 69r.
suffers in the passions of the lower nature of man, except in love or in a secondary sense of attribution. Narsai insists upon this so as to safeguard the transcendent Nature of the Divinity.

Yet Narsai is struggling to express a close unity between the Word and the Second Adam comparable to that between the body and the soul. To explain the union, Narsai resorts to an analogy drawn from Theodore. He argues that, just as reason is hidden in the soul but revealed through its actions, so the Word is with His Father but revealed in the dwelling of His love. It is interesting to note that Narsai is emphasizing here how the material can manifest the spiritual. He is stressing the revelatory character of Christ’s human nature. Thus, because the Word dwells within him, the Second Adam reveals the power and authority of the Divinity and can rightly be called Messiah and Son, King and Lord, and even God, but not according to nature. In fact, because his human nature has been assumed by the Word, all creation can bring their searching for the Divinity to rest in him and truly worship him.

Yet despite Narsai’s insistence that the Word and the Second Adam are one, he never uses this composite as a subject of an active verb. This ‘person’ never acts on his own. Rather it is the Word or the Second Adam or such qualified clauses as the Son of God Who dwells within a man or the man who is the dwelling place of the Divinity. Moreover, Narsai cannot make a simple attribution, such as that Mary is the Mother of God; but he must resort to what he considers a careful — but what is actually an awkward — distinction that Mary is the mother of “the image in whom there is shown forth the image of the hidden (Divine Nature)” In other words, Narsai can affirm the union and the oneness of the Word and the Second Adam as an object or predicate or subject of the verb ‘to be’. But he cannot use the composite as a subject that acts and suffers. For this would entail a mixture of distinct natures and would mean either that Word is reduced to lowly things or that creation has lost the bond linking it to glory. Such a manner of attribution, however, raises serious questions concerning how substantial is the union that Narsai is actually upholding.

In conclusion, Narsai’s Christology pivots around two focal points. He
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emphatically maintains the integrity of the divine and human natures, with the concomitant distinction between the Word and the man Jesus. He is also insistant upon their unity. Yet it is a unity in which the Word is in no way affected by the human but in which the human shares and manifests the glories of the Divinity. It is a union in which the Word has not and will not depart from the Second Adam. The Word did not depart even at the moment of the Second Adam’s death\(^{123}\) and remains with him in his risen state as he functions as the true image through whom men and angels can know, love and worship the transcendent Divinity\(^{124}\). In brief, Narsai has developed more of a functional than an essential Christology.

**Narsai’s Style**

Even a superficial reading of the present homilies will indicate why Narsai has been acclaimed ‘the harp of the Spirit’\(^{125}\). To delineate what characterizes his style is an exceedingly difficult task. For so many different characteristics conspire towards an overall unified effect. Yet certain distinctive traits stand out.

First, Narsai is a master in the use of intricate balance. While much is achieved through meter and structure (as will be discussed below), Narsai effectively employs distichs that are balanced by the use of similar words, phrases and clauses; cf. I, 3-6, 13-18, 29-32. Balance is often achieved through repetition. The first word or words of a series of distichs will be the same, as will usually be the first words of their second lines. Note in V, 387-402, how the initial word of the first four distichs begins with the same word ‘behold’ and how the second line of each distich starts with a ‘let us’. There are interesting variations, such as the same word is repeated in different prepositional phrases at the beginning of successive distichs, usually with a rising emphasis; cf. I, 61-66 “through us”, “in us”, “us”; and I, 133-7 “against you”, “from you”, “you”.

Narsai also frequently introduces sudden and at times subtle changes in a repetitive series; cf. I, 123-132 where, after four distichs which alternate “let there come” and “let there stand up”, Narsai explodes with the command “stand up”. Note too the subtle change in I, 12 where a purpose clause is introduced in a series of causal clauses in the second line of distichs running from I, 7-20.

\(^{123}\) III, 513-6.

\(^{124}\) V, 215-228.

\(^{125}\) *Histoire Nestorienne (Chronique de Seert)*, ed. A. Scher, P.O., VII, p. 114.
Narsai also skillfully employs contrast, usually within a repetitive balanced series; cf. I, 3-13 where the first two distichs begin "there went forth", the next two "there did not go forth", and the next, though it does not repeat the same words, emphasizes the reason why the Father's love went forth. Note too in V, 387-402 how Narsai makes a positive statement, then presents two negative ones and then concludes with a positive that reinforces his exhortation to take flight to where the Risen Christ is. At times, Narsai works in the contrast within the same distich, as in I, 21-2 where "though He did not depart" is contrasted with "though He was in our dwelling place and in all things".

There are occasional examples too of minor but effective repetition. The last word, phrase or clause in one verse is repeated at the beginning of the next, such as in I, 9-10 and 238-9. Or the first word of a distich is repeated at the end; e.g. I, 23-4. Then too same word or words from the same root may be repeated several times within one or two distichs, such as I, 102-5.

The above are mainly rhetorical devices. But they are used with a delicacy that enhances Narsai's thought. They are indicative of a style that is as effective as it is pleasing.

**Homily Structure**

As Prof. T. Jansma has revealed in his detailed and incisive study, Narsai utilizes a highly intricate and structured format in his homilies. The fundamental unit is the distich. This is composed of two lines or verses for the twelve-syllable meter and four for the seven-syllable. Among the present homilies, only that of ‘The Passion’ has a four line distich.

The distichs seem to be used together in varying combinations. Two or more consecutive distichs can parallel or contrast with one another. Besides the examples cited above on style, cf. II, 3-6 and 9-12. In these combinations, there is generally the same subject or its equivalent throughout. In the variations, the first subject of the distich will be the same or equivalent to the last word of the preceding distich; cf. I, 20-1. Or the subject of the first distich will be the same as the final word of the second; cf. I, 39 and 42.

Certain individual distichs stand out as singular. Such a distich seems to serve as an introduction (cf. the first distich of all the homilies), or as a nexus between sections (cf. I, 11-2, 36-7), or an emphatic line.

---

(cf. V, 49-50). This singular distich manifests a notable shift in structure from the preceding and following distichs. Note in V, 45-58 how ٍلادٍ leaps out in a series of distichs beginning with ٍيلدٍ and how the result clause in v. 50 contrasts with the independent clauses in the second lines of the other distichs, particularly with the following four that are imperatives.

As regards the overall structure of the present homilies, several general patterns have emerged. Homilies I, II and III show marked similarities with one another, as do IV and V. The introductions of II and III have respectively 70 verses (35 distichs) and 144 verses (36 distichs). The first 70 verses (35 distichs) of I form a cohesive section, though it also contains an additional section (vv. 71-100) that presents an expanded analogy concerning the coming of the Word. The introductions for IV and V are both 22 verses.

In the main sections of I, II and III, Narsai alternates between passages of scriptural exposition and apologetic refutations or interpretations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel-Mary 101-122</td>
<td>Zechariah to John's preaching</td>
<td>Betrayal &amp; Prayer in Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vs. Adversaries 123-186</td>
<td>Vs. Advers. 203-224</td>
<td>Vs. Advers. 265-341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth-Magi 187-388</td>
<td>Baptism of Jesus 225-324</td>
<td>Arrest and Death 342-524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary as 449-479</td>
<td>Resume 367-420</td>
<td>Resurrection 582-644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Interpretation 421-468</td>
<td>Interpretation 645-696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vs. Advers. 480-490</td>
<td>Vs. Advers. 469-524</td>
<td>Vs. Advers. 697-777</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same pattern is evident in IV and V, though with much more emphasis on interpretation either expressly as Narsai's or through the mouth of Jesus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battle in the Desert 23-40</td>
<td>Jesus' Command to Disciples 23-58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satan's Charge 41-72</td>
<td>Jesus' Ascent 59-84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The conclusions are brief. They are either a confession of faith (I, 491-508) or an exhortation (II, 525-546; III, 778-805) or both (IV, 367-386; V, 387-412).

Though the sections may vary in length, there seems nevertheless to be a recurring pattern, at least for the main body of the homilies. Narsai will first describe a scene, based on Scripture and related to the general theme of the homily, and then offer a commentary, usually in the form of an apologetic refutation of his adversaries.

THE SYRIAC TEXT AND METER

A has been chosen as the primary text because of its age and consistent good readings. It has been favored even when all the other manuscripts stand in opposition to it, provided of course that A offers sufficient sense. Though the agreement of BCDE merits serious consideration, it points nevertheless merely to a probability, because the lines of derivation have not been definitively established.

One grammatical form used by Narsai may need comment. He attaches singular possessive suffixes to feminine plurals (for examples, cf. I, n. 34, 44, 180; II, 24; V, 403). In his Syriac Grammar, Theodor Nöldeke cites exceptions to the general rule for adding plural suffixes to plural nouns. In 145 C, he states: "This method prevails also with all terminations of the
pl. f.; and suffixes are attached thereto in the same way as to the singular. Another curious usage is the Syriac word that Narsai employs at the beginning of each homily to signify 'the refrain'. CDE all contain the word \( \text{\textit{sual}} \) for all the homilies. AB also have \( \text{\textit{sual}} \) but only for the homily on 'The Nativity'. The other four homilies use the word \( \text{\textit{sual}} \).

It is difficult to say what significance, if any, this difference may have. The refrains have been included at the beginning of the Syriac and English texts. Even though they are most likely not authentic, they have been added because they are present in all the manuscripts, especially the oldest. The refrains may have been introduced into the manuscripts when Narsai's homilies were gathered into a collection for liturgical purposes.

As regards meter, two different kinds are employed in the present homilies. The first, called 'the meter of Saint Ephrem', is a seven-syllable line. Among the present homilies, only that of the 'The Passion' utilizes this meter. As used by Narsai, the seven-syllable line does not express a full sentence. It usually requires two and frequently four seven-syllable lines to accomplish this. To indicate this line, a colon is used in both the Syriac text and the English translation.

The second meter, comprising a twelve-syllable line, is called 'the meter of Narsai'. This is the meter used in the homilies for the 'Nativity', 'Epiphany', 'Resurrection', and 'Ascension'. The twelve-syllable is generally equivalent to a full sentence or an independent clause. This verse seems further to be subdivided into three four-syllable sections. Each subsection is coextensive with whole words. In other words, no subsection ends in the middle of a Syriac word.

To indicate the distich in the Syriac text, a colon is used at the end of the first line, and a period at the end of the second. For the footnotes, a small Arabic numeral is used in the text. Where there is more than one word involved in a textual variation, brackets are employed. These indicate that the enclosed words have an alternate reading. Finally, every

---


128 Among the Jacobites or West Syrians, this 12-syllable line is called 'the meter of James of Sarug'. Barhadbsabba (*op. cit.*, p. 612) asserts that Narsai composed metric homilies in a new form (12 syllables?) to counteract the seducing effects that James was achieving through his skillful use of this kind of meter. If true, this would seem to imply that Narsai did not employ this 12-syllable meter until after his departure from Edessa and most likely in his old age. For James lived from 451 to 521 and would not have begun to attain fame until at least his days as a student at Edessa from 466-473. But if the conclusions on the dating of the homilies above are correct even in a general way, then Narsai was using the 12-syllable meter even before James was born.
fifth line in homilies I, II, IV and V is numbered. In homily III, because of the short seven-syllable line, every tenth line is indicated. Note that the tenth line is the second line in the verse.

PHONETIC NOTATIONS

For the most part, the present text has followed A, the oldest extant manuscript, for vocalization. Here the scribe seems to have added phonological points only to those words whose unvocalized form is ambiguous. Specifically, the following signs have been used: 1) the ‘syame’ for the plural; 2) a point to distinguish the feminine form of the pronominal suffix, the demonstrative pronoun and the interrogative pronoun ן; 3) for verbs, a point above the first syllable to signify a participle of the ‘P’al’ form; in ambiguous cases for the imperfect and the ‘ן’ participles, points above and below the first syllable, to indicate the ‘Af’el’ form and the perfect tense of the ‘Pa’el’ form. When the verb is unmarked, it should be presumed to be the ‘P’al’ form.

THE ENGLISH TEXT

The distich comprises two lines of the English translation for all the homilies. To indicate this clearly, the second line of each distich is indented in the text. As regards the translation itself, the Syriac word order has been followed as closely as possible, even to the point at times of having an awkward English rendition. When the translation does deviate notably from the Syriac, a literal translation is presented in the notes. At times, the Syriac participle with בפ, has been translated as ‘continued to’, ‘continually’, ‘used to’, and ‘kept’ in addition to the English imperfect. In certain contexts, they better express in English an action continuing in the past. On occasions too, it has been necessary to add additional words in parenthesis so that the translation might be smooth and idiomatic. Frequently too, the variants in the Syriac footnotes have been translated. These English words have been placed after the variant in the Syriac notes so as to make conferral easier. Finally headings have been introduced into the English translation. These hopefully provide a succinct statement of the matter contained in each section.
SIGLA

A = Chaldean Patriarchate 71
B = Diarbekir 70
C = Chaldean Patriarchate 72
D = British Museum 5463
E = Diarbekir 71
I = The homily on the Nativity
II = The Epiphany
III = The Passion
IV = The Resurrection
V = The Ascension
P.O. = Patrologia Orientalis
/ = in opposition to; in relation to; chosen for

ABBREVIATIONS

alt. manu. = by another hand
err. = error
fem. = feminine
gram. = grammar
marg. = margin
masc. = masculine
met. = meter
negl. = negligence
n. = number; note
obj. = object
par. = parallel
pl. = plural
prob. = probable
rev. = reversal
sey. = seyame
sine = without
sing. = singular
syn. = synonym
v. = verse
vv. = verses
vs. = opposed to
I

... 


5 Lit., 'by a departure'.
6 Cf. Introduction, n. 85.
I

A HOMILY ON OUR LORD'S BIRTH FROM THE HOLY VIRGIN

Refrain: Blessed be the Messiah who on the day of his birth
   gladdened the earth and made heaven rejoice.

My Brothers:

The Coming of the Divine Word

In love and mercy the Creator was pleased to give life to the universe,
   and (so) He sent His Son to restore the universe to His knowledge.
   There went forth from the Father the Word of the Father — though He did not
depart;
   and He came to our dwelling place, though He was in our dwelling place and in
   all things.

There went forth His (good) pleasure, and He came in His love to earthly beings;
   but His Nature remained unchanged in what It was.
   (It was) not according to His Nature (that) the Almighty went forth or departed,
   because there is no place for the (Divine) Essence to go to within what It has
   fashioned.

For He does not go forth in (the sense of) moving away from what He is,
   because, in what He is, He remains forever unchanged.

The Honoring of God's Image

His love He showed to the race of men by (the fact) that He came,
   in order that the name of His redemption might be greatly exalted before their
   eyes.
   because, if the (Divine) Essence has descended unto him, how much greater is
   [he than all (others).

His corrupted image He willed to renew under the name of a 'birth',
   because He again moulds it in the crucible of the Spirit and renews it.
   With the name of His (Divine) Essence, He honored the earthly son of dust;
   and because he had fallen and become tarnished, He descended and raised him
   [from the dust.

1 Cf. Introduction, n. 102.
2 For a similar passage in Theodore, cf. R. DEVRESSE, Le Commentaire de Théodore de Mopsueste
   sur les Psauters, in Studi e Testi 93, Vatican City, 1939, 56: "Affectionaliter... non localiter, Deus
   vel recedere vel accedere dicetur — nam qui ubique per naturam est omnibus semper praesens".
3 Lii., 'He who upholds the universe'. This phrase is the Syriac equivalent of the Greek
   παντοκράτωρ.
4 Lii., 'within its fashionings'.
Narsai is referring to the irrational beings that are united to man through their common corporeal nature. Cf. previous note.
I. NATIVITY, 19-44

‘His image’ He called him (but) in a metaphorical sense in relationship to His majesty, because everything that is made is far inferior to the (Divine) Essence. More exalted is His Nature than that of creatures — immeasurably (so); and It does not possess a visible image as (do) corporeal beings. His image He extolled with the name of image in order that in him He might bind all (creatures), so that (all) might acquire love for His knowledge by means of His image.

The Fall of Adam

The Fashioner of the universe made the universe share in the honor of His image and by testing him taught them to hate iniquity. By His command, He tested His image as though in a crucible and showed the beauty of his reasoning power by means of (his) trial. The jealous one saw the majestic rank of Adam’s image and conceived iniquity and engendered deceit against the guileless one. The jealous one drew back the string of deceit on the bow of anger and shot and wounded him with a hard arrow of desire for fruit. He prostrated the image (endowed with) the name of the (Divine) Essence by his deceitfulness, and loosened the love that (forms) the structure of the universe by means of his schemes. He muddied up the peace of kingship with the dregs of iniquity and closed the way of man’s journeying to the hidden (Divinity). Rational and dumb beings became strangers to the race of men and lost hope because of his fall that he (would ever) rise again.

The Divine Plan of Renewal

The unclean demons derided and laughed at his fall; and the vicious ones rejoiced because they saw the humiliation of the one honored above all. But because the Good One saw the lowly state of His image and the pride of the evil ones, He took pity upon His image lest it be scoffed at by the insolent ones. His love drew Him to pity for His foremost image lest there be brought to nought with his corruption the intent of His wise designs.

1. Narsai is alluding to a major reason why he believes Adam was permitted to sin in Paradise (for a fuller treatment, cf. G (Gignoux) 1, 355-382). In his original state, Adam was like a young child (cf. I, 56; and G 4, 79 and 164-9) who is morally innocent because he is yet to be tested. By facing temptation and then sinning, he experiences his rational power to know and freely choose what is good and evil (cf. G 1, 365-372). In the present citation, Narsai is comparing this experienced power to the beauty that appears when gold is smelted.


9 Lit., ‘drew the bow of anger on the string of deceit’.
analogy 'محصلة' should be translated as 'reason'. Once again unfortunately, the English translation misses the play on words whereby Narsai uses the same Syriac word for the 'Word of God' and 'reason'. As regards the analogy, Narsai is emphasizing how the internal, while remaining as such, is manifested through the external. This indicates, I believe, how Narsai conceives the union between the Word and man in the order of operation whereby the Transcendent can work through the human and depict a visible manifestation of Himself within the created universe.
He knew before fashioning him that he (would) surely sin;
but His love had already led Him to forgiveness as One omniscient.
What was to be He was observing (even) before (Adam) went astray;
and (it was) not because of regret (that) He issued a threat (that) opens the way
to death.
He was looking at him with the inner eye (of His mind) before he came to be;
and there was manifest to Him the transgression of (His) command by (Adam's)
desire for fruit.
There was not hidden from His knowledge the cause for his debts;
and (it was) not a new thought (that) led Him to his redemption.

The Revelation of the Trinity

With His (Divine) Essence was hidden the mystery which He has revealed at last;
and there was prepared in the hiddenness of His love the redemption of our life.
To the end, He kept (secret) the great wealth that (holds) the intent of His wise
designs,
so that, when (man's) childishness of heart would come to maturity, it would receive His wealth.

At the fulness of the ages, He opened the treasury of His Divinity
and enriched the universe from the treasures that (contain) the manifestation of
the (Divine) Persons 13.
There was hidden the mystery of the Son and the Spirit with our redemption;
and by our renewal, the universe has learned of the Trinity.
Through us, the spiritual ones have received the one confession:
that the Divinity (is) three Persons (but) one in Nature.
In us, He opened the treasury of His mercy in the presence of His fashioning;
and rational and dumb beings entered and took delight in the bridal chamber
of life.

Us He honored in the beginning and end above everything that came to be,
because He called us His image and made us the dwelling place of His Divinity.

The Indwelling of the Word

In the beginning He honored us through the fashioning that His hands have
made 14;
and at the fulness (of time), His love dwelt in us and reconciled the universe.
He did not send unto us (one) of the spiritual ones who are active in his behalf 15.
The Word Who is from Him He sent, and He called us to His knowledge.
The Word of the Father went forth from the Father in the same order that reason 16

---

12 Lit., 'the image of His image'. Syriac expression for the superlative.
13 Cf. Introduction, n. 96.
14 Cf. G 1, 157, 8, where the Creator is said to have fashioned Adam with His hands and breathed a spirit into him and thereby signified concerning man's preeminent and honored role in creation.
15 Lit., 'of His activity'. Cf. G 6, 315-6.
16 In his discussion on how Narsai depends on Theodore ("Études sur la pensée de Narsai", L'Orient Syrien XI (1966), pp. 399 and 413-14), T. Jansma argues suavely that in the present
which is hidden in the soul both goes forth and (yet) stays without departing.
He went forth from on high and came to the depth (below) in His (good) pleasure
and fashioned a dwelling place in a palace of flesh in the (good) pleasure of His
love.

Hidden are the soul and reason, which (proceeds) from it, from viewers;
but ink and tablet show it to the eyes of the senses.
Hidden from all was the Word of the Father with His hidden Nature 17, and
He depicted His (good) pleasure on the tablet of our body; and we have
[seen His glory 18.

In name only does a pen depict reason upon a tablet:
and it is hidden in the soul, but the mouth expresses it in words.
In a metaphorical sense did the Word also dwell in a womb of flesh,
and on the harpstrings of a body He played His (good) pleasure.
Reason is hidden in the soul but revealed through (its) actions;
(it is) in the soul entirely and (present) to all entirely, but invisible.
The Son is with His Father: the Hidden in One Hidden, but revealed in His love;
He is entirely in His Father and entirely in the universe but unlimited.
And if among creatures there is any that has existence from Him,
He is with it and outside of it indiscriminately.
Howsoever in the (Divine) Essence the (Divine) Nature is hidden, it is fitting
[that we confess
that the One Begotten is with His Begetter and (present) to the universe.

The Redemptive Purpose of the Divine Indwelling
(In the same way as) the issuing forth of reason, the Only-Begotten went forth
[from His Begetter;
and the (good) pleasure of His love lodged in a womb for the redemption of
our life.
(It was) not according to His Nature (that) He limited Himself in a womb of flesh;
His own (good) pleasure structured flesh and made it His dwelling place.
(It was) not His Nature which contains (all) limit (that) came to a limit;
in a limited being dwelt His (good) pleasure and He affected everything in him.
The condemnatory sentence of death against us He willed to abrogate;
and He set His (good) pleasure in mortality for the abrogation of death.
With this purpose, He came to us (as) the Hidden One in the visible one;
and by a member of our race, He interpreted for us the intent of His wise
designs.

Gabriel's Appearance to Mary
There went forth His (good) pleasure, and He came unto His own in order to visit
[His own,
as it befits One without limit to visit His own.

17 Lit., '[of His hiddenness'. Narsai uses this term to signify the transcendent Nature of the
Diviney. This translation is used to express the meaning of χρωμα, throughout the present five
homilies.
18 Cf. Jo. 1, 14c.
A reference to Cyril of Alexandria (d. Jan. 27, 444). Cyril was bishop of Alexandria and the chief opponent of Nestorius in the Council of Ephesus (431).
He sent His (good) pleasure through a spiritual envoy;
and the vigilant one proclaim a new message in the ears of flesh.

In a sign of peace, He sowed His (good) pleasure in a land of flesh,
in order to uproot error and sow hope for those without hope.

(A greeting of) peace the vigilant one gave Mary at the beginning of his words,
in order to loosen the bonds of that condemnatory sentence (imposed in Paradise).

Peace He mingled (together) with grace and gave (it) to the pure one,
in order to wash away the bitterness that the evil one sowed in the ears of Eve.

"Peace to you, Mary, kinswoman of Eve, the mother of death,
because the fruit that (will come forth) from you (will) loosen the bonds of mortality!

Peace to you, woman, palace of flesh that (is to become) an edifice for a man,
because the King has willed to establish His image within your limbs!

By the power of the Spirit, He has willed to construct a temple in your womb,
so that it might become (His) dwelling place and He might dwell therein through [(His) good pleasure.

Without the pigments (of human seed), He depicts an image on the tablet of your body,
so that He might thereby signify the authority of His hidden Offspring.

Great he will be and also holy and more glorious than all,
and he will receive the rank and the sublime name of the (Divine) Essence.
To him will be given the sovereignty of David's throne;
and he will reign over all without (ever) surrendering his crown to another".

The Rejection of The Position of Cyril, Eutyches and Their Disciples

Let there now come (forward) the followers of the contentious ones, clothed in [(their) pride,

and show us to whom befit the words of the vigilant one!

Let there stand up Eutyches, (that) fraudulent laborer, with his disciples and explain to us whose is the conception (effected) by the power of the Spirit!
Let there also come with him the Egyptian, (that) deceitful apostle, and show us who it is who has received the throne of David!
Let there also stand up with him the insolent ones who (live) in our day and show us who it is who reigns over those of the House of Jacob!

Stand up, O Egyptian, at the head of the retinue of your partisans and encourage the ranks of your forces against truth!

For an explanation of why Narsai considers angels to be 'vigilant ones', cf. G 5, 503-6. His interpretation is based on Daniel 4, 13.

The following lines up to v. 122 are a free rendition of Lk. 1, 26-35.

A reference to the virgin birth of Jesus. Narsai often employs the metaphor of a painter using various colors to depict an image on a tablet. The sense here is that God forms the man Jesus without intercourse.

Eutyches (c. 375-454) was a Constantinopolitan abbot who is considered to be the 'Father of Eutychianism and Monophysitism'. He recognized only one nature in Christ after the union. This doctrine was condemned in the Council of Chalcedon (451). Throughout the present five homilies, Narsai is refuting this extreme form of Monophysitism.
لما فتحت نفسي فقْيَتُك، في فعلت أعملك،
لله يغفر لي الخطيئة، دخلت في دعاء.

اذكر أنك نسيت أنك مرتبت، في كتب الله.

كُلُّ مَا كَانَ مَعْنِيًّا فَحَكْساً مَعْلُومًا،
لُزِمْتُ أن أفعل الخير، في وجه الله.

يا أيها النبي! إنك مرميٌّ في عين الله،
لا تكلمني إلا ما يرضيه نعمة الله.

يا أيها النبي! إنك مرميٌّ في عين الله،
لا تكلمني إلا ما يرضيه نعمة الله.

Against you is directed the aim of our discourse above all, because you have confounded the established order better than any one (else)! From you has babbled forth the hateful spring of passibility, because that One Who is without limit you have enclosed (and) limited within limbs.

You as the most skilled of the heretics, respond against us!

Whose conception is it that the vigilant one proclaimed in the ears of Mary? If it is (true) that the Word has humbled Himself and become flesh, what is it that compelled the Spirit to come and perfect His conception?

For what reason was it (that) He did not give (bodily) structure to His own Being in the womb, (seeing that the fact is) that the Spirit and the power of the Father descended and then He was embodied? When did He abandon the name of the (Divine) Essence which (He had) with His Beggetter, (seeing) that (just) now (the Father) has given Him the exalted name of holiness?

Reveal and explain to us the hidden mysteries of your secrets of how the Spirit has formed in a womb the Word of the Father!

How did the Spirit embody an incorporeal Spirit and how did a small womb contain the One Who contains the universe?

How did He interrupt His perpetuity as One without a beginning and begin to become a new being that is contrary to His Nature?

Whose flesh is it that the Spirit constructed within limbs?

Is the flesh His own or is it from the body of Mary? (Was it) in His own (Nature that) He changed Himself into flesh or in our nature? Reveal and explain to us that we may know your goal, you who aim amiss!

And if it is His own Nature that became flesh in the womb, then He has broken the promise (made in) his words to David. And if it is from us (this) flesh that He has constructed by His own power, then His own (Nature) has remained in Its own without change. But if, on the other hand, He has changed His Being in His own (Nature) or into another (nature), then in name (only) does He possess the (Divine) Essence and not in fact. It is not (possible) for the (Divine) Essence that time interrupt (Its) perpetuity; and if it is interrupted, it is not the (Divine) Essence but a temporal one.

Narsai’s Own Doctrinal Position

For us let it not be to say this as the faithless (do), but to confess that everything (pertaining) to the (Divine) Essence is without end. For neither the height nor also the depth nor everything that is in them can shake the edifice (that forms) the discourse of our soul’s confession!

Narsai understands this as the position of those who assert that the Word has suffered in the various human sufferings and passions of the man Jesus.

24 Narsai understands this as the position of those who assert that the Word has suffered in the various human sufferings and passions of the man Jesus.
لا يذكرون لم تمض، "سارة نسبرة" مكية.

أعلمه مُسْتَعِظَ عليها، حتى حمله معلمه.

مَا حملت السّرّاء، لا تُحمل لِكُل معلّمه

حُملت "لا، حنيف معلّمه لا تُحمله.

وحملت حできません لا حمل معلّمه.

لا تُحمل مُسْتَعِظَ عليها، حتى تُحمله حمله.

مَا حملت السّرّاء، لا تُحمل لِكُل معلّمه.

حُملت "لا، حنيف معلّمه لا تُحمله.

وحملت حできません لا حمل معلّمه.

لا تُحمل مُسْتَعِظَ عليها، حتى تُحمله حمله.
I. NATIVITY, 167-198

Let there not be for us another hope in which we may glory, except in this that the Word has not been diminished in our body! Let rational and dumb beings cry out with us in voice and in silence that the Word of the Father has remained in His own (Nature) without change! It was not His Nature (that) changed and became lowly flesh; but flesh He took from our (nature) and honored it with His. According to His own (Nature) remained His Nature in Its glory without alteration; and our own (nature) which He took He made (to be) one with Him in honor. (It was) not to an existence of flesh (that) the One hidden from the universe [came to; flesh He constructed so that He might thereby signify concerning His hiddenness. By the power of the Spirit, He structured a man from a woman, so that in his visible state men might see the One hidden from all. Without the pigments of human seed, He depicted him in a womb, so that He might exalt his conception above the order (established) for his fellow [men]. In the Spirit, He fashioned him; and the Spirit, the power of His (good) pleasure, [filled him, so that from his fulness he might give life and vivify the universe. Perfect He made him and whole in body and soul, so that He might thereby free the body and soul from bondage. As (its) first-fruits, the Fashioner of the universe chose him from the universe so that He might give through him life to the universe — (a life) without end.

Mary's Response to Gabriel

The spiritual ones rejoiced at the new message (proclaiming) the annunciation of [his conception and began to aim at the goal of peace towards men. New tidings Gabriel sowed in the ears of Mary, (announcing) a new conception not according to the usual way from human [seed 25. The pure virgin carried the fruit which the (angel’s) voice had sowed; and the Spirit sounded on the harp of her soul a hymn of praise. A hymn of confession she offered as a requital for her new conception, (saying :) “Blessed is He Who chose a dwelling place for His love within my limbs! Worthy of praise from all mouths is the Fashioner of the universe, because by my humility He has willed to exalt the dust of Adam”! In the first month, Gabriel sowed conception in her ears; and there sprang forth a stalk of the bread of life in the ninth.

25 The following lines up to v. 230 are a free rendition of Lk. 1, 36-56.
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In April, He grafted the power of vitality into the vine of her body; and she carried the cluster that gladdens the universe in the month of December. At the time when the earth conceived the first-born Adam at the beginning, the Second Adam was structured in the earth of her body.

One spiritual being was the envoy who (proclaimed) the annunciation of his conception; but on the day of his birth, multitudes descended and shouted forth (their) glory.

The vigilant one gave a sign to Mary as an assurance of her conception — the fruit that has blossomed in sterile bodies which had grown old and wasted away.

“Behold, Elizabeth has also conceived unexpectedly; and this is the sixth month for the reckoning of her conception.”

The envoy is conceived before the king who is to come; and the king is conceived in an extraordinary way without intercourse.

Mary’s visit with Elizabeth

Mary carried the great wealth within her limbs and went forth to learn (the truth of) the vigilant one’s words through experience. The wealth-laden vessel entered the house of poor ones; and the barren womb suddenly became enriched at the sound of her words.

The castle of the King greeted the mother of the servant; and the infant began to leap for joy in the womb in the presence of his Lord. O conceivers who from those whom they conceived have acquired understanding! O mothers who from their infant babes have gained wisdom!

The barren one carries the ‘voice’ of the one who it is written proclaims hope; the virgin carries the fulfillment of the mysteries and the expectation of the Gentiles.

The herald heard the voice of the mother of the king of kings and rejoiced in her presence and gave joy to his own mother by the Spirit of revelation.

The barren one longed for the conception of the virgin and answered and said: “Blessed is your child above all children! Who is it who has granted a childless (woman the favor) to enter into the presence of the woman who has been deemed worthy to become the mother for the Lord of the universe?”

Mary understood that there were proven true the words of the spiritual one and acquired an unwavering hope within her mind.

To her home she returned with the gift that she was carrying and was looking forward (to the time) when she would see (her) hope in a visible form.

For nine months, she sheltered the wealth in the vessel of her body, until it descends into the haven of birth according to the order for child-bearing.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
She proceeded amid the waves of calumny (stirred up) by the insolent, until she descends to Bethlehem according to expectation.

**Jesus' Birth**

235 There went forth a decree from Augustus, the King of the Gentiles that everyone should enroll himself in his (native) place in a census. There also went forth Joseph to the land of Judea to the town of David and took with him his spouse in accordance with the decree. The decree of the earthly king gathered men to have them recorded under the authority of his sovereign power. The decree for a census came to pass for the sake of life and had a bond of freedom recorded for men. Because of a king, (mankind) heard about the King who had appeared in Judea; and men began to write out in his name a bond for their debts.

240 The (Divine) Will drew the King of the earth to (issue) his decree, thereby to reveal the sovereign power of the King on high. In the town of David were fulfilled the promises (made) unto David; and the course of prophecy also came to rest within Bethlehem. (Birth) pangs constricted the vessel carrying the wealth of the universe; and she opened her treasure before spiritual and corporeal beings. The (Divine) hidden Will gathered heavenly beings; and they descended (and) proclaimed genuine hope to those without hope. Their voices became as trumpets, and they proclaimed on earth: “Rise up, O slumbers, and cast off the heavy sleep of iniquity”!

245 “(Good) tidings to you” cried out the spiritual ones to the corporeal. “Come! Receive gratis the bond of your debts by the (newborn) child who has appeared”.

250 To the shepherds, they revealed the mystery of the Shepherd of the universe and taught them the evident truth concerning the infant and his mother. The corporeal ones heard from the spiritual ones the promise (made) to David; and (God’s) commanding voice gathered them to the reality.

**The Call of the Magi**

To those among the Household (of Abraham), He sent spiritual ones, and (these) roused them;
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
and among the outsiders, He sent a sign (of His Will); and It gathered them.
The members of the Household He assured by a promise
and those afar He encouraged by a star of light.

With the insiders, He spoke through rational beings
and the outsiders He addressed by inanimate things.
A star He sent as an envoy (in search) after the Gentiles,
so that they might come (and) see the redemption of the universe (to be accom-
[plished) within the (Jewish) people.

Mysteriously He spoke with them in the faculties of (their) soul;
and by a sign of light, He showed them the way of life.

In that (very way) that they erred, He instructed them (on how) to learn about the
[truth;
and that which they were adoring He made a guide for the worshippers.
In astrology the erring erred and introduced auguries;
and the luminaries they made the lords of death and life.

To the stars they granted sovereign power and (their) submission;
and He made them (subject) to His Lordship by (following after) what they
[believed.

He showed the sons of Persia a spectacle of light
that one of the vigilant ones was driving forward before their eyes.
It was not a star suspended in the firmament (that) descended into their presence.

but the (Divine) Will that was being manifested in the star of light.

One spiritual being was carrying the sign that the (Divine) Will gave him
and was making it shine as a luminary for the sons of darkness.
And that the phenomenon was truly not according to nature,
(to this) testifies its course which was different from (other) luminaries.

He alone changed the regular course of its path
and lowered its elevation for earthly ones so that they might inquire into it.
Before their eyes, its appearance and its course were constant
until they entered the land of Judea; and (then) He hid its light.

Among strangers, He made visible the course of its path;

but in the presence of the householders, He checked its rays and hid its light.
It was not (on) its own that (the star) raced along and came to a stop on its journey;
the (Divine) Will concealed it from their eyes for a short time.

The Inquiry of the Magi

The circumcised People He willed to shame by the uncircumcised Gentiles
because, although strangers, they were seeking the King as householders.

The uncircumcised of flesh asked those uncircumcised in mind:

28 Here, as in the following lines, such expressions as 'the outsiders' refer to the Magi. These
lines up to v. 384 are a free rendition of chapter 2 of Matthew.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
“Where is the King who is born in Judea according to expectation?
A star of light has revealed and signified to us concerning his birth
and has drawn us to his presence so that we might repay him worship of love”.
The householders saw the sons of error seeking truth;
and, although unwillingly, they recounted the declaration of prophecy.
With this intention He made a revelation to those afar
that they might come (and) be reliable witnesses for the faithless.
The outsiders cried out to the householders and roused them;
and the slumberers were startled by the voice calling to mind the Books of the [Spirit.
The king also heard the news about the King and was shaken and dismayed,
that there had been fulfilled the appointed time for the prophecy.
The news of the King reached the ears of the Edomite;
and he thought that perhaps there was fulfilled the decree of Jacob’s words.
The foreigner heard that a king arises from among the householders;
and terror seized him (because he feared) that the words (of the prophecy) had come to reality.
The deceitful fox saw traces of the lion’s whelp
and began to crawl in caves of treachery for refuge.
He called the Magi and asked them under the guise of love
at what time did they see the manifestation of the King’s star.
He pretended to be asking for this reason that he might worship,
but he had sharpened a sword within his mind (so as) to shed blood.
The Chaldeans heard the sound of the external words,
but did not observe the treachery hidden within his mind.

The Arrival of the Magi

The guileless ones went forth from the presence of the king in (their) simplicity;
and the guide which had left them rose up before their eyes.
Understanding also shone with its light into their minds
and instructed them (concerning) the treachery which the king had contrived in secret.
The (Divine) hidden Will which had drawn them to worship the King
taught them also (about) the schemes that treachery had contrived.
They set forth with the light of the (Divine) Will proceeding before their eyes,
until it came and set them at the gate of the King.
The envoys whom the hidden One sent entered into (the house of) the earthly ones
and saw the King in a lowly dwelling place but did not doubt.

29 Lit., ‘by the voice of memory’.

O command that empowered hesitant faculties;
and they did not weaken because of fragile doubts!
Great order the Chaldeans preserved in their minds,
because they did not ask where were the crown and authority of the King.
Bridles of silence the (Divine) Will set on the faculties of (their) soul
and held them in leash so that they would not succumb to doubts.
They raced forward serenely with steadfast reason (as their) charioteer
and (solemnly) escorted the body on the chariot conveying the King.
They honored and worshipped the hidden One in the visible one who is lowly in
appearance:

The Significance of the Magi’s Gifts

They opened treasures that were conveying what they signified
and offered them and revealed the intent of their meanings.
By the gold, they signified the authority of the One Who reigns over all
and (Who) demands a tribute of oral confession from all.
By the myrrh, they showed first of all that he suffers as (other) mortals (do)
and then (that) he will be raised above death by the power of his Assumer.
The incense — they revealed by this the hidden (Nature) of the One Who is hidden
from all,
to Whom rational and dumb beings owe worship of love.
They gave gold to him as the King Who has authority over all
and offered myrrh because it is highly suitable for bodily wounds.
The incense they presented him in lieu of the confession (due) from those whom
He fashioned;¹⁰
and by a visible sign, they gave him glory that was more pleasing than all (else).
By (these) three gifts, they comprehended and included all offerings;
and each one of them in itself signified his authority.
(These) three they offered (as) three sacrifices in the temple of the King
and signified and proclaimed the Trinity that is hidden from all.
They fulfilled the course of proclamation by their gifts;
and (God) taught them through a revelation (to go home by) a new way.

The Slaughter of the Innocents

Herod saw that the Assyrians had badly duped him,
and he poured out his wrath upon (new-born) infants without pity.
By the slaughter of (these) infants, the iniquitous one believed that he was including
the infant whom he had heard (would) wear his crown and reign over all.

¹⁰ Lit. ‘from His fashionings’.
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A deadly vengeance he was wreaking upon (these) infants
with this intent that with them might perish the one who terrified him.
The Edomite raged and chafed to shed blood
and raised his sword against the retinue of Jacob's ranks.

365 Weeping for infants was heard in the land of Judea,
and the prophecy was fulfilled by the sound of groans.
Rachel weeps and is not comforted in her sadness,
because she saw her sons being slaughtered unjustly.
With weeping and wailing were filled the streets of the city of David,
as mothers were wailing over their infants.

(These young) boys became pledges of peace through their murders;
and the King received them in His love as first-fruits.
Temporal death cut off their lives from (their) fulfillment
and summoned them to the bridal chamber of life without end.

375 They died on account of that one who came to bring life to mankind
and (who) opened the way so that men might proceed by sufferings to life.
They gave their lives for the life of the one who gives life to the universe,
in order that he might repay them (with) a new life in the Kingdom on high.
The rage of that one who thirsted for blood was appeased by their murders;
and he thought that he was freed of (his) anxiety over the news of the king.
His treacherous desire, however, did not attain fulfillment,
because the (Divine) hidden Will cut through the snares that he had spread.

Jesus' Circumcision

The infant for whose sake the sword was unsheathed escaped
and came to a public (manifestation) according to the declaration of prophecy.

Mary made satisfaction for her conception to the One Who forms infants
and offered a sacrifice according to the Law to the One Who opens wombs.
She signed him with the seal of the Household of Abraham on his limbs,
in order that there might thereby be confirmed the great covenant that the
Gentiles were expecting.

Narsai's Rejection of his Adversaries' Position

Behold, an exposition whereby is uncovered the veil of words!
Let us seek whose flesh is it that a hand of flesh has circumcised.
Come (forward), O contentious ones, who have confused the orders of flesh and
spirit;
and let us see who is it ho has sealed his flesh and offered sacrifices.

Lit., 'the great covenant of the expectation of the Gentiles'.
If it is (true) that the Word has changed His Being and become flesh, what is it that compelled Him to seal Himself with the seal of men?

And if it is (true) that He received circumcision on His body, on that which He came to be, in whom was fulfilled the promise that He spoke to the just?

How is it that the Gentiles have become related to the Household of Abraham, because behold (it was) not a body of the Household of David (that) received [the seal!]

He has then also falsified the promise (made) to David, because it was not a son of David (that) Mary bore but the Word. Either signify to us whose body is it that received the seal, or come, learn and desist from the pride (residing) in your minds!

Narsai's Own Doctrinal Position

Why do you wander on a false path concerning the word 'conception'? Come in our company; and we will show you the way of peace.

Why do you aim at the goal that the evil one has set up?

Consider attentively and confess with us the two who have become one. The Word and the Body 32 the friend of the bridegroom 33 has set up (as) a goal for us. "The Word" he has written "became flesh". (He did) not (say) according to Nature. but only that the Word dwelt in flesh — the Hidden in the visible one. ‘He dwelt’, he said, not that He was changed from what He is; for it is not possible that He came to be and dwelt in His Person 34. One can dwell in another in perfect love; but how can one dwell in his own person?

The Word of the Father has abased Himself by means of His (good) pleasure; and His power dwelt in the pure body which Mary bore. (It was) not in His (Divine) Essence (that) He abased Himself and came to a birth; the (good) pleasure of His love abode in another and called him by His name. (It was) not the (Divine) Essence which is hidden from all that Mary bore; a man she bore who is entirely like the members of his race.

(It was) not the spiritual One who has no structure (that) hands have circumcised; it was a corporeal being whom the hands of corporeal beings circumcised. Mary is a human being from the humanity of Adam’s race; and like to her is the child who is from her in body and soul.

32 Here ‘body’ is used in figurative sense for the whole man, Jesus.

33 An allusion to John the Evangelist. Vv. 407-418 are a commentary on Jn. 1, 14.

34 This is an illuminating passage. For the context indicates that Narsai understands Φωναί as being equivalent to nature. Cf. Introduction, n. 96.
Mary is equal to (other) females because of her fashioning;
her offspring, on the other hand, is greater than all the offsprings of the
[daughters of Eve.

Her offspring is like to (other) corporeal beings in body and soul,
but holier and more glorious than corporeal beings because of his fashioning.
His nature is like that of his mother from whom he exists,
but he is more exalted than she because it is not from seed (that he has acquired)
[his (bodily) structure.

He is entirely a man because of the wholeness of (his) body and soul;
he is also God because he became the dwelling place for the God of the universe.
He is the son of a woman because from her is the nature of his (bodily) structure,
but he is the Son of the (Divine) Essence because he is equal to this by the power
[of his Assumer.

In body and soul, he is like to his corporeal brothers;
but in authority, he is equal with the Word, the Offspring of the Father.
In (his) conception and birth and bodily sufferings, he is a man entirely,
but in the glorious things that he has received and inherited, he is the God of the
[universe.

The Word and the Body as One

(It is) not a division of Son and son (that) my thoughts have conceived.

Let the heretics not find fault with the distinction of my words!
Two natures I have said which are distinct from one another.
(It is) not two persons 35 (that) I am introducing as the faithless (do).
As one, I know the Word of the Father and the Body who is from us,
when I worship the spiritual One in the corporeal.

One confession without division my mind offers
and I kiss the garment of the King because of the King.
The natures I have distinguished because of the passion and the glories;
one are the passible and the Impassible, the Word and the Body!

Mary is the Mother of the Second Adam

Because of Mary — concerning whom she bore — there has been a dispute;
and for this reason, I have uncovered the veil by distinguishing my words.
The (Divine) Essence does not have a mother of flesh, O heretics!
Why do you stir up the limpidity of truth with the dregs of your iniquity?
(It is) not to a new existence (that) has come The One hidden from the universe!
The Almighty is not limited within a womb!

Mary is the mother of the Second Adam, not of the (Divine) Essence; and like the earth, she has also given birth without intercourse.

That (Divine) command, which gave a sign to the earth and it bore Adam, depicted an image within her limbs in the likeness of Adam.

The sentence of judgment whereby Adam was condemned (God) has willed to [abrogate; and from the guilty, He made one guiltless, and (this one) made Adam to be [guiltless.

By desire for fruit, the First (Adam) was condemned and condemned his children; and by constancy (in the face of temptation) the Second Adam gained victory.

By Mary, He abrogated that word (spoken) in the ears of Eve; there, death; and here, a life that gives life to the universe.

In the ears of Eve, the rebel sowed the bitterness of death; and in the ears of Mary, a vigilant one proclaimed a hymn of thanksgiving. In the prison of birth pangs, He confined Eve; and by (His) blessings to Mary, He set aside (His) rebuke.

Because of Adam, He cursed the earth so that it would bring forth thorns; and by the Son of Adam, He cultivated it with peace so that it might give (forth) [glory.

The image which had been tarnished with the filth of iniquity He willed to renew; and He moulded it in the Spirit and plated it with spiritual gold. In soul and body, mortals sinned and succumbed to sin; and He freed them by one man in body and soul.

With this intent, He took a man (born) of a woman and armed him with the Spirit so that he might redeem his race from the strong [one.

And therefore it is right that we name this pure one the mother of the image in whom there is shown forth the image of the hidden [(Divine Nature).

Her offspring let us call the Messiah and Son, King and Lord, the likeness of the servant who has become Lord by means of his Assumer!

And if the heretics stumble upon the path of my words, with that one they will be contending whom I have called the Word and the [Body.

From him, I have learned to call him by the name of Servant and Lord, when he was saying: "Behold, I am going to my Father and my God"!

If he is God, how does he go to his God; and if he is the Maker, how has he received a second existence?

36 This theme is developed in homilies 21 and 22 on 'The Temptation In The Desert' (C 71, pp. 261-278; and B.M. 5465, f. 97b-102a). They indicate that, though salvation is ultimately effected by the Divinity, the free human effort of the Second Adam is also required.


38 Cf. Jn. 20, 17.
لله سلاماً ل嘘هاً وسهادهاً
ملاء حميتها لخضت الله خلدًا فيهم.
عله له مسحوة ناصحة لله بجزاه عز سماه
ملاء ناسه ملام بمعهده ورحمةه

لم لُهَ نعمة اللَّه علَّه اللَّه جليلًا لمعْهَة
معهَة الله مكثة له وفُهم لغني مطلم.
لك صدحية دامت صدحه لها، ثم له
ملاء ملسانه هذه تعشي معه نذكير.
سُهِّل له نُذُكُرَ هذه مصلحته نصمةٌ
لاستوْنُه نفَّذ حوَّل مصلحته، دلَّه عوضته.
كن له لنُفكِّر هذه دشفته كيّلى
مثلك رحمة هذا له لملاته تزنة له
كأن له رحمة هذا نمسكة حضرته له لهيمه سب
معتُه صدحه هلالسه فرشته جلادته
تدعُم له دينه هذا مصالحه وذكير.
إزت الجأه يد برفه مصلحته أبقته
لقد مدان جعل الحق مصلحة مسندته.
ححيت صافحة مرتان مصلاَّحه مغنمته
سُهِّل له نُذُكُرَ هذه مصلحته نصمةٌ
فَنَّه وحده أ derechos مصلحة
دلاً له فكّر بحت حقّه لخضت الله
มะخضره قنا لما لملاة لذاعه
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The Divinity has no God, O heretic!
And the Fashioner of the universe has no Maker! Cease your blasphemies!
Be silent! Do not shout out like Legion, the leader of your ranks!
Go! Rest a little from your blasphemous struggle!

Narsai's Confession of Faith

For us, let it not be that we should agree with you but with the truth!
Neither death nor life (will) separate us from our trust! Light does not mingle with darkness because it is a stranger to it;
and the confession of our soul does not mix with (those that are) false.
One confession of one God is fixed in our soul,
because He is eternal as He is without change!
That He has an Offspring who is born from Him is written in our heart;
and that there is no time between Him (and) His Offspring is certain to us.
That the Spirit is also a Person Who (proceeds) from Him, we do not doubt;
and He is equal with Him in everything that He possesses divinely.
We also confess in that which came to pass at the fulness of the ages —
that He has redeemed us by His Son and reconciled with us the height and the [depth!

"By His Son" I have said (signifying) the Word Who is from Him and the Body [Who is from us;
one, spiritual; and the other, corporeal; the Hidden and the visible.
Two in nature: the likeness of a servant and that of the Maker;
One in the (Divine) Essence, Who has willed (to) honor his (nature) with His [Own.
To him becomes all knowledge (as) the Fashioner of the universe,
because wisely He has led His (creation) to knowledge of Himself!

40 Lit. 'all knowledges are fitting'.
المقدمة

لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة المقدمة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فأخبرني بذلك.
A HOMILY ON THE EPIPHANY OF OUR LORD

Refrain: Blessed be the 'Spring' that flowed unto the Jordan
and (from which) Adam drank and his thirst was quenched.

My brothers:

The Creation Of Adam

A rational image the Creator willed to fashion for Adam;
and He mixed a spirit with the colors of his lowly clay.
He fashioned, first of all, an earthen vessel from dust
and anointed it with a spirit; and the whole became a living being.

He depicted limbs on the coloured visible clay
and breathed an invisible spirit into (this) visible being.
O Painter Who has concealed His artistic power
and set the beauty of His fair image within a tablet (of clay)!
According to mortal art, exterior (qualities) charm
and show viewers the beauty of their fashionings.

According to divine art, interior (qualities) charm;
and the exterior are but a covering for the interior.

A twofold vessel the Fashioner of the universe made for our nature:
a visible body and a hidden soul — one man.

He made the exterior from dust that is lowly to look upon
and fashioned the interior from the secret (recesses) of His majestic power.
He placed the precious (part), that contains life, in the mortal and lowly (clay),
in order to give life to mortality by the power of its vitality.
The interior (part), containing intelligence, vibrated on the strings of (man's) body;
and the clay became pleasing because of the melodious sound of the living spirit.
The living one chanted in the temple of clay a hymn of praise;
and there assembled and came rational and dumb beings at the sound of its melodies.

1 An allusion to Christ. For the sense of this refrain, cf. v. 231 where Narsai describes Jesus as 'the spring who enables mortality to drink the water of life'. — Variant AB: John — CD Jordan.
Cf. Introduction p. 17.
2 For the meaning of Adam as the image of God, cf. Introduction, n. 85.
3 Lit., 'a living soul'. This appears to be a reference to Gen. 2, 7 or 1 Cor. 15, 45.
4 Lit., 'in the artistry of mortality'.
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The mortal one stood like a statue within a palace;
and over his features marveled spiritual and corporeal (beings).

*The Corruption of Adam's Image*

25 For a short time, there remained the beauty of the temporal image; 
but there arose a vile-like iniquity over its features.
The beautiful colors of his soul faded because of (his) desire for fruit: 
and he acquired the color of mortality by (his) eating of it. 
Sin effaced the name of life (belonging to) the royal image 
and inscribed on his name corruption, and death upon his limbs. 
(The image) became tarnished and wasted away for a long time in (his) mortal 
condition; 
and death trampled him and corrupted the beauty of his rational being.
His ill-wisher mocked and also laughed at his humiliation; 
and he lost hope that he would be renewed from his corruption.

*The Renewal of Man*

35 The King Who saw that the evil ones mocked His foremost image 
took pity upon His image lest it be (further) outraged by the insolent.
The image proclaims the royal authority by his visible (aspect) 
and, by his features, shows the beauty of the One Who constituted him. 
In Adam's image was shown the authority of his Lord; 
and, in his features, was signified the power of His hidden (Divine Nature). 
And because Adam fell and death corrupted the image (function) of his features, 
the King sent 'Pity' and 'Mercy' to raise him up. 
Two messengers of peace He sent to honor His image, 
and He proclaimed on earth a message of renewal for mortality. 
45 In his fashioning, He revealed to creatures the power of His hidden (Divine Nature), 
(while), in his renewal, He showed them the wealth of His love. 
He exalted much more the name of his renewal than his fashioning, 
so that He might make the heavenly ones marvel over how much He loved him.

50 In his fashioning, (the angels) were bound (in kinship) from the beginning; 
and in his renewal, He gladdened those who were sad.

*The Fashioning of The Second Adam*

His (good) pleasure descended unto (one) whom He fashioned in fitting love; 
and He depicted on the tablet of Adam's body, a Second Adam.

---

6 Lit., 'the image of His image': example of Syriac superlative. 
7 Lit., 'in the power of His hiddenness'. Throughout the homily, this word signifies the transcendent Nature of the Divinity. 
8 'Pity' and 'Mercy' are titles used by Narsai in this homily to designate John the Baptist and Christ. Cf. vv. 109-110. 
9 An allusion to man as the bond of the universe. Cf. Introduction, n. 86. 
10 Lit., 'unto His fashioning'. 
In the (same) order as Adam, He depicted a (Second) Adam with the color of [His Divine) Will,
and renewed Adam and his offspring through (this) Son of Adam.

55 The Second Adam came forth from the womb as from the earth;
and he is entirely like that First (Adam) whom the earth bore.
In body and soul, the Second Adam is equal with the (First) Adam;
but in authority, he is the Lord of Adam and his offspring.
He is equal in nature, but greater in honor than all those who have come to be;
and the witness is the vigilant one\(^{11}\), who announced his conception and called
him 'Lord'.

60 In many (ways), the Second Adam is greater than Adam:
and the rank that he attained (can) not be compared with that of (other)
creatures.

His conception is exalted because it has had no connection with human seed;
and his birth is glorious because heavenly beings were its heralds.

65 He alone has received and inherited the name of lordship,
so that heavenly and earthly beings might obey him.
His nature testifies that he is an adamite from earthly beings;
but the name of his authority cries out and proclaims that he is divine.
He is earthly because of (his) human body and soul,
and he is heavenly because he has become the dwelling place for the God of the
[universe.

**Gabriel’s Appearance To Zechariah**

Earthly and heavenly beings were his heralds;
and the Father and the Spirit have confirmed (their) words and shown that he
is the Son.

He chose messengers from spiritual and corporeal beings,
so that heaven and earth might become spokesmen\(^{12}\) concerning his onming.

75 He also honored the messengers proclaiming him\(^{13}\)
and exalted them as they were declaring him before on-lookers.
He chose John from (among) earthly beings (to be) 'the Voice' of whom it is
[written (in Scripture)];
and He sent a vigilant one, and he proclaimed his conception (which was) not
[expected.

That (same) messenger who proclaimed conception to the ears of Mary
also informed Zechariah about John.
A spiritual one brought tidings of the Servant and the Lord
and proclaimed conception for the virgin and the sterile one\(^{14}\).
To the lot of the elderly (and) sterile (Zechariah) it fell to serve (as priest) in
the Holy of Holies;
and he fulfilled his office and heard a voice proclaiming conception.

\(^{11}\) Cf. I, n. 19.
\(^{12}\) Lit., ‘mouths’.
\(^{13}\) Lit., ‘of his proclamation’. The following lines up to 110 are a free rendition of Lk. 1, 5-23
and 57-64.
\(^{14}\) Lit., ‘for virginity and sterility’. 
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
II. EPIPHANY, 85-117

85 In great glory the spiritual one showed himself; and the earthly one was shaken and terrified at his comely splendor. The vigilant one encouraged the corporeal one with a gentle voice: 

"Do not fear, because it is for the sake of peace my coming unto you! The hidden One has accepted the sacrifice of your hands and of your mind, and He has sent me unto you to repay you a reward for your labors. Receive fruit, in return for your sacrifices and your prayers, from the elderly (and) barren Elizabeth whose organs have died."

The elderly (and) sterile (Zechariah) heard the message of (this) unusual conception and was utterly unable (to grasp) within his mind how (this) would come to be. The spiritual one saw the corporeal one considering (this) according to his nature and bound him in silence so that he would not dispute about what he had heard. The vigilant one restricted him in (the use of) two of his senses, in speech and hearing, so that his silence (and) also dumbness might become witnesses for him.

It was not in anger over (his) doubting (that the angel) prevented him from speaking; for (this) purpose he bound him that, when (the reason) would become known, everyone would believe.

It was not fitting that he himself should recount the vision he had seen, lest he should become, as it were, a herald of his own glories.

His silence taught his fellow men (about) the hidden vision and gave them assurance so that they would not doubt when (its reason) would be explained.

90 For nine months, the vigilant one bound him in an armor of silence, until the barren womb bore fruit according to his promise. There were fulfilled in fact the words which he heard from the spiritual one; and he received the fruit (of an offspring) and spoke and heard and gave glory. He called (the child) by the name according to what he had learned from revelation: 'Pity' who proclaims a 'Mercy' who pities men.

John The Baptist In The Desert

John went forth (in the role of the) messenger who (comes) before the King; and the (Divine) Will drew him to a spiritual training.

For thirty years in the outer desert he continued to grow, while meditating on the secrets of proclamation.

With this intent the (Divine) Will drew him away from an inhabited region, that by a spiritual intimacy He might instruct his life.

Away from men, he continued to grow in (his understanding of) the intent of [(God's) wise plans,

15 Lit., 'in word'.
16 Cf. 1, n. 27. The following lengthy section on Jesus’ baptism (up to v. 324) is a very free rendition of and commentary on Mk. 1, 4-11; Mt. 3, 11-17; and Jn. 1, 24-34.
II. epiphany, 118-150

until the Spirit of revelation called him to his preaching.

He dawned suddenly like the radiant sphere (of the sun)
and drew the (Jewish) People (to follow) after the light of his preaching.

At the River Jordan, he opened the treasury of his Sender,
while crying out: "Come, sinners! Receive forgiveness!"

With (the promise of) forgiveness for iniquity, he roused those sleeping in iniquity;
and those immersed (in iniquity) were startled by (this) voice (proclaiming) a
forgiveness without toil.

His message (sounded forth) as a trumpet in the ears of the People;
and he gathered them with his message promising forgiveness for iniquity.

In a womb of water he was promising to beget them
and, as in a crucible, to renew them by (their) repentance.

He has sent me to preach; and behold, He is at hand according to [expectation!]

Through forgiveness he lured them as though (it were) bait,
and then signified what was the reason for the promise that he made.

He cried out suddenly and altered his message to the People:
"I am the servant and minister of the One Who has chosen me.

and He has sent me to preach; and behold, He is at hand according to [expectation!]

By water only He commanded me to give forgiveness for iniquity,
until He himself comes and gives the Spirit with forgiveness.

With fire and the Spirit, He will destroy the (thorny) growth of mortality
and bring forth the spiritual seed of a (new) life for the dead.

In the crucible of the Spirit, He will mould the image that iniquity has rendered [odious,

and impart the beauty of heavenly beings to earthly ones.

In a womb of water, He will generate men in a spiritual way,
as they are enrolled with a new name (as) first-born of the Spirit.

He will free the body from the slavery of mortality
and redeem the soul from the enticements of (sinful) desires.

He will forgive iniquity and give the Spirit as a pledge,
so that his co-heirs may not doubt concerning his promises.

Behold! Within your midst he stands, but (he is) hidden from your eyes;
and not even I who proclaim him know him.

17 Lit., 'by the voice of the promise'.
18 Lit., 'from the hearing'.
19 Lit., 'of his words'.

\[ \text{D} - \text{CD} - \text{C}; \text{D} - \text{C} - \text{C} - \text{D} \]
\[ \text{C} - \text{C}; \text{C} - \text{C} \]

\[ \text{C} - \text{C} \]
لا يَدْلُ الْكَلَامُ عَلَى مِثْلِهِ حَتَّى يَنْظُرَ الْقَلْبُ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ شَكَرَ بِهِ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمْ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  

فَأَجْرزَ الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَأَمْرَهُ قَائِدُهُ  

كَانَ يَلْتُبْنَ أَنْ يَلْتَبِيَ.  

فَأَنْظَرَ القَلْبُ عَلَى مَعْرُوفَةٍ أَنْ يَنظُرَ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ لَهُ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمَ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  

فَأَنْظَرَ القَلْبُ عَلَى مَعْرُوفَةٍ أَنْ يَنظُرَ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ لَهُ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمَ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  

فَأَنْظَرَ القَلْبُ عَلَى مَعْرُوفَةٍ أَنْ يَنظُرَ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ لَهُ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمَ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  

فَأَنْظَرَ القَلْبُ عَلَى مَعْرُوفَةٍ أَنْ يَنظُرَ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ لَهُ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمَ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  

فَأَنْظَرَ القَلْبُ عَلَى مَعْرُوفَةٍ أَنْ يَنظُرَ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ لَهُ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمَ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  

فَأَنْظَرَ القَلْبُ عَلَى مَعْرُوفَةٍ أَنْ يَنظُرَ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ لَهُ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمَ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  

فَأَنْظَرَ القَلْبُ عَلَى مَعْرُوفَةٍ أَنْ يَنظُرَ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ لَهُ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمَ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  

فَأَنْظَرَ القَلْبُ عَلَى مَعْرُوفَةٍ أَنْ يَنظُرَ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ.  

فَإِذَا سَجَّدَ الرَّجُلُ لَهُ،  

قَالَ قَائِدُهُ نَعَمَ أَحْبَبْتُكَ.  

فَأَجْرَى الرَّجُلُ نَعَمَ وَنَزَحَ لَهُ مِنْ يَدْهَا.  

فَأَمَرَهُ قَائِدُهُ تَرْضَى أَسْلَامَةً وَأَقْرَبَ تَحْيَاتَهُ،  
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١٨٠
II. EPHOPHANY. 151-184

The (Divine) Will has revealed to me that I should proclaim his dawning among those in darkness,
so that through my words they might see the 'Light of Justice'.
I am the lamp, not the sphere of the majestic sun;
and the radiance of my words (can) not be compared with his majesty.
155 I am inferior to him in (every) comparative and measurable way;
and I am not worthy even to loosen the sandal(s) on his feet.
From the gift of his great wealth he has given me a little;
and my senses have grown rich from the treasures of his hidden love.
Of a small portion of the Spirit Who is from Him my thoughts were deemed worthy;
and I have acquired power for the preaching of His secrets.
To an extraordinary manner of preaching revelation has compelled me;
and from the womb, I was eager to go forth and accomplish its words.
And even though He set me apart for an apostolate of preaching,
He has willed not to show me the splendor of His contenance except in mystery.
160 (It is) not under the appearance of external senses (that) I know Him;
by the Spirit He gave me a manifest sign so that I might learn who he is.
That One Who said to me that I should preach the birth of baptism
depicted (and) showed me by the Spirit of revelation a figure of a dove.
This He revealed to me in mystery as one of the household:
that whoever you see receiving the Spirit is the Lord.
And also the very reason that I have preached and baptized is
to open up the way so that men might proceed to his revelation.
Behold! He has come to him, and therefore there is at hand the dawning of his light.
Let each one scour away his hateful iniquity so that he may not be denounced!
175 The sword of the Spirit he holds in his hand for the examination of men;
and whoever fails to produce fruits of glory, he cuts him down with it.
His word is alive (and) is also much sharper than a sword;
and its probing enters all the senses and faculties of the soul.
He is the Lord over all (and) also the Judge of the living and the dead;
and in his examination, he is going to separate the good and the evil.
Under the authority of his sovereign power is set all authority;
and his will reigns over spiritual and corporeal beings.
Come! Let us enroll (our) soul and body in (his) census
and offer him purity of soul for tribute!

10 Cf. Heb. 4, 12.
נארסי

: נארסי, המגונם על כului עוני רגוע.
185
: אזהרה, המגונם על כului עוני רגוע.
190
: אזהרה, המגונם על כului עוני רגוע.
195
: אזהרה, המגונם על כului עוני רגוע.
200
: אזהרה, המגונם על כului עוני רגוע.

לפיו,נוויה ממקימה מחלה מחליפה מחלה. 
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: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.

לפיו,נוויה ממקימה מחלה מחליפה מחלה. 
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: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.
: סודר יוזם מחלה מחליפה מחלה.

לפיו,נוויה ממקימה מחלה מחליפה מחלה. 
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לפיו,נוויה ממקימה המחלה.
II. EPIPHANY, 185-215

185 O herald who kept encouraging and instilling fear
and whose words of preaching were full fear and love!
He proclaims mercy, by his (sur)name and his message, in the ears of everyone
and sets bridles of condemnation on the mouth(s) of the insolent.
He is lifted up as a rod against iniquity, and he beats it
and proclaims hope to those without hope through his (sur)name.
His name means 'pity that pities men gratis';
and the sword that is the word of his mouth is (as) keen as an avenger.
He cancels in his name the bond of the human race that had succumbed to sin,
and he enrolls men to be servants of the One Who sent him.
His words descended like rain onto the earth of men;
and he softened them by the words from his mouth (enabling them) to bear fruit.

The Appearance of Jesus

He cried out suddenly in the Spirit of revelation Who spoke with him:
"Behold the Lamb who purifies the stains (of sin) and takes away iniquity!
This is he who I have said comes after me and (yet) is prior to me;
and I do not know how to call him who is older and (yet) younger.
Younger than my own 21 is his conception and his birth according to his bodily
structure,
but older than my own as regards the things that are to come and the mysteries
((that are) awaited) 22.

Narsas's Rejection of His Adversaries' Position

Who is the one younger than John, O uncircumcised of heart,
and how is he older and (yet) comes at the end? Reveal and signify to us
(your answer)!
Whom does he call 'the man who comes after his words'
and whom has he named 'the pure Lamb' and 'the one who takes away iniquity'?
If the Only-Begotten has descended and been embodied and become flesh,
what is that has compelled him by means of flesh to purify our iniquity?
Why did He not take away the iniquity of our race by His Divinity,
in so far as He abased His great glory to lowly things?
And is it perhaps (because there is) a power greater than His Own (which) flesh
was possessing?
And for this reason, He changed His Being so that He might conquer by (that
which is) lowly!
God forbid! Let it not be that this (is what) we should say or think:
that the power of (Divine) Essence has need of the power of lowly flesh!
It is flesh which has been exalted and has acquired power by means of the
((Divine) Essence:

21 L.t., 'than me'. 22 L.t., 'the expectation of the mysteries'.

D — 49 Δωρ. D — 50 om. Δωρ. CD
(it is) not the (Divine) Essence (that) acquired assistance from a mortal (being)!
A corporeal being the Divine (good) pleasure put on;
and he conquered and made his fellow men conquer by the power of his
Assumer.

He is the one (whom) the Son of Zechariah called 'the pure Lamb',
because through his sacrifice he purifies the (sinful) stains of his fellow men.
(He is) also the one (whom John) named and called 'the man who comes at the end',
because at the consummation of the ages he will appear and free all.
For his sake, (John) became a harp for the Spirit of revelation,
so that in him there might be ratified the anxious voices of prophecy.

**Jesus' Appearance Before John**

225 The Spirit revealed him (Jesus), and (John) saw him coming and he longed to meet

and he rejoiced because he saw the hope that prophets and kings had desired.

He saw that, as everyone (else), he was coming to him in order that he might
receive baptism from him;
and he began to entreat (Jesus) that he baptize him and not he (be baptized)
by him.

"I am in need by you to be baptized as (I am) deficient;
you should not be coming to a poor one who has been enriched by you.
You are the Spring who enables mortality to drink (the water of) life!
Why do you need to be fulfilled by a mortal?
You are the holy one, and by you are purified the unclean of soul.
And how (is it that) you are seeking purification of soul (if you are) the one
who purifies the stains (of sin)?

235 Yours is the treasury of all Wisdom and secrets.
What does a skilled master learn from his disciple?
You are the luminary who enlightens the universe by the light of his countenance.
What use to you is the feeble flame from the lamp of my words?
Yours is the abundant sea of mercy that scours away iniquity.

240 Why do you bathe your majestic glory in ordinary water?"

**Jesus' Reply**

"Let it be so now!", the King replied to the herald.
"It is thus fitting that justice be fulfilled in me.
Let it be so! Do not reveal my majesty and my honor in the sight of on-lookers,
to the end I perform and fulfill everything that is written.

Let it be so! I am being baptized as one deficient and in need of mercy,
so that I may fill up in my person (what is) lacking to the human race.
From the (same) race that has succumbed to sin I am also.

13 Cf. Introduction, n. 102.
24 ἄνθρωπος signifies here (and in v. 261 below) the human self peculiar to Jesus. Cf. Introduction, n. 96.
Let it be so! I am paying for the bond that Adam wrote in Eden.

From the (same) clay that passions have overwhelmed is my structure.

Let it be so! I am heating our weak clay in the water of the Spirit.

I am from the (same) lineage that death has swallowed and defrauded of its life.

Let it be so! I am descending in mystery into the water and raising it up.

I am a member of the race that is captive to the evil one on its own accord.

I will go forth (to) bring back our captive race from the rebel.

A bond of death my (fore)fathers wrote out and succumbed to sin;

and I have made an agreement that I will pay for it in mystery first of all.

The comely image of our bodily structure has been tarnished and worn away.

I will descend (to) scour away the filth of iniquity from its features.

In a crucible of water, I will mould our supreme image;

and instead of fire, I will breathe in it a spirit of life.

If I do not scour away its filth in my own person, it will not be purified;

and if it does not descend with me to baptism, it will not receive pardon.

As the first-fruits, the Creator chose me from (among) mortals

and appointed me to be as the ransom for their life.

With me as the sacrifice He willed to reconcile Himself to His servants;

and He accepted my oblation and conferred through me peace upon the [universe.

And because He willed (to) set me apart from the universe for (the sake of) the [universe,

it is right that I should pay the debt for all to the God of the universe.

By a second birth, I will open the way of peace

and I will proceed ahead before all (those) who will come in the mystery of [renewal.

Because of my coming the (Divine) command chose you and called you ‘the voice’;

so that you might call men to the birth that will come to pass through me.

Let it be so! I will be baptized by you in water as in a grave;

and I will bring mortality down with me and up (again).

I shall now be baptized as one who is in need of purification;

and after a while, I will show my power by purifying those unclean”.

Jesus' Baptism

The herald yielded to his Sender in what he heard;

and the priest agreed to set his hand upon the high priest.

Hail to John, who was ministering in the outer sanctuary,

because he was deemed worthy to enter the Holy of Holies which was forbidden!
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Hail to the member of (our) race that was deficient and in need of forgiveness, because he has opened the treasury that was hidden from all generations! (It was) not to the sanctuary of the high priests (that) John entered; (it was) to that of heaven (where) he opened an entrance in mystery.

He concluded the rite that he was administering according to the Law and began to serve spiritually in a higher order.

He abandoned the baptismal service (current) among the Jews and began to proceed according to the canon that (brings) atonement to the [Gentiles.

He drew near to baptism, (that) great sea which washes sinners; and he opened the gates that were closed before men.

The high priest descended into the water and bathed and sanctified it and conferred upon in the power of the Spirit to give life.

The holy one drew near to the weak and inanimate element and made it a womb which begets men spiritually.

He descended and was plunged into the womb of water as in a grave; and he rose and was raised (to life) and raised Adam in mystery.

The Anointing of The Spirit

He ascended from the womb of a new mother that is not (such) by nature; and the Spirit descended and anointed him with divine power. (It was) with the Spirit (that) He anointed him — not with the legal (Mosaic) [ointment

(that was) the chosen ointment far superior to that of (all) others. Under the figure of a dove the Spirit had descended and remained with him; and by (this) open appearance, He signified concerning his hidden (Divine [Nature).

By the dove, He showed that he has received the entire wealth of the Spirit; and He remains with him without departing according to the (regular) order of [His indwelling.

Through (this) peace-loving bird, He depicted the manifestation of that one in whom the peace of the universe will remain unshaken. Under the sign of the dove, there descended (and) abode in him hidden power; and the Father confirmed (this) through (His) declaration that “this is my [beloved”.

With the Spirit, He anointed him as an athlete (so as) to engage in wrestling; and He made (His) voice audile to the viewers of the contest.

The viewers heard only the declaration which the Father proclaimed; but the anointing under the likeness of the dove they did not observe. In secret, He anointed him before only the one who was administering (baptism); for thus demands the great rite of anointing.
To priests only is it permitted to sanctify oil,

since they discern, as householders, the greatness of its power.

Also John, as minister and friend of the bridegroom,

through a revelation was deemed worthy to observe the Spirit descending.

He alone saw the gift under the likeness of the dove

and bore witness and said that the vision is true and (its) significance great.

"I saw the Spirit, a hidden Nature, under the mystery of a bird
descend (and) abide hidden in a visible one in perfect love".

The mediator, who was administering (the baptism), gave witness that the Spirit
descended;

and the Father has subscribed by His declaration to the mystery of our
restoration.

Narsai's Rejection of his Adversaries' Position

Now that he has completed the rite of water and the Father has set His seal (of
approval on it),

let us ask who it is who has received the Spirit and the name of Son.

Who (and) in whom is it who has descended and dwelt under the symbol of a bird
and whom has He called the Son in whom He was pleased and (who) has
fulfilled His love?

Who is it who descended into the womb of water as one deficient

and who is it whom the Spirit anointed with power and (who) acquired power?

If it is the Word (Who) structured His own Being and became flesh,

for what reason did He not in His own Person anoint His flesh?

Why did He not give power by His own power at the structuring of His body,
rather than that the Spirit has (to) descend and empower His body by an
anointing?

If it is so that He is equal with His Begetter in love and power,

why did He have the name (of God) added to Him in grace as one deficient?

If He is spiritual and consubstantial with the Father and the Spirit,

why does One descend and the Other bear witness and then He is exalted?

How (is it that) an unlimited One descends to Another (unlimited)

and how does a Self-Existent One anoint a Self-Existent that is not deficient?

The reason for the ointment is the majestic rank of glory,
because whoever is imperfect receives rank by reason of the ointment.

And if the Holy Spirit has anointed the Only-Begotten and filled Him with (His)

[Spirit,]

then the majestic rank of glory he has received of late.

And if He has received majesty at baptism by the ointment and the (Father's)
[declaration,]

how is it that He is equal with His Begetter and the Spirit Who is from Him?

And if they are not apt those things which I have said are not at all apt,

then let us seek who it is who has been exalted by reason of the ointment.
One Who is not deficient (can)not be blessed by one who is inferior; and to One Who is holy, what use is holy oil? The One, containing (all) limit, a womb of flesh (can)not contain; and the One Who is exalted above all a majestic rank (can)not raise to honor! He Who is self-existent both remains in His (Divine) Essence forever; and the Nature of His glory (can)not be changed from what It is. Whoever is perfect in the name of the (Divine) Essence (can)not be changed; and if He is changed, in a metaphorical sense (only) does He possess the (Divine) [Essence.

Whoever is a creature has need of (God’s) creative power and does not subsist without the will (act) of (that) One Who made him subsist. Whoever is exalted by degrees, another exalts him; but if he is (fully) exalted, he (can)not be exalted above what he is. Among natures there is (none) that extends its own (nature) into what is not its own; and (so) how has (that Nature) Which extends the universe changed Its Being into ours?

For us, let us not speak or think as the faithless (do) that the Word of the Father has extend His Own (Nature) into ours which He [has assumed! It is the assumed one who has been exalted by degrees — not the Assumer! It is the lowky one who has acquired the sublime name of God) by the power of [his Assumer!

The Renewal of Baptism

The image which was tarnished with the filth of iniquity because of (Adam’s) [desire for fruit is the very one which the Spirit moulded in the crucible of baptism. The lowly vessel of soft clay the Potter took and remade it (into) a vessel that is useful for glorious things. The nature of Adam’s clay the Creator took and fashioned it in water and heated it in the spirit; and it acquired beauty. Our nature had succumbed (and) also been pledged as a hostage to death and the [evil one; and by our (same) nature, the Creator paid the debt for our race. Because of the hatefulfulness of our iniquity, there was tarnished the beauty of our [comely image; but He depicted us again in spiritual colors. Evil envy had effaced our outward features; but He has now changed and engraved them within the tablet (of man’s body).

The Divine Plan of Renewal

Our race was cast into exile as (being) vicious;
and after it was humiliated, the voice that cast it out took pity upon it in mercy.

It was imprisoned in Sheol, and there were laid upon it the fetters of death;

but Mercy which had fashioned it took pity on its fallen state and descended (to) redeem it.

It was entirely putrid and being torn asunder by the diseases of iniquity;

but Pity bandaged it and washed away from it the stink of its iniquity.

One limb He chose from the whole body of men

and taught him in the Spirit to heal the diseases of the members of his race.

One man He chose anew in an extraordinary manner

and renewed through him (our) nature which had worn away in mortality.

He did not depict him with the colors of human seed.

He mixed in the color of the Spirit (and) depicted him in body and soul.

so that He might thereby renew the body and soul of his companions.

As a comely dwelling He structured and made him for the (good) pleasure of

[H]is love,

so that in his structure He might bind the universe in love to Himself.\(^{25}\)

In the temple of (his) body, He willed to receive the worship of men;

and in his visible (nature), to show the universe the power of His hidden

[(Nature).

For thirty years, He reared him in body and intimacy of soul,

while he was growing up in the sight of on-lookers and before His own

[countenance.

After a time when there was completed (his) bodily growth,

He willed to signify the renewal which will be fulfilled in him.

He chose from his race a herald and sent (him) before him;

and he went forth (and) proclaimed the ‘voice’ of whom it is written in

[prophecy.

He (John) gathered and brought (together) the sons of Jacob who were scattered

and announced to them the news of the King whom they were awaiting.

He invited them to the banquet of the spiritual bridegroom;

and under coaxing, they took (his) advice, although unwillingly.

He gave him the name of the ‘Lamb’ and called him ‘the sacrifice who makes

[atonement for all’;

and he depicted by his baptism death and life and the renewal of all.

He compared him to a bridegroom \(^{26}\) because of his love for men;

and he called the bride, the members of his race who adhered to him.

(This one) fulfilled (the role) of the bridegroom at the marriage feast of faith \(^{27}\)

and took to himself the Church of the Gentiles (as) his betrothed of holiness.

Instead of purple, he covered her with the garment of baptism

and placed on her (head) a crown wholly plaited with the seals of the Spirit.

\(^{25}\) Lit., ‘in His love’. This verse is a succinct statement of Christ’s role as the image of God’s love.

Cf. Introduction, nn. 85 and 86.

\(^{26}\) Cf. Jn. 3, 29.

\(^{27}\) Lit., ‘by means of the marriage feast of faith’.
With great adornment, (the Spirit) showed his glory to on-lookers,

because, although he is earthly, He gave him the crown of the Kingdom on high.
The voice of the Father was exalting him to an honor greater than anyone (else's)
by testifying: “This is my beloved, and he fulfills My will”!
The Father cries out and the Son is baptized and the Spirit descends:
three Witnesses Who have subscribed to the authority of the King.

A Man Was Baptized

It is a member of our race who was baptized and acquired the name of sonship;
and to him has been given the sovereign power and the crown on high.
He is the one whom the Spirit anointed with power and with whom He remained
(and) about whom the Father has borne witness by His declaration that his love
is true.

He is the one who was deemed worthy (to) become the dwelling place for the Word
[of the Father;
and he was honored with the name of the (Divine) Essence, (a name) that is the
most exalted of all.
He also testifies concerning the things that have come to pass in his regard,
which were done to a man who is like to (other) men:
(Namely) a human baptism and a body that was baptized by corporeal beings,
and (the fact that) he opened the way to renewal for the fellow members of his
race.
The rank and the name which he inherited cry out that he is from mortals
(and) that he became by grace heir and lord in the height and the depth.
The Spirit which he received under the sign of above has revealed and signified to us
that he is also from the (same) race that is deficient and in need.
Through the gift (of the Spirit), he has fulfilled and perfected (what was) deficient
in him
and has made the fellow members of his race share in the wealth of the Spirit.
He was baptized as every corporeal being in ordinary water,
but the womb of baptism generated him in a spiritual way.
In the name of the (Divine) Essence, the three names (of the Trinity), he was
[baptized and sanctified:
the Father in the voice (from heaven), and the Son in love, and the Spirit in the
ointment.

The Word And The Body Are The One Son Of God

The three names (of the Trinity) fulfilled for him the name which he received;
and he was exalted in name and in reality and began to reign over all.
At the annunciation of his conception, He promised him the name of sonship;
and He brought it to pass in mystery by means of a spiritual birth.
نارساي

...
445 "The Son of the Most High", the vigilant one said, "He is going to be"; and this was fulfilled for him by the declaration that the Father has sealed. He was a man whom the Spirit anointed with hidden power, so that by the power of the Spirit he might banish demons and cure diseases. He was a man in body and soul, save for iniquity; and he became in power the od-man. By the name of 'man', I call him because of his body; and the name of 'God', I give him because of his rank.

450 One I call the Word and the Body, the Son of God: one in the (Divine) Essence because he (can)not be parted by a division. The natures I have distinguished by the name of two. It was not sons! As one I know the Son of the (Divine) Essence and the son who is from us! 'Messiah' and 'Son' I call him because of the two (facts) that the Spirit anointed him and he became in love the Son with the Word. The Word and the Body — when I say (that they are) two according to nature, it is like the body and the soul within it (being) one man. The soul with the body and the body with the soul are separate but co-(partners); and everyone testifies that they are two but called one.

455 The Word with the Body (is) in the (same) order as reason within the soul, which is in the soul and (yet) outside of it indiscriminately. In this order (of union) is set the edifice that (forms) the confession of my discourse, when I join two that are separate into one whole.

And if the heretics wrong me with calumny, let these show who it is who was baptized and (whom) the Spirit anointed.

Narsai’s Personal Defense

Let us enter a (law) suit before the Judge Who listens rightly and let us summon witnesses from the library of the Spirit’s words. Let the parties stand opposite one another as in a suit and let the (Divine) Will be the Advocate Who hears the two (sides).

457 In (this) suit, let them show to whom befit these things that I have said; and if they are declared to be right, behold it has been made evident that rightly they have wronged me! Without strife, let them reveal the sense that is hidden in (their) words; and if they are aiming straight at the goal, behold they are the orthodox ones!
الملمة لوالديه فتحية دارمدة حفلة سيدة.
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If they contend with me before the Judge, I am not afraid, because the King's discipline sets bridles upon the mouth(s) of the disorderly. The indictment of one who flees from law is evident; and before judgment he condemns himself because of his craftiness. I do not depart from the divine laws and I do not exchange the Lord's court for another.

Behold, I stand before the Judge Who sees in secret! Let everyone who makes an accusation manifest it openly by (citing) facts. Why do (my accusers) hide the fraud that is in them under the guise of truth and why are they zealous as (though) searchers after virtue? Why are they proud about the multitude who (compose) their treacherous faction?

Ignorance — its power is of little account before wise men! Even if they do conquer by tumult, it is not victory, but the coercion of pride that conquers by impudence. The many have conquered by (their) insolence against truth; and truth has given away for a short time before the ignorant.

The insolent have not really conquered the name of justice; and justice has never succumbed as they have supposed. These have seduced by their words the foolish populace and made them think that on behalf of truth they were avengers. Falsely they are clothed in the skins of the lambs of the flock, but they are wolves in their actions against truth!

**His Adversaries Teachers Have Been Condemned**

Who is there among them whose fraud has succeeded and not been exposed and who is the one who has conquered in a just suit, except by pride? Behold! The masters who have instructed them have been condemned and been exposed; and the pure Church has expelled them out of its doors.

The disciples of Paul (of Samosata) and the Eunomians are uprooted and cast out; the followers of Arius and his companions have become aliens. And if the words of the masters of falsehood have lost (their) savor, why are their disciples, dumb dogs, esteemed?

---

32 The following lines with their personal allusions may be important for the dating of the homily. Cf Introduction, pp. 20-21.

33 It may be significant to note that the condemned 'masters' cited below deny Divinity to Christ. In his argumentation, Narsai is trying to show that Christ's humanity must be maintained so that it can be united to the Divinity and can therefore offer the rest of the universe access to God. For a development of this argument, cf. IV, vv. 317-338.

34 Paul of Samosata was a bishop of Antioch (260-268) who rejected the term of 'homoousios' as appropriate to the Word and seems to have considered Christ as a mere man who was adopted as the Son of God.

35 Followers of Eunomius of Constantinople (c. 315-394) who formed a radical wing of Arianism. They considered the Word to be inferior to the Father.

36 Arius was a priest of Alexandria (c. 250-336) who asserted that the Word was later and inferior to the Father. This position was condemned at the Council of Nicea in 325.
Eutyches I am not afraid of because he aims amiss; and by the Egyptian, I am not humbled because he has conquered by impudence.

And not by the heirs of their property am I overcome, because they are stammering and tongue-tied dogs as regards understanding! They cry out aloud like Legion when they are stirred up; and the voice of Jesus silences them as (it did) Legion.

At the sound of their lawless strife, my thoughts were startled and have roamed far away from the road on which they were travelling. On the King’s road I have gone forth in order to proceed in the King’s company; but the voice of (those) bandits (who are) in fear of truth hindered me on my journey.

It was not in fear of their words (that) I turned aside from my discourse; upon them I have turned lest they hinder the journey of truth. I have been extremely zealous against the impudence of their minds, because, although ignorant, they are usurping the ranks of the office of ‘rabban’.

The innocent of heart I have sought to instruct in what I have related, so that they might not be troubled after hearing disorderly voices.

A Concluding Exhortation

An image of the King my thoughts have depicted on a tablet of words; and by my words I have wanted to show it to viewers.

He has permitted me to depict an image of the promise (he made) in words: that he has granted forgiveness to the members of his household by the seal of his name.

He gave his word and promised a renewal of the body and redemption of the soul, and he wrote these out on the two tablets of water and the Spirit.

The goal of life he set in baptism for his forces, so that they might aim at the fashioning of the Kingdom on high. In water he fixed the new goal of spiritual birth, because everyone who willingly does likewise receives freedom.

Behold the promise of the King on high which (can) not be broken! Come! Let us strive to receive gratis the wealth of the Spirit! Behold! The goal is fixed before (his) disciples so that they might imitate him. Let the heart believe and the mouth confess and the faculties take aim (at the goal)!

37 Cf. I, n. 22.
39 Lit., ‘heirs of their endeavors’.
40 The ‘rabban’ was the director or head of a school. Cf. A. VOOSUS, The History Of The School Of Nisibis, C.S.C.O. 266/Subsidia 26, Louvain, 1965, p. 73. This reference may be a significant personal allusion for dating this homily. Cf. Introduction, p. 20.
41 This appears to be a reference to Narsai’s and Theodore’s (cf. P.G. LXVI, 633c-634a) doctrine on ‘The Two States or Ages’. Here is to be the Syriac equivalent of the Greek Κατάθεσις. Briefly, the doctrine maintains that God created two states (or ages or worlds): one which is present in which He made all things mutable; the other which is the future age of the Kingdom, when He will renew all things in heaven and will bring them to immutability and immortality (cf. G 1, 201-2). The present citation alludes to the Second Age.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
This (is) the road (that) the King has traversed for us in his own person. Come! Let us travel on it to the end as long as there is light. Behold! There is opened the womb which begets men spiritually. Bury mortality in baptism and acquire life! Let everyone hear that declaration (of the Father): "This is My beloved"; and let us acquire love for that one who holds men in his love. With John, let us cry out in one voice the confession: "This is the Lamb of the God of the universe who purifies the stains (of sin)"!
has been used to indicate the end of each seven-syllable line. In several instances, the English translation has necessitated that Syriac words in one line be translated in English in an adjoining line.

3 For the meaning of ‘image’ in Narsai, cf. Introduction, n. 85.
A HOMILY
ON OUR LORD'S MANNER OF ACTING IN THE BODY
AND ON THE SUFFERING OF DEATH AND OF THE CROSS

Refrain: Blessed be he who by his murder slew sin
and by his humiliation reconciled those at enmity.

My Brothers:

_Many Is A Precious Vessel_

Man is an earthen vessel: in which is set the treasure of life.
Majesty is not his own: but (comes from) the power of his Maker.
In an earthen vessel are set: the precious things of Adam’s household;
and although it is lowly in its nature: precious things are stored therein.
In (this) fragile vessel: are set mortal treasures;
and in our body that begets passions: resides the Self-Existent One Who does not suffer.

A lowly earthen vessel is man: and (as) lowly in his nature as an earthen vessel;
but because he became a dwelling place for his Creator: He made him a precious vessel.

_The Refashioning Of Man_

Glorious and comely was his fashioning: even though he was clay;
but because he listened to the words of his deceiver: he returned to the lowly state of his nature.
It displeased the Creator: that the evil one should mock His fashioning,
lest the jealous one should boast: that by his power he prevailed over Adam.
He lifted up the vessel that was corrupted: — the body of the mortal Adam;
and He fashioned it in the Spirit instead of water: so that its fashioning might be sound.

Because death had shattered his nature: and corrupted the beauty of his features,
He moulded him in a spiritual crucible: so that he would not be tarnished again by sin.

The Creator lifted up His image: and made it a shrine and dwelt in it,
so that the jealous one would not boast: that (it was) in the temple of the King [(that) he was dwelling.

1 **κατάληψις** is not an easy word to translate succinctly into English. It can refer to God's economy or divine providential plan of salvation (cf. v. 681). Here it seems to signify the course of Jesus' human life from his birth to his Passion. Cf. v. 156.

2 As noted in the Introduction, this homily is written in a seven-syllable metric line. A colon
(It was) one of the race of mortals; (whom) the Self-Existant chose and dwelt in;
and in the structure which He fashioned: He bound the love of creatures.
From the (same) clay of Adam's household: He structured an image as (He did
for) Adam,
and made him complete with mortal passions: through the power of His
Divinity.

Through the power of the Spirit, He formed him: without the seed of intercourse,
so that he might be in everything like: to Adam, the first image.
For just as through Adam: death entered and corrupted his race;
(so) by Adam, the second image: He will release those oppressed by death.
In everything (belonging to) Adam shared: the man, the Second Adam;
and after he was tried through sufferings: he redeemed from death (those who
are) mortal.

Resume Of Jesus' Early Life
For the usual nine months: a womb of flesh he was inhabiting;
and with the pangs and sufferings of birth: he sprang forth from the womb of
his mother.
He sucked milk as an infant: to show that he is a fellow (member) of our race.
He offered sacrifices as everyone (did): in order to pay thanksgiving (to God).
He submitted his body to circumcision: so that there might thereby be ratified
the promise
that the Gentiles would be heirs: to the wealth of Abram's blessings.
He grew as a baby (does): because he was a baby in truth;
and through the power of grace: he attained to perfection.
He approached baptism by water: so that he might prepare the way for mortals;
and when he became cleansed in his own person: he cleansed those defiled
through his baptism.
With him from the beginning was: the Only-Begotten Word of the Father;
and He was with him and dwelling in him: but not sharing in his humiliation.
He grew according to his nature: in wisdom and grace;
and the Self-Existant continued to remain in His own (Nature): unaltered and
unchanged.
With (other) men continually conversed: the man, the Second Adam,
in order to bring man back from error: to knowledge of the life that he had lost.
Diseases of the body he was healing: without human medicines;
and the (sinful) stains of the soul he was purifying: by the power of the Holy
Spirit.
With mud that blinds the pupils (of he eyes): he opened the eyes of blind men;
and from the garments about his limbs: an afflicted (woman) obtained health.
He gave to the crippled, limbs: and to the paralyzed, steps;
and he opened ears that had been blocked: and (the deaf man) harkened to the
[sweetness of his words.

* Lit., 'the structure of His fashioning'.
... Narsai's account of the Passion is a free rendition of and commentary on the four New Testament accounts.
Visible diseases he was banishing: and hidden debts healing:
and by visible (signs) he was showing: that he has authority over things hidden.

_Jesus’s Raising Of The Dead_

Death in a (loud) voice he was commanding: to return the dead whom he had
devoured;
and at the conclusion of his words: the dead began returning to life.

The three dead who were raised (to life): became for him reliable witnesses,
crying out about (his) resurrection: that henceforth death will have no effect
upon him.

Demons he was driving out by his word: (ordering them) to depart from their
dwelling places,
while the rebels cry out to him: “Do not torture us, Son of David”!
These also — although unwillingly —: have proclaimed beforehand the authority
of that one
who is going to avenge hidden (faults): by the just judgment of his examination.

By healing the body, he showed: that he also heals the debts of the soul;
and by the three dead to whom he gave life: he proclaimed a resurrection for
those buried.

By the demons whom he drove out of men: he loosened the authority of the
deceitful one;
and he brought back the captor’s captivity: by (freeing) the men whom he
snatched from his hands.

The jealous one cried out and wept: and shouted and howled in lament
that the Mighty One has come forth to battle: in order to snatch away the
captor’s captivity.

The tyrant gathered the forces (under) his authority: (to battle) against the
guiltless one,
as he was convinced that he would overcome: through death the one who gives
life to the dead.

In the battle against Adam: the serpent put on armor and attacked;
and now against our redeemer: with Adam he attacked Adam.
The sons of Abraham who had been freed: from the slavery of the Egyptians
became armor for the deceiver: and he put on (this) armor and attacked our
Lord.

_The Beginning Of The Passion_

On the Feast of the Pasch, the tyrant stirred up: the attendants whom he had
chosen for his side,
so that the insolent might assist him: with the aid of their sword-(like) tongues.
Sons of Adam became laborers for the deceiver: against the (Second) Adam;
and he (fully) accomplished his desire through them: as (he had) with the
serpent in regard to Adam.

It was not his own will: to attempt murder on the Feast;
(it was) the Messiah (who) brought to an end in fact: his own human course
(of life).
On the Feast, he gave himself up for sacrifice: in order that the multitudes might see his death, so that, when he is raised from the grave: they might become witnesses of his resurrection.

For the Pascal sacrifice there was prepared: the living Lamb of God, so that through his own sacrifice: he might reconcile the world with its Lord. He made the Pasch according to the (Mosaic) Law: and the Pasch revealed his pasch; and he distributed his body to his disciples: (as) a pledge of life for mortals.

By (this) fact the Son of Adam showed his love: for the members of his race that he gave his body (as) food: before the suffering of his crucifixion.

**Jesus' Prophecy Concerning Judas**

He prophesied concerning future (events): his passion and his humiliation; and he revealed and signified concerning the deceit: of Judas, the betrayer of his master.

By the power of the Spirit he was (strongly) animated: against the evil of the insolent one, because his bitterness was not abated: by the sweetness of the mystery that he had received. He had made him a sharer in the mystery: but (this one) did not turn from his resolve of murder; and the vivifier of all washed his feet: but the faithless one was not moved to shame.

He (always) knew the treacherous one: (even) before his election (as a disciple) was a murderer; but he bore with him in his gentle love: and did not expose his treachery.

At night the false one had gone out: to betray his master to the insolent, because the treacherous one was urging him on: so that he might accomplish through him his will.

The jealous one was desiring his murder: from the day of his birth; and with Judas as (his) intermediary: he openly revealed his resolve. Judas became the envoy: for the jealous calumniator; and he sent him to a band of the insolent: so that they might capture 'life' for the sake of death.

For a fee, the thief sold: the one who ransoms the ages from death. He received for (his) fee the (hangman's) noose: but he sold the living one unto the household of death.

O (shame upon) the one who sold 'life' unto death: because he thought nothing of this and so sold him! because he gave away a peerless gift: and received a fee of little value!

For thirty (pieces of) silver, he sold: the liberator of our nature; and there was fulfilled the word of the prophet: who had seen (this) in the Spirit generations before.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي بشكل طبيعي.
Jesus’s Prophecy Concerning Simon

He fulfilled all of these (prophecies) in his person: — (this) vivifier of all — for the sake of the universe; and he prophesied concerning his humiliation: and concerning the will of his disciples.

“All of you will be scandalized: when the time of the Passion draws near; and you will leave me alone: and will not persevere in (my) affliction”.

In his love, Simon boasted: and kept saying to our Lord:

“Never will I deny you: nor weaken in the face of (your) Passion”!

With an ‘amen’, the one who gives life to all sealed: the ardent one’s boast:

“Three times you will weaken: with a denial at the moment of the Passion”.

He showed his disciples: that he will willingly endure the Passion; and (that) it was not necessity that compelled him: to the humiliation of the cross.

“Arise! Let us go”! he said: “Behold! There has drawn near the time of the Passion”, (thus) making known that on his own accord: he gives himself up to his captors.

Jesus At Prayer

He went forth to pray alone: and took with him his disciples, so that by his prayer he might teach them: that mercy is useful in (the time of) affliction.

Three times he prayed in (his) suffering: and said this is his prayer:

“If this is possible, let me not drink: the chalice of voracious death”.

In (his) suffering, our redeemer prayed: before (his) Passion (on the cross) as one passible;

and the sweat on his limbs congealed: from terror of the cross.

There appeared to him an angel: from heaven who strengthens him, lest he should grow weak in (that) agony: from which he will receive victory.

With words, full of consolation: a spiritual one continually strengthened him:

“The suffering of death will give you: a crown after your victory.

Do not grow weary because of (your) weaknesses: O carnal offspring of Adam, because to glorious things will bring you: the cross at the end of your agony.

Endure (your) suffering, O passible one: and drink the chalice of Adam’s household, because to exaltation you (will) be raised: after (your) suffering of humiliation”.

Narsai’s Rejection of His Adversaries’ Position

Let there now come forth the erring: Eutyches and his companions; and let them explain, as is their wont: whose prayer and suffering are (these).

7 The word κακία is translated in the following section as ‘Passion’ and ‘suffering’, depending on the context.

8 Lit., ‘the sweat of his limbs’.

9 Cf. 1, n. 22.
Who is it who prayed from suffering: O wise man who lacks reason,
and whom did the spiritual one strengthen?: Reveal and signify to us your
understanding (of this)!

I know that, as is your wont, to the height above you (will) ascend;
and the Self-Existtent Word of the Father: your blasphemy will subject to
suffering.

O unspeakable horror!: O unpardonable iniquity!

For the power that contains creation: (the erring) have made weak in agony!
O insolent will!: that has reached such a state of insolence and presumption
(to assert) that that One Who made the spirit of His angels: by a vigilant one
was being strengthened!

To whom was the Word foraying: O one deprived of reason?
(Is it that One) Who possesses authority by (His Divine) Essence: like (His)
Father Who begot Him?

How did there grow weak from suffering: that Power which bears the universe?
And for aid — whom was He asking: — That One Who is the Giver of (all)
good things?

Who helped Him in the creative act: when He brought all things into existence?
(Is it he) who now in the suffering of the cross: has called an angel to his aid?
Restrain your blasphemies, O insolent one!: useless to us are your explanations!

Our confession is the good seed: Do not mingle with it your cockle!

Do not abase the Word of the Father: to the passions which mortals possess!
Do not make the Only-Begotten (to be) in need: of help from one whom He has
fashioned!

Who has (ever) spoken iniquity such as this!: Who has been (so) insolent as the
erring, who have reckoned the power that empowers spiritual ones: (to be) weak in
prayer?

Do not be (so) presumptuous, O insolent ones!: The Word is not inferior to His
Father!

(It was) not for aid (that) the Creator was asking for: from a spiritual one!
It is the corporeal one who was praying: because he was the one in need of aid.
The passible one was afraid of sufferings: because sufferings accompany his
nature.

A member of our race was making supplication: for himself and his companions,
because he continually knew that aid was needed for him: at the moment of the
Passion.

He is the one who was afraid of death: because he saw that his nature was mortal;
and for this (reason) an angel was strengthening him: at the moment of His
Passion.

Truly he prayed and was afraid: (and) not outwardly in a putative sense!
And truly a spiritual one was empowering him: as an athlete.

Lit., 'of His fashioning'.

Here 'athlete' may reflect the usage of the term for one who strives for God, such as a martyr or
a monk.
330 If he did not truly pray: then he is not a man at all!  
And if he was not a man: void then is our trust!  
Do not plunge our nature: O insolent ones, into the abyss of death!  
Allow our dust to be exalted: in honor with the member of our race.  
The passible one prayed in (his) suffering: and the Self-Existent One accepted [his plea;  
and he surrendered himself to his captors: to fulfill the work of his Father.  

Jesus's Arrest  
The band of the insolent ones arrived: and Judas (was with them) as (their) guide;  
and he drew near (and) greeted the merciful one: and the traitor kissed the [gentle one.  
O false disciple!: O friend whose love is treacherous,  
because he bears a sword within his mind: and kisses on his lips!  
390 "(Is it) for this (that) you have come"? he said to him: and he called the [companion a liar.  
"Accomplish your will, O insolent one!: Why do you kiss me under the guise [(of friendship)?]  
With kisses do you betray me: O disciple who sells his master?  
Why do you conceal under (your) greeting: the sharpened sword within your [mind?  
Whom do you seek?" said: the tranquil one to the band of the insolent;  
and he cast them to the ground: to show the power of his majesty.  
The disciples had drawn (their) swords: because they saw that the insolent had [become daring;  
and Simon became inflamed with zeal: so as to fulfill his promise.  
By the ear that he cut off, he kept thinking: that he fulfilled (his promise of) love [for his master.  
Yet the all-knowing one replied to him: "It suffices! Enough (of) your aid"!  
370 The gentle one showed a love: befitting his coming;  
and he (re-)set the ear to the head of the body: but the band of the insolent [ones was not awed.  

Simon’s Denial  
To the tribunal they led him and they entered: in order that he might be [questioned as a criminal;  
and his disciples abandoned him and fled: and they did not remain with him [in the Passion.  
Simon was following after him: to see the end of his interrogation;  
380 and his love stirred the zealous one: and he entered with his master into the [tribunal.  
The guards asked the guileless one: "Are you not also a disciple"?  
but his fervor had grown cold: and he forgot all his promises.  
The suffering of death frightened: the head of the Twelve;  
and he became weak because his will succumbed: (leading) to a denial three [times.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
At dawn, our redeemer looked at him: as he came forth from the tribunal;
and by his glance, he was rebuking him: “Where is your pride, O zealous one”?
Simon groaned and wept: because his master reminded him of his promise
that he made: “I will not deny (you)”! and (yet) he swore: “I do not know
him”!
The master did not impute (this as) an offense: against the head of the disciples,
because for this (reason) he had allowed him to become weak: that his word
might come to fulfillment.
The head of his doctrinal edifice: he made the head of the Apostles;
and by his denial and by his repentance: he opened in him a way for those lost.

Jesus Before Pilate

Before Pilate, they accused: the innocent one as one guilty,
while provoking the judge (with the charge): that (it was) a kingdom (that) he
wanted to usurp for himself.

And for this (reason) Pilate asked him: when judging him:
“Are you a king as have said: the members of your people and your
companions”?
He, however, did not make (any) reply: because silence befitted his humiliation,
so that there might be fulfilled in his regard in truth: that he did not open his
mouth in his humiliation.

Before Pilate continually cried out: the faithless sons of Abraham:
“Crucify him! He is guilty of death: because he has stirred up and roused our
people”.
The judge who was not of the (Jewish) People: passed sentence and cried out that
he was innocent;
but the People who know God: veiled righteousness with falsehood.
The faithless agreed (that) his blood: would be upon them for vengeance,
and vengeance for his murder they declared: their offspring would be liable for.

The judge washed his hands: and absolved himself of his murder;
and the faithless led him out (of the tribunal) and went forth: to outrage him
on the cross.

Jesus’ Crucifixion

A plan of treachery they devised: with their master, the slanderer,
that he is worthy to die on the cross: as a transgressor against the Law.
With homicidal robbers: they resolved to revile him,
so that, when his viewers behold him: with the wicked they would number him.
Upon a gibbet they mounted and fastened him: so that he might become a spectacle
for on-lookers,
while he, for his part, was accomplishing his own (will): and was openly
proclaiming his death.

By the priests he was being mocked: and by the People, scoffed at;
and the robbers were deriding him: “Save yourself and save us”!

III. PASSION, 390-449

121
Inanimate Nature's Revulsion

With nails was being fastened the body: of that one (who was) the dwelling of the Divinity; and the Divinity was shaking: (physical) natures because of his humiliation.

Heaven and earth and everything in them: were putting on garments of lamentation for that holy body: which was being outraged by defilers.

The sun fled and hid its light: and the moon was changed to blood, so that the faithless might not enjoy: their comely rays.

A tremor kept shaking the earth: and rending stones and rocks, as inanimate beings were rebuking: the hard heart of the insolent.

The Spirit rent the sanctuary veil: and dishonored the Temple of Atonement; and showed that He was leaving and abandoning it: when He tore asunder its chaste garment.

The graves of the just were opened: because (God's) command shook them (open), so that the dead might become heralds: of the resurrection of the one who gives life to the dead.

With nails, the insolent pulled down: the shrine that the Word had constructed; and the Word shook inanimate beings: so that they might contend with rational beings.

The Robber's Remorse And Request

In the midst of robbers they crucified him: as an evil-doer;

and, though unwillingly, they have thereby confirmed: the prophetic parables.

The robber on the right: wonder led to remorse;

and he was rebuking his companion: to stop his blaspheming.

With mournful groans: the robber kept pleading,

asking for forgiveness: that he might find mercy at the (Divine) Tribunal.

With the inner eye of (his) mind: he saw the Kingdom that was to come, and said to our Lord: “Make me worthy to see your Kingdom”!

O wonder that was being spoken by the robber: to earthly ones, because the crucified one who was crucified with him: he asked for the Kingdom!

The vivifier of all, for his part, did not deny: the robber the reward he requested; but he responded and granted him (as) payment: (his) Kingdom for his confession.

In fact, he fulfilled for him: the promise that he made him, because he brought him with him, by means of his soul: into Paradise at the moment of his death.

Jesus' Death

O wonder that on Golgotha: was being spoken by a mortal, because the body that was fastened on the cross: was opening up a way to Eden.

\[12\] Lit. 'of his words'.
510 O dead one whose death has proclaimed: a resurrection for those deceased!
O one bound on the top of a gibbet: who has loosened the bonds of sin!
With the sufferings of death was suffering: the Body, the garment of the
Only-Begotten;
but He did not abandon him or depart from him: not even at the moment of
his humiliation.
The mortal one, while grieving: was commending himself to Him:
520 "Into Your hands, I place my soul: Restore it to its dwelling place in peace".
He lowered his head on the cross: and surrendered his soul to (his) Creator,
(with) the departure of his soul testifying: that his humiliation was not of
necessity.

Narsai’s Rejection Of His Adversaries’ Position

Behold (that) moment which shows: whose suffering and death are (these),
when the member of our race teaches us: that the Word does not share in his
sufferings!
530 “Into Your hands I place my soul”: let us ask whose soul is it?
That of the Only-Begotten Word of the Father: or that of our companion, a
son of Adam?
The Divinity does not have a soul!: O heretic, do not err!
It has not subsisted in a soul: the vitality of the Divinity!
540 and because suffering touched his limbs: it departed from him because of
affliction.
Whose soul it was within (that) body: that the Word chose for His dwelling place,
the soul which left (the body) at the moment of death: testifies (to this) by its
departure.
It was the passible one who was suffering: with the harsh sufferings of the cross,
when crying out with groans: “My God, my God, do not let me grow weak”!
550 (It was) not the Word (Who) was making supplication: to His Father Who is
one with Him!

God does not have a God: Eutyches! Why do you quarrel?
(It was) not the Word (who) bowed His head: and surrendered His soul on the
cross!
The Fount of life does not die!: Restrain your blasphemies, O insolent one!
There were not thrust into the Self-Existent: nails; nor a spear into his side!
560 There are not limbs for the Only-Begotten: O heretic, do not be so insolent!
The carnal one is the one whose body was fastened: on the gibbet of the cross;
and he was the one (who) was offering supplication: because he was in need
of aid.
The corporeal one is the one who tasted death: because he was mortal in his
nature,
and (who) was entreating the Only-Begotten: immediately to restore his soul
to him.

13 Ref. to Eutyches.
570 He (is the one who) bowed his head on the gibbet; and surrendered his soul to the Creator; and when his soul departed to Eden: his body remained within the grave. The Word of the Father did not leave: the pure dwelling which He had chosen; and although He was in him from the beginning: in his humiliations He was not suffering. He never departed from him: either in (his) sufferings or on the cross; and He never suffered in His Nature: with the sufferings which the corporeal one endured.

**The Resurrection**

Death devoured the mortal one: but he did not see corruption among the dead, because prophecy did not permit: death to assail his body. A spear they stabbed into his ribs: and there flowed blood and water from him; and they did not break a bone among his limbs: according to the mystery of which Moses has written. The insolent ones divided his garments: and cast lots among themselves; and there was fulfilled for him in fact: the prophecy of his father, David. They took his body down from the gibbet: and brought (and) placed it in a grave; but death did not corrupt his body: because he did not dwell (long) among the dead.

For three days, had remained: the vivifier of the dead within the grave; and he brought a charge against death: and rendered null and void his authority. The Word Who had put him on was with him: as he was laying within the grave; but He was not suffering by means of his sufferings: because His Nature is exalted above sufferings. The Word was setting angels in attendance: over his holy body; and the spiritual ones were awaiting: His will (act) which vivifies all.

610 The Only-Begotten Word of the Father: fulfilled His promise to him; and after death had loosened his body (from its union with the soul): He raised him three days (later). O dead one whom death has taken as his own: and (who) has in turn killed his murderer, and destroyed his bitter sting: and deprived its bitterness (of power) over men! O carnal one, who has struggled: with the spirit and ruler of the air, and unmasked the demons by his victory: and confounded them by his person! The member of our race was making battle: with death and the slanderer; and he conquered by the power of the One Who put him on: the two tyrants who had exalted themselves. There was (once) a battle in which Adam succumbed: and his entire race succumbed with him;

---

14 Cf. Ps. 15, 10; Acts 2, 27.
15 Lit., 'they stabbed his among his ribs with a spear', cf. Jn. 19, 34.
but the Self-Existent put on a son of Adam: and thereby granted victory to the [members of his race.

After three days, he stripped off: the mortality of his nature
and slew sin in his flesh: and gave victory to mortals.
By the power of the Self-Existent Who dwells in him: he descended to the [struggle and was victorious;
and by His power, he prevailed: over death and voided its authority.
He was with him when he was suffering: but He did not share in his humiliations;
and after he was tried in everything: He perfected him in the suffering of his [person.
The exterior temple of his body: death destroyed with the aid of the insolent;
but the Word Who dwells in him built: an edifice that will never again be [shaken.

"This shrine", he said: "Destroy it and I will raise it up"!
(thus) teaching the hearer: that it is a destruction of the body only.
Indestructible is the (Divine) Essence: because the (Divine) Essence has no [structure!
Destruction (belongs to) a mortal body: and this alone has tasted death.
By the destruction of his body, he taught: that he was a passible man;
and when he rose after three days: he showed the power (of that One) who [raised him up.

Man's Mortal Nature Redeemed

(Too) inferior was our mortal nature: to be a redeemer for itself;
and (so) the Self-Existent put on our nature: and freed thereby our whole race.
The exalted One humbled Himself in His love: in order to raise up Adam from his [fallen state;
and with the armor with which Adam succumbed: the Self-Existent granted [victory to a son of Adam.
The humble one He willed to elevate: (It was) not He (Who) descended to [humiliations!
The earthly one He extolled and raised up: to an honor (equal) with His [majesty.
The race of Adam was owing satisfaction for the transgression of (God's) command;
and because mortals have not paid it: the Self-Existent paid it by (means of) [a son of Adam.
The mortal one died in his nature: and the Self-Existent One remained in His [Nature;
and through the power of the (Divine) Essence: the mortal one conquered and [was raised (to life).
(It was) not the Maker (Who) was suffering: in the sufferings of the death of the [cross;

لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
(His) providential plan (of salvation) He fulfilled: by the corporeal one (who died) on behalf of (other) mortals; and by his death and by his resurrection: our whole nature died and is alive. He made him (to be) a garment for His hidden (Nature): and a mirror for us in order that by the faculties of (our) soul we might see: His hidden (Divine Nature) in the garment of our body.

For the peace of rational beings, He assumed him: as the first-fruits for all of us, in order that He might bind in him the love which Adam loosened: by the transgression of (God's) command. The whole nature of rational beings: He honored by assuming him, because those akin to him by nature: He made share in his honor.

**Narsai’s Rejection Of His Adversaries’ Position**

This greatness which has come: to rational beings through a member of our race the obstinate and contentious have rejected: by (their) argumentative words. They do not allow our nature: to be honored with glorious things and do not permit it to be exalted: with God, its Assumer. Two unpardonable iniquities: the heretics have conceived and engendered, (in) that they have abased the Self-Existant to things lowly: and defrauded our body of life.

They are enemies of the body: and schismatics regarding the (Divine) Essence, because for the Self-Existant they have made a beginning: and the body they have defrauded of its assumption. Their battle is against the (Divine) Essence: which they make suffer through their words; and their struggle is against humanity: which they do not deem worthy of greatness.

**Scripture’s Rebuttal Of The Adversaries’ Position**

Against the Books (containing) the Spirit’s words: they are continually contending and struggling, because they show us: two distinct natures which have become one. The heretics do not listen: to the heralds of the Spirit’s words, who sound forth like trumpets: concerning the exaltation of the member of our race. Let the head of the Apostles come (forth): and rebuke the folly of their words; and (together) with the Jews, their companions: let us accuse them (as) blind! Let the Rock say to the proud ones: the new Jews who have risen up! that God has made Lord and Messiah: the Body which He assumed. Who has made whom (to be) Lord: O Simon, the first-born of our confession? Explain to us the intent of your confession: so that we may thereby refute the heretics.

---

18 An allusion to man as the bond of the universe. Cf. Introduction, n. 86.

19 Lit., ‘the distinctions of two natures’.

20 It is interesting to note that Narsai uses here רַבָּנָן rather than רַבָּן (as in I, 479). In the Peshitta version of the Old Testament, רַבָּן represents the Tetragrammaton or name of the Lord God. This line is a free rendition of Acts 2, 36.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فأخبرني بذلك.
III. PASSION 738-791
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The Self-Existent Word of the Father: has taken our nature and dwelt in it and made it Lord and Messiah: in authority with His majesty.

This Jesus whom you crucified: listen (to him), O second Jews!
The Self-Existent made him a sharer in His glory: and exalted his lowliness.
Let that first-fruits of our nature: refute the proud ones, because he has shown after his resurrection: his bodily structure to his disciples.

Let them listen to him (together) with (his) disciple: even if they renounce his humanity, because a spirit does not possess limbs: such as he showed to his Apostles.

“Touch me and examine: the body and the bones which I possess, and proclaim this among all the Gentiles: that with a body and bones I have risen”.

Behold he has openly shown us: after his murder and resurrection, that he who has tasted death is corporeal: and (that) the Word does not share in his sufferings.

And if not, let (those) say clearly: who make the Self-Existent suffer in their words that it is the Creator Who was showing flesh and bones in His Nature. Against them let us return an accusation: (worthy) of punishment for those things that I narrated, because they have confused and pulled down the distinction that proclaims the Body and the (Divine) Essence.

To two beginnings they have subjected: the Creator Who is without a beginning: one from the womb of a woman: and the other from within the grave.
O the impudence of the insolent: who have reached such heights of insolence and haughtiness, that the incomprehensible (Divine) Essence: they have limited to a womb and a grave!

A Concluding Exhortation

Come, my brothers! Like discerning (men): let us ascertain truth from (its) counterfeit; and let us wash out (from) the garment of our confession: the filth of the heretics 21!

Let us cut off from our body: (those) weak and sickly limbs, because, behold, the disease of their words has made rapid progress: and has spread among the multitudes 22!

Let us expell from (among) the sheep: (those) wolves who have ravaged the flock, because under the guise of lambs they act: although (they are) strangers to the truth!

Let us not mingle in our truth: the tares of their sayings, because they continually make divisions grow: in (their) confession concerning the (Divine) Essence!

21 Lit., ‘let us wash the garment of our confession from the filth of the heretics’.
22 This may be a significant reference for dating this homily. Cf. Introduction, p. 20.
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Let us bind our mind's love: to the sayings of the Apostles, 
   because these have girded humanity: with sound faith!
On the confession of Simon, let us build: the confession of our faith;
and in the company of Paul, let us journey: because he has opened the way
   (to understand) the natures!
In agreement with the Twelve: let us confess with them, as Simon (did)
   that the Creator has made Lord and Messiah: (that) Body of ours which He
   [has assumed.
A HOMILY FOR THE GREAT SUNDAY OF THE RESURRECTION

Refrain: Blessed be the Good One Who by our first-fruits raised up our race from its fall.

My Brothers:

Jesus' Spiritual Armor

The King on high put on earthly attire, in order to go forth (and) bring back the captivity of men from the strong one. His (good) pleasure went forth in human attire in order to give life to men; and the evil one saw him but did not discern the power of his hidden (Nature).

The likeness of a servant the Creator took on in order to free all, and He concealed His glory within a garment of mortality. He chose the leader of the host from the same race that was captive to the evil one; and He armed him with the Spirit to go forth (and) redeem the members of his people.

He gave him divine armor with which he might fight, so that, when triumphant, he would possess by its power the name of victory. The King's armor the corporeal leader of the host put on; and he placed the helmet of redemptive life upon his head.

Spiritually he put on armor befitting his hidden (Nature) and girded himself with limbs befitting the conflict. In his soul's faculties the corporeal one armed himself, because he saw in the Spirit that his adversary was spiritual. (Armed) with the Spirit, he battled against the spiritual ruler of the air, lest he be entangled by (his) earthly limbs.

The alternate readings for the refrain are translated thus:

(C) "Glorious is the victorious one who acquitted the world and raised and gave life to all by his resurrection".

(D) "Blessed be the Messiah who on the day of his resurrection acquitted our nature and prevailed over the tyrant".

(E) "Blessed be the Messiah who brings by his resurrection life and resurrection to the race of mortals".

Narsai frequently employs the Syriac word for 'on high' as a synonym for heaven.


* Cf. Introduction, n. 102.

* Cf. Jn. n. 17.

Lit., 'on the top of his mind'. The image of armor seems to be taken from Eph. 6, 17.

The sense seems to be that by the indwelling of the Word Jesus possessed a spiritual power appropriate to the Divinity.

An allusion to Satan. Cf. Eph. 2, 2 and G 1, 225.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة المقدمة.
In body and soul, he bore the armor that the King gave him;
and he put it on, in love, over the senses of the body and the faculties of the
[soul].

A hidden battle the mortal one waged with hidden power;
and he triumphed and granted victory to the body and the soul and freed them.

**The Conquest Over Satan In The Desert**

His race was captive to the evil one and death, the tyrants who had rebelled;
and he gave himself to the struggle in behalf of his people.

He went forth into the desert to battle against the evil one and he conquered him
and (then) prepared himself for the struggle with insatiable death.
He engaged in a contest with the strong one over desire for bread
and grappled with him and threw him down by (his) constancy (in the face) of
enticements.
The spiritual one was overcome by the corporeal one by the power of the Spirit;
and the body which passions had trampled down prevailed over the ruler of
the air.

A lowly body mocked and ridiculed the strong one
and took (away) his armor lest he battle with it against mortals.
"Begone, O evil one, to your partner!" he said to him.
"Begone! Prepare for yourself other armor for death.
Begone! Devise for yourself deadly snares with the aid of mortal ones,
because you (are) alone (and) your power is (too) weak for the struggle!
Begone! Gather to yourself the sons whom you have begotten through your
strategems,
and arm them with slander as you are accustomed!
Summon to yourself companions of falsehood to aid you,
because you are a deceiver and with deceivers you are accustomed to conquer"!

**Satan’s ‘Legal’ Charge**

For a short time, he drove away the treacherous one with whom he battled,
so that (Satan) might go (and) devise schemes of death under the guise of his
[(law) suit.
He continually knew that in a legal way he will enter a suit
and by recalling former (things) seek to conquer.

The transgression of (God’s) command in Paradise he kept recalling,
and upon (this) offense as evidence he was relying.
With (Adam’s) desire for fruit as (his) surety, he continually brought forth the
charge
that this had become his surety because of the slavery over men that he had
[acquired by (Adam’s) eating.
The signature of Eve and Adam he kept showing him, (saying:)
"Behold! Your parents have sealed and delivered (this) over. Read and
[understand (it).
A bond Adam wrote me in Eden, because he succumbed to sin; and because he did not repay it, he pledged his sons as interest. From the beginning, I have possessed authority over mortals; and it was not in secret (that) they enrolled (themselves) and became enslaved as debtors.

55 (It is) not because of constraint (that) your race is like you, but because of love. And (this is why) they willingly accepted to become slaves!

It was not Adam and the members of his generation (who) alone became corrupted, because (man’s) entire nature is included under the constraint of mortality. And if you are corporeal and you share in the passions of the body, consider your nature and know that you are included under the bond of my lordship.

There is not a corporeal being, possessing limbs, who is not mortal; and if he is mortal, he is under my bondage and that of death. Or show me that you are not mortal, and I shall turn away from you; but if you are mortal, your nature refutes the contention of your words!

Show the edict that Death has given you, (stating) that you are not mortal, even though this I do not accept for corporeal beings! You are corporeal! Why are words required in (this) suit? The nature of your body is utter corruption and mortality”! These things the slanderer was thinking (applied) to him, when he made use of (these) arguments against the body. Like a buckler he was holding up mortality, believing that he will conquer him with it as (he does other) mortals.

Jesus' Reply

The hateful one secretly expressed these things in his thoughts; but he who searches the heart was regarding them as though (they were expressed) openly.

75 And because he saw with the inner sight (of his mind what) the evil one (was pondering⁹, he revealed the hatred in his evil disposition before on-lookers. In a clear voice, he spoke about (his) secret (thoughts):

“Behold! The slanderer comes to plead his case. Behold! The prince and ruler of the world is demanding of me:

'Fulfill the obligations of mortality as (do other) mortals’!

Under the guise of a (law) suit, he makes (a charge) against me as (he does) with (other) men:

'You are a man! Pay as a man liable to judgment’!

9 Lit., ‘the pondering of the evil one’.
With (these) arguments he also disputes with me as with Adam:

'You are an adamite, dust that the river of my stratagems has overwhelmed!' 85 Why are you proud over the words that have come to pass in your regard? Do not boast about what is not yours, because you are earthly!

The hater of our race looks at me as (something) lowly, but does not discern the power which clothed me from the womb. Hidden from him is the reason for my coming to men;

and he does not know of that (new) fashioning 10 that will come to be through [me.

Also in silence I conceal my majesty from him,

until he accomplishes his great treachery by (imposing) death upon me. Now in a (counter) suit, I will show him from laws

that he unjustly calumniates me with mortality 11; 95 If mortals succumbed to him because they sinned, then I who am clean of the scars (of sin) — why does he pronounce judgment [against me?

If Adam succumbed and was taken as a hostage because he listened to his advice, — (then why) me whom he has not prevailed over for even a second 12 — why [does he pronounce judgment against me?

Therefore, it is evident that he wrongfully assails me in (his) rashness

and unjustly wields his sceptre over mortals.

And even though it is evident that I am free from his slavery,

I accept willingly death (from) his treachery.

With death he threatens and (tries to) terrify me as (other) mortals;

but through death, I will deprive him of his authority.

With the armor of mortal passions, he battles against me;

(but) by my own personal suffering, I will teach him that his armor is weak.

In that (very) way that he thinks that there have been given to him (as hostages) [Adam and his sons,

I will cancel the bond of his lordship over mortals.

By death, he sealed the bond of mankind's debts;

and through death upon a gibbet, I will tear it up.

In the sight of spiritual and corporeal beings, I will void

that sentence of condemnation about which he boasts as a conquerer.

To heavenly and earthly ones, I will show

the redemption of life and the renewal that will be fulfilled in me.

Heaven and earth I call upon (as) reliable witnesses;

and with the name of the hidden One, I will seal the promise (that I have made) [in words.

10 Perhaps an allusion to Narsai' and Theodore's doctrine on 'The Two States or Ages'. Cf. II, n. 39.
12 Lit., 'for (the length of) a wink (of the eye)'.
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אני מצטער, אך לא יכול לקרוא את הטקסט של דף זה.
Rational and mute beings have become mediators between me and the evil one, 
(testifying) that, without (any) debts (on my part), he is provoking a judgment 
[and is attempting (to bring about my) death.

And if he is acting wrongly as one iniquitous and thirsting after blood,

120 Behold! I will accept (his) sentence of unjust condemnation
and show that (it is) not by necessity (that) death has prevailed over me.
Behold! I will descend to the depth of Sheol as into the sea
and swiftly proclaim the name of my victory.

125 Behold! I will fulfill the types of the mysteries which the just have delineated
and requite Jonah who died because of me.
In reality I will accomplish this descent,
(showing) that he descended and ascended and proclaimed my victory in mystery.
In mystery, a fish swallowed Jonah; and he died while not dying.

130 For me, in reality, death will swallow me, but will not corrupt me.
Let therefore the Gates of Sheol rise up before me,
so that I may enter (and) lead the captivity of Adam (away) from the strong one!
I will descend in the blood of my own New Testament
and redeem the prisoners whom death has confined within the pit of Sheol.

135 With my blood I (will) write out and seal the redemption of men,
because death is the witness who ratifies (my) Testament.
Upon the gibbet I (will) write it out in my own blood
and tear up the bond for the debtors who succumbed to sin”.

Jesus’ Descent into Sheol

The vivifier of all descended and bathed in Sheol, a dead sea,
and conferred a power of vitality to the dead waters.
With a gentle breeze, he stirred those who were senseless;
and thousands of the dead began to proceed to the rendezvous of life.
By a silent vibration, the mighty one called upon insatiable Death;
and terror seized him (when he heard) about the new report of the restitution
[of the dead.

“Give me the captive sons of Adam whom the evil one gave you!
You have enslaved long enough the free-born sons under your harsh yoke”.

Lit., ‘let the gates raise (their) head’.
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The Raising of The Dead

The tyrant Death trembled and was dismayed at the sound of his words; and, although unwillingly, he brought forth the captivity of men to meet him. The prisoners came forth from within the pit of lifelessness and proclaimed the hope of the resurrection of the dead to those without hope. New tidings the dead brought to (those) living and dead; but the living rejected the new message which the dead spoke. The buried who came to life became its envoys to the buried dead, and announced the news about the word of redemption in the ears of everyone.

At the voice of the departed were raised the dead of iniquity, while they were seeing the renewal of the body and the redemption of the soul. The dead to the dead were recounting the new (event) that had come to pass of how a dead (man) prevailed over death and raised the dead. (This) great marvel was being spoken of in the land of Judea, when(ever) a dead (man) would chance upon a living one whom he used to know.

(It was) not the departed who died a long time ago (who) came to life by the cross, because each one was recognizing his brother and kinsman. For he did not raise (those) of former times who were (far) removed. lest the eye of flesh might deny the testimony of truth.

From the (same) generation of those who used to live in this present life, some of them he raised to be witnesses of his proclamation.

Hail to The Risen Conqueror

Hail to the mighty one who descended to Sheol by (that) way that everyone (has), because he opened the way for man’s journey from the household of death! Hail to the buried one whom death devoured but (who) has not been corrupted! Hail to the corporeal one whose bodily structure has not decomposed! Hail to the athlete who engaged in a contest with the strong one! (The strong one) had thought that he had fallen; but he, in turn, overthrew him and raised up his race!

He fell as he wanted in body and soul, as befitted those guilty; but he rose and was raised (to life) and raised the body and freed the soul. With this intent, he engaged in a contest with the strong one, that, by his victory, he might free his race from bondage. By death, the vivifier of the universe subdued the subduer of the universe. In that (very way) that he thought that he prevailed over men, he was humbled. By death, Adam and his sons wrote out a bond of slavery; and through death, the (Second) Adam freed Adam and his sons.
The mortal Second Adam died because of Adam;
and the son of Adam rose and gave life to Adam and his offspring.
There died the corporeal one who was structured with the timbers of the Spirit;
but he rose and was raised (to life) by the power of the (Divine) Artificer Who
[pulled him down and built him up.

The Presence of Angels at Jesus' Grave

At the resurrection of his body, there rejoiced earthly and heavenly ones;
and he gladdened those who were sad because of his death.
The spiritual ones rejoiced because he had conquered, by his death, insatiable
[Death;
and they descended (and) attended upon his body in the grave as a conquerer.
His grave was considered by the heavenly ones (to be) the King's temple;
and they were chanting a hymn of victory to the subduer of Death.
Praise they shouted (forth) to him while he was ascending out of the grave:
"Blessed is he who, by his death, has murdered death who had corrupted men"!
They were greatly saddened over his departure (from life) as (they would) over
[a king;
but he clothed them (with) a radiant appearance on the day of his resurrection.

In white garments he showed the heavenly ones,
to teach them about the renewal which will come to be through him.
The vigilant ones (then) showed earthly beings the wondrous sight
(of) the radiant garment which bodies will put on the day of the resurrection.
Through the comeliness of their garments, they taught them;
and in a sign of peace, they sowed in their ears (their) message of redemption.
"Whom do you seek", (an angel) said to the women, "the living one among the
[dead 14?
Come! See that he has risen and been raised (to life) and has prevailed over
[death"!
(The angels) rolled away the rock from the mouth of the grave by a hidden will (act);
and an entrance opened before their eyes, and they entered and examined (the
[grave).

Why indeed did the vigilant ones take away the rock that had been sealed?
Because it was difficult for the conquerer of death to raise up the rock?
For behold! The resurrection which was exceedingly difficult he accomplished by
[a will (act).
(Then) how (is it that) the rock which was easy (to remove) he did not raise?
His body he rescued from the mouth of death, a swift lion;
But for a lowly rock he called spiritual ones to raise it up!
It was not difficult for that command which raised his body
to lift up the rock before the entrance and then let him go forth.

14 Cf. Lk. 24, 5.
For the eyes of corporeal ones they took away the rock, so that they might see the grave and the body’s clothing and take hope. To assure men, he opened the grave in the presence of eye-witnesses, so that they would not doubt about his resurrection (over) whether (or) not he had risen.

That he rose is certain! And this is far more radiant than the sun! The spread of his preaching testifies (to this) to the four quarters (of the world). And even though his resurrection is revealed to the universe through deeds, to the hard-hearted and blind of soul it is not visible.

That he rose and has been raised (to life) — behold! the manifestation (is seen) in his majestic power which has nullified error and loosened the bonds of mortality.

*The Fulfillment of Jonah’s Prophecy*

He rose after three (days), and the promise that he spoke was not broken; and he fulfilled the mystery which the son of Amittai depicted in the belly of the fish. For three days, the prophet was in the depth in mystery; and he accomplished (this) mystery in reality (by being) three days (in the grave). In (regard to) Jonah, the mystery (was) that he died while not dying and he returned to life; and here the fact (is) that he truly died but was not corrupted. The Son of Amittai ascended out of the depth of the sea, just as he descended; and he depicted the manifestation of death and life and the return of the Gentiles.

With this intent the (Divine) Will sent (Jonah to search) after the Gentiles, that he might depict the mystery of this that has come to be at the fulness of the ages. Also the first-fruits for the universe died for the sake of all, and rose and was raised (to life) and proclaimed life to the (Jewish) People and the Gentiles.

*The Significance of The Folded Garments*

He came forth from the grave and left his garments as testimony, that he has henceforth put off mortality and put on glory. Two things he signified by the garments that he left behind, (acting) as a wise (man): that to him they are useless and (that) they will be witnesses for the faithless. The faithlessness of the sons of Jacob was revealed to him (on how) they would cover over (with calumny) the bestowal of his (new) life. By the garments which he left behind, he exposed their treacherous intentions, (by showing) how his body snatchers neglected (his) garments in the grave.

16 Cf. *Jonah* 1, n. 27.
17 Lit., ‘the garment of the structure of deceit’. 
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In myrrh and aloes his body was embalmed and laid carefully (in the grave); and for those carrying him off it was easy to remove him in his garments.

If then they stole him as terror-stricken fugitives,
how (is it that) they took off and folded (his) garments in tranquility?

Blind jealousy has blinded the calumniators;
and they have not discerned the public witness of his bodily resurrection.

With garments of silver they wanted to cover over his proclamation (of a new life);
but he rent the garment, fashioned from deceit, and its fabrics.
With silver they had purchased him from Judas for the bondage of death;
and after he had risen, they denied his resurrection with treacherous silver.

Nature’s Testimony Concerning The Resurrection

But what (can) treacherous silver do against evident truth,
when it is, as it were, heralded from the mouth of inanimate beings?

Rocks and graves and the (Temple) veil cried out to rational beings:
“Arise, slumberers, and receive the hope of life for the dead”!
And if inanimate and mute beings have shouted his victory,
of no avail then is the treacherous silver and it is not to be believed!

Rational and dumb beings became his witnesses to the faithless,
and they have subscribed to the testament concerning his death and his life.
(As) a skillful scribe, the powerful Spirit sealed his victory
and demonstrated (this) by the veil which He rent in two.
He showed that He had left the Temple of Sacrificial Atonement for the (Jewish) [People]
and (that) He no longer takes pleasure in the blood of heifers for the [reconciliation of men]

The veil revealed His rebuke for the insolent,
(in) that, if an inanimate being was struck and rent, how much more (will He [do this) to rational beings?

(Man’s moral) discernment was deserving of wrathful scourgings;
but He raised a rod and struck a garment instead of the mind.
He put back the sword of condemnation out of mercy
and raised His hand to bring down His rod; but His love restrained Him.
He did not demand from them satisfaction for his death, as though (they were) [guilty,
because it did not befit the vivifier of men to destroy men.

18 Lit., “those without a mouth".
Mortality Crucified and Raised To Life

“For the life of men”, he said “I have come — not for destruction)” 19!

And he confirmed his words through deeds.

275 He died for the sake of all and gave life to the universe, as he had promised.

He fulfilled and accomplished the (salvific) act (required) for all.

The Second Adam died in his nature as befitted mortals

and crucified with him mortality and gave it life by his life.

He gave (over) the edifice of his body’s temple; and the evil ones pulled it down.

But the Word of the Father restored and built it according to His promise.

He descended according to (his) nature that begets passions and dwelt in Sheol

and brought up with him a catch of men to a new life.

He broke (through) the wall which death had built before the dead,

and opened a way for mortality to vitality.

Jesus’ Victory Speech

285 He raised his voice as a captain before his soldiers:

“Rise and take courage! I have conquered death and the evil one!

I engaged in a hidden contest in (my) visible body

and conquered the strong one in (this) trial (of strength) and plundered his

[wealth.

A just (law) suit I entered against him before the Judge,

and then condemned him because our race was unjustly captive to him.

The bond of (Adam’s) iniquity he brought forth (and) showed in accordance

[with 20 the laws,

(but one) that had not been sealed with the signature of reliable witnesses.

And then there was revealed the lie that was hidden in his words.

The King Himself rebuked (him) and gave the order (to) cast him into exile.

And now therefore that I have conquered and the strong one, the enemy of our

[race, has succumbed,

I make my companions also share in the greatness of my victory.

The power of immortal life the Spirit gave me;

and with it I (will) arm passibility against passions.

Behold! Spiritual armor is forged for carnal beings.

300 Put it on, O mortals, and battle and conquer spiritually!

Under a sentence of death you were condemned and given as hostages.

Come! Receive gratis the bond (containing) your debts and acquire life!

By my own death, I have crushed death who corrupted men;

and through my victory, there has been condemned and exposed the ruler of

[the air”.

19 Cf. Lk. 9, 56.
20 Lit., “before”.
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Hail to the victory of (that one) who, when he was conquered, conquered the tyrant!

Hail to the fall of the corporeal one who fell and raised up (mankind)!

There fell the mortal one, the temple of flesh whom the Spirit built;

but the (good) pleasure of the King Who was dwelling in him has renewed and built him up.

Narsai’s Rejection of His Adversaries’ Position

Who is the one who fell under death, O lovers of death,

and who is the one who paid the debtors’ bond and freed them?

Whose death is it who died in (his) nature and has truly risen?

Whose resurrection is it whose heralds were also inanimate beings?

Reveal to us the goal of your intentions, so that we may take aim against it!

Why do you want to call the dead one, ‘the one who has conquered death’?

To which nature befit the Passion (and) also victory?

Reveal and signify to us as searchers after truths!

If the Word, the Offspring of the Father, has suffered in His Nature,

then our nature did not suffer with Him in the death of His Being!

If our lowly nature has not died and also been raised (to life),

then false and vain is the hope of life for the dead!

If an impassible Nature death was devouring,

how then did It suffer? In Its own Nature or in our nature?

If according to Its own Nature It experienced death, this is impious!

Did all of It then suffer or did It in part suffer and was tried?

But behold! There is nothing Impassible or possible,

which partly suffers and partly remains unchanged!

If the Only Begotten fell according to His Nature under death,

then He would interrupt the perpetuity (belonging to) name of His (Divine) Essence.

And if He fell — according to your discourse, not according to ours —

who would raise Him from His fall and give Him life?

That this ‘Fallen One’ should raise Himself, this is perverse!

And that another should raise Him, then He is in need and also deficient!

And if the Spirit and the power of the Father righted His fall,

behind, it is apparent that He is far inferior to the (Divine) Essence!

And if He is less than the (Divine) Essence — it is not I (who) have said (this)! —

why do you find fault with Arius as alien (to the faith)?

21 Cf. II, n. 34.
For this reason the Church has expelled him out of its doors,
    that he diminishes the Son and makes him inferior to His Begetter.
And if in this way this is iniquitous to speak in this way,
340  weave a crown for the blasphemer because he has expounded well!
    "You" , I say, "do this" ! We cannot!
There is a great chasm between us and you, and (it is) unbridgeable!
We do not give over to the heretics a rent garment
    and we do not pour new wine into wineskins of error!
We do not give our pure, holy faith
    to dumb dogs who do not perceive the power of the hidden (Divinity)!
We do not cast the pearls of our soul's confession
    before minds (that are) animal-like lovers of dung!
We do not travel along a trackless way with the erring
350  and we do not go forth on a false path of passibility!
We do not abase the One exalted above the universe to affliction
    and we do not kill that vitality (which) gives life!
It is the lowly nature (of man) that fell in Sheol under death;
    it is a son of mortals who died according to his nature for the abolition of
    [death!

355 Death had struck the (earthen) vessel, formed out of dust,
    which the Fashioner of the universe has refashioned in a spiritual way.
He is the one who dwelt three days with those deceased,
    and he was raised (to life) on the third (day) and has raised his race (to life).
He is the one who descended to the lowly things of earthly beings,
360  and he is the one who has ascended above the universe to raise up the universe.
Into his bodily structure, the insouient thrust nails and a spear;
    and by his renewal, he has cancelled the bond (incurred because) of its bodily
    [passions.

He descended unto the lion's den, (clad) in the armor of the Spirit,
    and snatched the prey of Adam's body which was torn to pieces.
365 He cried out in Sheol as a strong man; and its foundations shook;
    and he smashed its gates and broke its bars and plundered it and went forth.

The Angels Proclaim His Victory

The gates raised up (their) veil as he was going forth;
    and the spiritual ones were singing praise to the power (that brought him) his
    [victory.

---

22 Lit., 'to the lion to his den'.
23 The sense here is not clear. It may refer to the veil of mystery that conceals Sheol.
Heaven and earth became his spokemen\textsuperscript{24} to the faithless.

"They have rejected life"! the deceased cried out and dumb beings have confirmed (this).

The multitudes on high descended to honor the earthly one and celebrated his death and proclaimed his life to his companions.

The hope of life the vigilant ones brought to the household of mortals:

"Arise and take courage, O earthly ones, in the abolition of death!

Cry out and say to the corrupter of your limbs:

'Where is your sting, O serpent who killed us in the eating of the fruit'? Repeat (this) and mock him, as you laugh at his stratagems!

What will you do because life has cut down the tree of death"? Like Samson\textsuperscript{25}, they spoke with him in riddles, (saying:) "The body which you had devoured has become a source that begets life.

From within the eater there came forth to him spiritual food;

and from our dust that begets passions has emanated a sweetness".

\textit{A Concluding Exhortation}

Let there rejoice with us heaven and earth, rational and dumb beings, because the sacrifice of our body has reconciled the Lord with His creatures!

One first-fruit our race has offered to the Divinity:

and He has given us, through him, a sign of peace and the renewal of the universe.

With us let earthly and heavenly beings confess:

"Blessed be He Who in our body has shown His love for those whom He has fashioned"\textsuperscript{26}!

\textsuperscript{24} Lit. 'mouths'.

\textsuperscript{25} A free rendition of Judges 14, 14.

\textsuperscript{26} Lit. 'for His fashionings'.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
A HOMILY FOR THE FEAST DAY OF THE ASCENSION

Refrain: Blessed be the (divine good) pleasure which descended (to) free us and clothe us and ascended so that we might reign with His name.

My Brothers:

The Wonder Instilled By Jesus' Ascension

At our lowly clay I have marvelled (seeing) how much it has been exalted,
because, although dust, it has acquired authority and begun to reign over all.
In our lowly earthen vessel, my thoughts have become absorbed (seeing) how much it has been raised (to honor),
because it has become a vessel that is greatly suited for things glorious.

This mortality, filled with passions I have sought to examine,
because it has suddenly become a spring that pours forth life to the universe.
In its admiration over this moulded clay of our bodily structure my mind has

because it has acquired wings (to) fly towards heaven.

(My) lowly nature beckoned to me in silence: “See the wonder
of how much has been exalted the humble dust of Adam”!
Possibility, clothed with fear, called (and) exhorted me:
“Look at the corrupted nature that has put on glory”!
(My) soft clay, steeped in passions, called me and roused me:
“Rise and consider the son of dust who has reached heaven”!

The power of discernment within me chided me as if (I were) dumb:
“Rise, O guilty one! Make a confession (of faith) to the one who has exalted
your race”!

My own personal bent whispered to me in silence in a mysterious way:
“Even though (you have only) words, give (them) as a gift to the bridegroom on
high”!

My mind counselled me: “Fix your gaze on high
and look at the firmament which opens its gates to the King of Heaven”!

My thoughts were startled by the voice of the corporeal herald,
who cries out in the Spirit and shows me an image of (his) victory.

1 D: “Blessed be the Messiah who on the day of his Ascension has made us ascend and be seated with him in heaven”.

2 Lit., “wings of flight”.

3 Lit., “on high”. בֵּיתָן will occasionally be translated as ‘heaven’ where ‘on high’ would be a clumsy rendition in English.
Jesus' Discourse to His Disciples

The new scribe of the New Testament I heard,
interpreting according to the Spirit of revelation (what will be) the consummation
of our life.

25 The Twelve, (his) reliable witnesses, I saw gathered (about him),
and they were asking about the restoration of the Kingdom for the (Jewish)
People.

The royal servants gathered in the King's presence to ask him:
“'At what time will you show the crown of your sovereign power?
Reveal and signify to us if the promise of your words is near (to fulfillment)
and if you will give a reward to the seed of Abram as you have promised?'

The skilled master saw (what was in) the mind of the childish of heart,
and prevented them from (continuing their) carnal questioning.
In a carnal way, the childish asked about the Kingdom;
and the all-wise one brought them to full growth.

35 "It is not yours to know the time of the consummation of the ages!
Do not weary yourself (in your attempt) to search out the intent of things secret!
Your (task) is this: to complete the mystery of preaching!
And you shall be witnesses of the new way which I have opened up in my
person.

You I want to seal with your signature
the testament which I have written in blood for the sons of Adam.
You I send as messengers to the four quarters (of the earth)
to convert the Gentiles to kinship with the House of Abraham.
You I have clad with the armor of the all-prevailing Spirit
to engage in a contest with the strong one who has enslaved men.

45 By you as the light, I will banish the darkness of error;
and by your flames, I will enlighten the blind world.
By you, I will uncover the veil of iniquity which the evil one has spread
and rip asunder the hateful garment which he wove in Eden.
You I will set up as a mirror before viewers,
so that men might see their persons which iniquity has made hateful.

By you, I will open the treasury of the all-enriching Spirit.
Go forth! Give gratis the freedom of life to mortality!
By you, I will complete and fulfill the mysteries and the types.
Explain and make clear for the ears of everyone the intent of the parables!

55 By you, I will open the way to heaven for earthly ones.
Show them the path to (this) incorruptible fashioning!

* The first Syriac word for each of the next twelve distichs is the plural 'you'. This is a clear example of stylistic repetition in Narsai. Cf. the section on 'Narsai's Style' in the Introduction, p. 29.
The present verse is a free rendition of Acts 1, 7.
This seems to be an allusion to Narsai's and Theodore's doctrine on 'The Two States or Ages'.
Cf. Il, n. 39.
By you, I will reveal (God's) stern judgment and abounding mercy.
Correct and reprove (men) so that they will not be declared guilty by a sentence
[of condemnation]! 

_The Ascent to Heaven_

The master finished (his) apt instructions to his disciples
and started to journey on an new road to the height (of heaven).
He fulfilled the will of his Sender by (his) redemption of men
and accomplished (his) active work (of salvation) for the universe.
He achieved (his) victory in the sight of spiritual and corporeal beings;
and rational and dumb (creatures solemnly) lifted and carried him aloft with
[fitting love.

65 Earthly and heavenly beings gathered to accompany him,
as he was setting out to go (and) receive the Kingdom on high.
(God's) hidden Will\(^8\) harnessed (his) chariot to the reins of the wind
and bridled air for the conveyance of the King who has conquered and granted
[victory to others.

He spread linen clouds of light over the chariot;
and the King took (his) seat; and (God's) Will set a crown upon his head.
Rational and dumb beings united their voices under the chariot
and continually celebrated the hidden One in the visible one, the Self-Existent
[in the body.

The charioteer guided the horses of the wind toward heaven
and taught them to travel along an untrodden way.

75 The (Divine) command (sounded)\(^9\) as a trumpet into the ears of mute beings:
"Open, O gate, that there may enter the King who comes in glory"!
(God's) Will raised up a veil-(like) garment of water
and opened the gate constructed with watery beams.
A new gate (God's) Will opened for the new King,
through (whose) entrance no human foot had (ever) trod.
He alone opened the way to the Kingdom on high
and entered to serve in the Holy of Holies as the high priest.
Into the sanctuary on high he arrived to serve spiritually
in (that) resplendent place, undefiled by things earthly.

_Hail to our Exalted Nature_

85 Hail to our nature which has been exalted in name and in reality
and has ascended and begun to reign over rulers and authorities!
Hail to our dust which has acquired the rank of sovereign power
and has subjected under his authority the universe, (both) rational and mute
[beings!

\(^7\) The air and the wind.
\(^8\) Cf. 1, n. 27.
\(^9\) Lit., 'became'.
\(^{37}\) καιρός D — ἄνθρωπος D — ἄνθρωπος οὐρανός B; ἄνθρωπος οὐρανός CD — ἀνθρώπος C — ἄριστος D
He walked on earth and captured (man's) captivity from the strong one,
and led (them) away and ascended to a place secure from harm.
He humbled and cast down the tyrants who had rebelled against the Kingdom
and clothed (with) spiritual armor his forces.
He taught them ways (to) struggle\textsuperscript{10} spiritually,
so that they might aim at the goal by which he had conquered.
He showed them the ascending path on the road to the height (above)
by the sign of his body which was being borne aloft above the air.
He urged them to look at it with pleasure,
in order to see his glory and acquire hope for (the fulfillment of) his promises.
He embodied air as a chariot before their eyes;
and the visible body mounted the wind and arrived on high.

The Appearance of Angels

He sent them (some) of the spiritual ones who were accompanying him;
and they fascinated them with the white garments that they were wearing.
In a garment of light he showed the heavenly ones
because, if his messengers are attired in light, how much more indeed is his
own (garment)!
The garment of light he set (as a barrier) before them, lest they be worn out
seeking to see what was not permitted.
Two thoughts excited the earthly ones;
and because of both, they kept gazing towards the face of heaven;
first, whether it is possible for them to see the gates being opened
or whether indeed his bodily structure is changed for him.
For they were reflecting on how a body has rent the firmament
and how it has entered with (bodily) structure through a closed gate.
With this intent he sent them spiritual ones,
that he might resolve the fear (and) also the doubt in their minds.
They stood all at once before their eyes and fascinated them,
because (it was) not by walking (that) they drew near to them, but all at once.
"Israelites", they called them by (their) familiar name,
and showed them that they were acquainted with that one who had been taken
up.
"Why do you stand and consider the height above\textsuperscript{11}?
Why are you troubled by what is difficult for the eyes of flesh (to accept)?
Learn from us as confidents in secrets,
that this Jesus will likewise come as he has been taken up!

\textsuperscript{10} Lit., 'of struggle'.
\textsuperscript{11} Cf. Acts 1, 11.
Under that (very) appearance, whereby you have seen him with bodily senses, he will remain unaltered in body and soul.

Under that (very) appearance, he will remain in ineffable glory and be prepared to come at the consummation of the ages for the examination [of the universe”.

Narsai’s Confession of Faith

Under that (very) appearance — a visible body and a hidden soul whereby he has ascended and begun to reign with the (divine good) pleasure [that chose him above all —

under that (very) appearance — howsoever the heretics (may) quarrel —

I confess and do not deny the testimony of the vigilant ones!
I do not accuse of falsehood the spiritual ones, reliable witnesses;
and I do not change the pure character of their spoken words.
I do not disown the sayings of the King’s servants
and do not resist the stewards of (God’s) hidden Will.

True and reliable is the bond (testifying) to the ascent of our race’s first-fruits;
and also the spiritual ones have signed and sealed and ratified it.
The way that the ascended one spoke of have these also followed,

(when) he revealed and signified by what nature he rose from the grave:

Touch and see (my) bodily structure and the place of the nails
and know and understand that a spirit does not possess flesh and bones”!
Flesh and bones he showed to the witnesses of his death,
lest they doubt about his resurrection, (thinking) that it was perchance not he ([who had risen]).

He showed (the places of) the nails and the spear in his body to the partakers [of his mystery, after he had become immortal and impassible.

He showed a new (wonder) after his death by the extraordinary way that he ate and drank with his heralds and assured them (that it was he).
He did violence to (that) nature whose passibility glory had swallowed and showed it with (its) wounds and took food as one in need.
That he showed wounds in an impassible (nature) is assured to us;
but how he showed (it), he is the only one (who) knows how.

That he ate and drank — we do not accuse his words of falsehood;
but how he ate reveals (the nature of) that one who testifies that he ate.
By a promise he made, he had earlier confirmed what he (would) do,
(when) he said that he was going to eat with them in the Kingdom on high.

12 Cf. Introduction, n. 102.
13 L.t., ‘by the path of the word of that one who ascended’.
14 A free rendition of Lk. 24. 39.
15 L.t., ‘sufferings’.
16 L.t., ‘the promise of his words’. Cf. Lk. 22. 16.
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
Narsai’s Rejection of his Adversaries’ Position

And if (this is) not so, let those say who obliterate the body and make the Word [suffer, how we should understand (this statement) that he showed wounds and ate and [drank.]

Come! Interpret for us, O new scribes of passibility! Whose body is it that has taken food and hands have grasped? If the hidden One has come to an open (manifestation) and become flesh, why, then, did He show wounds in His flesh after He had been raised? (Do you mean to tell us) that His Nature was passible before His coming; and to confirm His passibility, He showed wounds! God forbid! (It is) not my will (that) has given birth to this passibility! The foolish zeal of those who mingle (the natures) has compelled me (to) say it! (It was) not of my own desire (that) I have attempted to ascend to the height above; those (minglers) I want to bring down to earth because they have shown so [much insolence. (It is) not pride (that) has taken hold of me to strive after things secret; (it is) the arrogance of their blasphemous words (that) I have sought to repress! It was not the rank of the office of ‘rabban’ (that) I have sought to usurp for [myself! The childish of heart have uttered such a preposterous assertion, and it has [displeased me! They have overturned the goal that the King set up at the completion of his [victory; and because of this, I have shot against them the arrows of my words. Grass and husks they have sought to place in the edifice of truth; and my thoughts became heated as though in a fire that inflamed them. And if (this is) not (so), let them show in reality how they are building; and let me learn what goal they are aiming at in their minds. If they (belong to) the body of the Church as members, why do they hate the name ‘Messiah’, the head of the body? Why do they reject as alien the name of ‘man’, which is set in the Books (of [Scripture); and why do they expunge the name of ‘honor’ which our race has received? Why do they mingle manifest natures that (can)not be mingled, and why do they mix natural (properties) that (can)not be mixed? A hidden Nature (can)not be mixed with a visible body; and One without limit (can)not be limited in a limited being!

17 This refers to those who assert that the Word suffers in Jesus’ sufferings and passions. This reference to ‘the new scribes’, as well as v. 69 below, may be important for dating this homily. Cf. Introduction, p. 21. 18 Cf. II, n. 38. 19 Lit., ‘they have cried out preposterously’. 20 Lit., ‘the goal of their minds at which they are aiming’.
لا يعرف ما إذا كانت هذه كلمة مجهولة.

الخط الأبيض يشير إلى أن هناك خطأ في الترجمة أو التنسيق.

يرجى مراجعة النص بشكل أكبر للتأكد من دقة الترجمة.
185 There is nowhere that the Almighty (can) go to and stay, because outside of everything and within everything His Nature reigns! For this (purpose) I struggle with the armor of my words that I might rout the ranks of those who make the Word suffer and who reject [the body.

They abase the Word to the passibility of lowly flesh

and remove the body from (its) honor with the (Divine) Essence.

The vigilant ones cry out that he has ascended and begun to reign in his own [nature;

but the hearing of the stubborn of heart is blocked from understanding.

That he will come again at the consummation of the ages, they revealed to the [Apostles;

but (the stubborn) do not heed the proclamation of the spiritual ones.

Jesus' Authoritative Role in Heaven

195 A member of our race is (the one) who ascended and began to reign with the (Divine) Essence and not the (Divine) Essence (Which) descended to earth and then ascended! Our nature is (the one) which mounted the wind and bridled the air; and rational and mute beings accompanied (him and) carried him (aloft) because [of the hidden One.

He is the one who has opened a new way in the moist air

and took wings of flight, contrary to (his) nature.

He is the one who has opened the gates on high before earthly ones and entered to minister in the Holy of Holies on behalf of their life.

It was not according to the (Mosaic) legal order (that) he entered to serve. but by the blood of his own New Testament.

He did not come to minister with things earthly, as priests (do).

He entered heaven to atone for all by the sacrifice of himself.

He made one entrance and was received in the sanctuary above; and time with its duration (can) no longer interrupt (the reign of) his majestic [rank.

He entered and appeared before the All-Seeing One to Whom (everything) was [visible;

and He welcomed him and conferred on him the crown (belonging to) the name of the (Divine) Essence.

The power of (God's) hidden Will brought him to the rank above, to that majesty which (can)not be compared with that of created beings.

He subjected everything to him; and he began to reign over everything by the [power of his Assumer;

and he received (the power) to judge spiritual and corporeal beings.

In his judgment, he (will) examine (man's) rational discernment

and openly reveal (each man's) works and words and glance(s) of the eyes.

\[\text{B} \quad \text{om. D}\]
By means of his visible body, they (will) see by (their) inner faculties
that hidden (Divine Nature) which is hidden from all and to Which everything
is manifest.

Him they (will) consider with (their) external senses as (they would) one visible;
and with (their) mind, (they will consider) the power of the (Divine) Essence
which is hidden within him.

By the yoke of his love (will) be united together the vigilant ones and men;
and they (will) celebrate him as the image of the hidden King.
In his body, the corporeal ones (will) see their limbs;
and the spiritual ones, in the faculties of (his) soul, (see) their own substances.

They recount his glory in a sensuous hymn (of praise) in a spiritual way
and cry ‘holy, holy, holy’ to him with an unwearing gratitude.
They continually worship, in the temple of his body, that One Who is hidden in him,
and offer therein the pure sacrifices of their minds.
In the haven of his body come to rest the impulses of their thoughts,
as they become worn out in (their) search for the incomprehensible hidden One.

For this reason the Fashioner of the universe chose him from the universe,
that he might satisfy by his visible body the need of the universe.
A creature needs continually to seek out something that is hidden
and to learn the intent of things that are secret and that which they point to 21.

And because it is impossible that the Nature of the hidden One appear openly,
He limited their inquiries to His visible image.
They continually race about the arena of the name of the (Divine) Essence;
and when they reach the gate of his body, they have gained victory!
He grants for the (ascetical) struggle of their minds
the crown which the hidden One extends through him for their labors.

By means of his body, the Lord of the vineyard rewards
(those) laborers who have toiled because of the hope of a new life.
By him the spiritual talents are returned to the good servants,
who had received money and administered (it) well and increased (it) and made
(it) into a bountiful sum.

From him, the evil servant hears that question:
“For what reason did you hide the talent which I gave into your hands”? 22?
With him the wise (virgins) enter into the bridal chamber of light,
rejoicing over the garment of incorruptible glory.
He is the one who turns to the foolish (virgins) who do not possess the (needed) oil:
“Go! Delight in your labors as you have desired”!

21 Lit., ‘their significations’.
22 Cf. Mt. 5, 26-29.
صل الحَيْثَة، ومن سَدَة بُلْبَل، سَمَع. 128
هَمْ نَمَّكْ لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر فَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
دَهُمْ فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
فَصْر فَصْر، لَكَنَّك بِفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر، وَفَصْر.
At the sound of his words, the guardians of his love take hope
and go forth to meet him to receive the reward for their labors.
With him, they fly towards heaven on the wings of the wind,
being borne aloft near the chariot (formed out) of the back of the air.

Under that (same) visible sign whereby his own body was taken up,
likewise will be raised aloft (those) bodies which have become a dwelling place
for his love.

The Significance of Jesus' Ascension

A cloud carried him as a chariot (would) while he was ascending;
and (God's) hidden Will was guiding it in place of its charioteer.
In this way, clouds of light will carry the bodies (of the just)
according to that command which harnessed the air and lifted up his body.
In this (way), he depicted our weaknesses and our glories,
and engraved them in letters upon the tablet of his body.
In this (way), he showed us how very grievous was our fall;
and in this (way), he signified to us that our redemption is exalted and sublime.
By his conception, he depicted our fashioning from dust;
and by his birth without intercourse, (he signified that) the earth bore us.
Through his growth in earthly (ways), he revealed that he is from us;
and because he endured sufferings, he showed that his nature is from mortals.
By his death, he proclaimed the reconciliation which has come to pass through him;
and by his resurrection, he nullified sin and voided death.
Through his ascent, he opened a way for us to travel on high;
and by his exaltation (in glory), he raised our body from its lowly state.
His earthly appearance was like a dawn for us;
and his movement along the way to the height above (like) the close of day.
He went forth at dawn and cultivated, by his sufferings, the field of our body
and rested in the haven in the height above as (he would) in the evening.
Through his ascent, he opened for us the gates which were closed
and had us enter with him into the forbidden Holy of Holies.
Our dust has ascended with his exaltation unto the (Divine) Essence;
and our earth sat down, reckoned as a king endowed with authority.
He held the sceptre of sovereign power and reigned over all
and began to have charge over what was not his own, as (though he were) the
[Maker.

Hail To Our Exalted Nature

O dust that has been so greatly exalted with what is not its own!
O mortal one who has distributed life from that of Another!
O earthly one, who has left the earth, the mother of his body,
and entered to dwell in the womb of a mother who is not (such) by nature!
O inferior one, who has deserted his own region, a temporal dwelling,
and ascended to a region where there is no end to its perpetuity!
O member of Adam's family, fashioned from the earth,
who (now) possesses the rank and the authoritative name of the God of the
[universe!

The Angels Rejoice at His Ascension

One weighty (in bodily substance) mounted the wings of the wind and flew in the air
and astounded the assemblies on high by his etherealness.
In great wonder stood the assemblies of the heavenly ones,
as they were watching a body flying in an unwonted way.

A crown of glory the vigilant ones wove for him as he was ascending,
because they saw that he had opened a way for men (to come) to their
[assemblies.

They became messengers to his disciples who were sad,
and gladdened them by means of the white garments that they were wearing.
Love and mercy they acquired for our race through his ascent

and began to travel along the road of peace towards our humanity.
They were very sad over our fall at the beginning;
but because they saw our rising through the member of our race, they rejoiced
[and were comforted.

The transgression of (God's) command set up a barrier on the way between us
and began to travel along the road of peace towards our humanity.
They were very sad over our fall at the beginning;
but because they saw our rising through the member of our race, they rejoiced
[and were comforted.

The transgression of (God's) command set up a barrier on the way between us
[and them;
but he abrogated by his blood the sentence of condemnation which our debts
[had set up (as a barrier).

By his mediation, he reconciled the universe with the Lord of all
and secured the peace and the renewal of the universe through his ascent.
He released the prisoners who were confined in the fortresses of iniquity
and consoled them with the glorious things that he had received and inherited.

Jesus' Crown of Victory

In his person, he became a mirror of (these) fair things
and wove them (into) a crown befitting his supreme victory.
At his conception, (there is) a new wonder contrary to nature,
a pure womb that bears fruit without intercourse.
At his birth, (there is) glory to the God of the universe from His fashionings
and peace on earth and good hope to those without hope.

At the offering of his sacrifice, (there is) a voice declaring in prophecy:
"Behold! This one is set for condemnation and a sign of peace"!
His baptism sounds forth as a trumpet concerning his majesty;
and the voice of the Father proclaims his love and his majestic rank.
لا يوجد نص طبيعي يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
His fast proclaims his victory in the desert,
that he overcame in his bodily senses the one who overcame the universe.
At the moment of his death, inanimate things also became (endowed with) speech,
because (God's) hidden Will compelled them and they acquired a voice.
The report of his resurrection slew death and trampled sin;
and the dead cried out into the ears of death: "Where is your sting"?
On the day of his ascension, he called earthly and heavenly beings
and showed them a new way to journey to heaven.
There went forth in his company corporeal and spiritual beings
to see how his body flies in a spiritual way.
Please was the sight of his body to earthly (beings);
and (their) fellowship with his soul was a great delight for heavenly beings.
The eye of flesh was not satisfied to look upon
the sensible (aspects) of his body, as it was being carried aloft upon the chariot.
The spiritual ones were not pleased to part from him,
but were eager (as) to who would excel in love toward him.

The Conquest of Light
Fair and pleasant also was that time at which he was taken up;
and the course of his path was passing beyond the sphere of the sun.
(Together) with the victory of the great sun, he achieved his own victory
and spread the light of his preaching to the four quarters (of the earth).
In the month when light conquers darkness, he conquered sin
and banished error, (that) hateful garment which the evil one wove.
There conquered in June light and the Light, the servant and the Lord;
and darkness succumbed with darkness, (and so too) night and error.
The luminary (of the sun) rose in the course of its path into a high position
and set darkness into a lower position, as though into a grave.
The Sun of Justice also ascended to the highest point of heaven
and cast error and its preachers into the depths of the earth.
At the third hour when light had started out of darkness,
it interrupted its progress and confined and detained it in a lower position.
The three names (of the Trinity) our King also granted to his Twelve;
and by these, he closed the way of death which the evil one had opened.

The Season of Life
The rays of the sun descended on the earth like rain;
and it moistened its bosom and ripened fruits with its warmth.

23 Cf. 1 Cor. 15, 55.
A dew of mercy the Creator sprinkled by our first-fruits; and there sprouted forth the fruits of justice in the earth of our soul.

In the month which yields fruits and seeds for temporal life, there came forth the first fruit who imparts life without end. His conception was in April, the month which is the first born of the year; and his birth was in December, the month when light despoils darkness. He fasted and was tried in the harsh season (that is) destitute of fruits; and there came forth the first fruit of his soul’s constancy against (sinful) enticements.

He sacrificed himself at the time at which Adam had succumbed by eating; and he reconciled, by his sacrifice, the Lord and His servants and gladdened [them].

In (that) month when Adam’s guilt had waxed strong in Eden, the Second Adam was celebrated because he conquered death.

At (that) time when the humiliated heir went forth from his inheritance, the valiant one entered the region of incorruptible life.

**We are Heirs to His Wealth**

Through his victory, he made restitution for the bond of our guilt and inscribed us with him (as) sons and heirs of the wealth which he had received.

He brought back our captivity from the strong one who had captured our race and raised it to a region where the armor of treachery will not overcome it.

He set our spiritual wealth in the citadel above, lest it be corrupted by harmful desires.

He drew our attention to the treasures which our soul had laid up, so that we might heed what is our own and not be seduced by what is not ours.

He showed us (what is) our own so that we might love our own as prudent (men) and not be entangled in what is not our own as ignorant (men).

He instructed our soul through the promises of things to come, lest (our) bodily senses bind us with things earthly.

He set for us milestones of peace along the way on which he himself had travelled, and he taught us how much and in what manner we should travel to the rendez-vous of life.

By the two roads, he showed the direction for the two classes (of good and evil), so that everyone might journey in his freedom on which(ever) one he wants. The road of life 25 he called narrow because of (its) toils; and that of perdition he called broad because of (sinful) desires.

In his own person, he completed the course for the way of life, so that whoever follows after his words would not grow weak.

---

25 Cf. Mt. 7, 14.

---
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي بشكل طبيعي. يمكنني قراءة النص اللاتيني بشكل طبيعي.

An Exhortation to Follow

Behold! The King has set out on the new road to the Kingdom on high.
Let us travel with him so that we may not be despoiled by robbers!
Behold! He has fixed the goal for his forces at the gate of heaven.
Let us aim at it with the faculties of (our) soul instead of limbs!
Behold! He has opened the stadium gate for the struggle.
Let us engage in a contest against (sinful) allurements with (our) hidden reason!
Behold! He has forged spiritual armor for the soul and the body.
Let us hold the sword of the Spirit's word on the tip of our tongue!

By his sufferings, he cultivated the thicket-filled earth of our body.
Come! Let us sow therein his good seed so that we may bring forth life!
By his blood, he cleansed the (sinful) stains of our soul and of our limbs.
Let us not become sullied by the desires of our evil bent!
By his sacrifice, he reconciled the height and the depth with his Sender.

Let not the peace of the universe languish because of our weakness!
By means of his ascent, he made our body ascend, (though) weighted down with [senses.]
Let us take flight with the faculties of (our) soul to where he is!

A Confession of Faith

Paul sounds forth as a trumpet in his Epistle:

"He has made us ascend with him to the rank which he has attained at the [right hand]."

"We have died with him; and he has made us live with him because he is from us".
That he has risen and been raised (to life) and has given life to all of us, our [heart believes!]
And that he has ascended and has begun to reign above the universe is certain [to us!]

In our own love, let us preserve a love for him as befits him; and let us not doubt about his promises because they are distant!
With the spiritual ones, let us testify continually about his ascension, that he is going to come under that (very) appearance whereby he has been [raised up!]

26 The following references (vv. 404-6) seem to be drawn from Ephesians, particularly 1, 20; 2, 5-6; and 4, 15. If so, they are a free rendition and coalescence of different lines.
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